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Summary. The effectiveness oflnternet or online training was compared to traditional 
classroom training in the Master Gardener Core Course/Horticulture 1003 at the 
University of Minnesota. Overall horticultural knowledge was significantly greater for 
both groups in post-test results, and there was no significant difference in horticultural 
knowledge between the two groups. Online learners did not perceive the lack of 
instructor face-to-face interaction to be as important as did classroom participants. 
Online learners also placed a greater value on flexibility of class time and no commuting 
than did the classroom. Each group spent about 75 hours on the class. However, 20% of 
classroom participants' time was spent on commuting. Online training was an effective 
method for teaching Master Gardeners in this study. 
Since its inception in 1977, the University ofMinnesota Extension Service Master 
Gardener (MG) program has trained over 4,500 people. Over 2,000 Master Gardeners are 
actively volunteering in Minnesota, by providing horticultural education to the public 
(Meyer and Hancheck, 1997). The current demand for training is very high, but 
providing consistent and high quality training throughout the state is expensive, time 
consuming, and inefficient. Each year program administrators attempt to reach as many 
people as possible by selecting different training locations throughout the state. 
By 1996, expanded Internet access across Minnesota made the possibility of 
developing an online class for MG training a promising idea. Many university teachers 
supplement their students' in class experience with materials from the Internet, but few 
teach an entire class online. Boldt and Gustavson (1998) found high costs associated with 
developing online classes, lack of rewards for faculty using the Internet, and concerns 
about the online teaching benefits partially to blame for this limited use. 
Research on technology enhanced learning suggests that courses taught at a 
distance are successful. Stack (1997) found MG training via interactive television (lTV) 
to be just as effective as traditional classroom learning. Lippert et al. (2000) found that 
55% of county Extension agents who were offered Internet in-service training thought it 
provided a learning experience as effective as a face-to-face class. The vast majority of 
the literature reports that distance education using interactive media can be just as 
effective as traditional education when the curriculum is well planned and task-oriented, 
and there are ample opportunities for students to receive feedback to acknowledge 
personal success (Verduin and Clark, 1991 ). Effectiveness of distance education is 
further enhanced when a realistic classroom atmosphere is emulated by fully exploiting 
the interactive nature of the media, and by emphasizing teacher-student and student-
student interactions (Moore et al., 1990; Batey and Cowell, 1986). The MG course 
appeared to be appropriate for distance delivery, not only due to the high demand for 
training, but also because the majority ofMG's tend to be older, well educated, and 
highly motivated (Schrock et. al., 1999; Rohs and Westerfield, 1996), characteristics of 
successful distance education participants (Schlosser & Anderson, 1994; Bernt and 
Bugbee, 1993; Wilkes and Burnham, 1991). 
The Internet has many teaching resources that are still being developed. The most 
noticeable difference is that most Internet communication is asynchronous, with no face-
to-face contact. For this reason, instructors and students assume online learning is 
alienating. Egan et al. (1991) reported that students in learning groups felt their learning 
experience via television was a "real" class even though their instructor was not 
physically present. 
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Bonk and Cummings (1998) propose that rather than distribute all information via 
lecture, instructors should use the vast resources available on the world wide web, which 
may be far richer in content than just using a textbook or lecture. They offer guidelines 
and suggestions for designing and teaching an online course including: using a facilitator 
rather than a lecturer; providing students immediate feedback on their assignments and 
quizzes, using public and private forms of feedback to establish a safe environment; and 
taking advantage of the wide-resources available on the world wide web, rather than 
simply posting lecture notes or text from a book. Additionally, an online class, with its 
versatility of information and communication tools, should allow students to capitalize on 
their individual strengths, while at the same time providing clear expectations and prompt 
task structuring (Bonk and Cummings, 1998; Nelson, 1998). 
The purpose of this study was to determine if online students learned just as much 
as classroom students, and their level of satisfaction with this new type of learning. 
Materials and Methods 
In 1996, the Online University of Minnesota MG Core Course was developed into 
twelve modules each with a list of objectives and tasks for students to complete. A 
sample of one module, Living with Wildlife, is shown in Figure 1. In 1998, the course 
was moved to the software program, WebCT 1.3 (WebCT, Inc., Lynnfield, MA). 
In 2000, classroom MG training sessions were offered in Brainerd, Litchfield, and 
Rochester, Minnesota and online (Table 1 ). In most cases, both online and classroom 
students were taught by the same instructors. Students in both classes received the same 
textbook and binder of extension publications. In the classroom, course content was 
delivered primarily by 48 hours of face-to-face lectures over 4-5 weeks. The online class 
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students completed a list of assigned tasks (Figure 1) by subject over 10 weeks. The 
online class placed emphasis on the instructor as a facilitator rather than a lecturer. 
An email discussion list, Mailman (Mailman Software, Boston, MA) where email 
messages are posted for a group at one address, was the main form of communication for 
the online course. Instructors facilitated discussion sessions by posting questions for 
students to respond through the use of an email discussion list. 
Because of the asynchronous nature of the email discussion list, instructors were 
able to post discussion questions several times throughout the week and students could 
respond at their convenience. Additionally, a voluntary chat room, an electronic space 
that allows for synchronous group communication, provided additional opportunities for 
group discussion. 
To measure learning, all online students and a random sample of classroom 
students were given a closed book pre- and post-test consisting of 30 horticulture 
questions. Students in the online class received their pre-test and post-test by mail and 
were asked to return the tests as soon as possible, or within one week. Follow-up tests 
were sent to online students who had not responded within two weeks of the original 
mailing. Classroom students were asked to complete the pre-test the first day of class and 
the post-test during the last day of class. 
Additional questions, modified from Ward and Newlands (1996) determined the 
amount of time students spent on the course, their learning preferences, advantages and 
disadvantages of online and classroom learning, course satisfaction, and student 
demographics. Students were asked to rate the importance of certain advantages and 
disadvantages of both classes on a five-point Likert scale, with possible responses on a 
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continuum from "not important" to "important." Scores were compiled and subjected to 
a one-way analysis of variance, (SPSS, 1998). 
Results and Discussion 
One hundred seventeen matching pre and post-tests were collected (Table 1). The 
age distribution in this study (Table 2) is consistent with other MG programs where the 
majority of students were age 40 and over (Schrock et al., 1999; Rohs and Westerfield, 
1996). MG trainees in this survey were highly educated, the largest proportion of students 
held college degrees: 56% and 62% of the classroom and online students respectively had 
bachelor or graduate degrees. 
A significant gain from pre-test to post-test scores resulted for both classes, 
indicating students learned horticulture (Table 3). There was no significant difference 
between groups mean pre and post-test scores, indicated both groups' horticulture 
knowledge was initially similar and both groups learned a similar amount of horticultural 
by the end of the course. Students in both classes had fairly high knowledge entering 
class, answering 58 or 61 percent of the horticulture questions correctly in the classroom 
and online, respectively. 
Differences occurred between groups on post-test Question 6: the amount of sand, 
silt, and clay in a soil refers to: was more difficult for all students even after they 
received the training. Here, post-test scores decreased by 38 or 22 percent for the 
classroom and online participants, respectively, indicating that students were still 
confused about this concept. Soil structure and texture are often difficult for students. 
These findings suggest that reinforcement of these concepts in both classes is needed. 
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Questions that varied significantly between online and in class are listed in Table 
4. Classroom students scored significantly better on Question 7: Failure of young fruit 
trees to bear fruit is related to a particular growth stage known as juvenility. The 
textbook contains this information, but it appears that it may have been stressed by the 
lecture and not in the learning resources for the online students. Online students scored 
significantly higher on the pre-test question 8: Which of the following series of plants 
would be good for a rotation plan for disease reduction? and question 12: What do 
springtails,fungus gnats, and slugs have in common? However, post-test results for these 
questions indicated no significant differences between the groups, it appeared that both 
classes learned material equally as well. Question 1 7: Leaving lawn clippings after 
mowing can account for: showed a large difference between the classroom and online 
students. Only 61% of the online students learned the answer, compared to 98% of 
classroom students. Landscaping and turfgrass are taught as two different units in the 
tlassroom, but are combined into one unit in the online class. Although other turfgrass 
~uestions on the pre-test and post-test reveal that online and classroom scores are similar, 
:questions 17 suggests that two separate modules for landscaping and turfgrass are 
Classroom students indicated that they spent an average of9-12 hours in addition 
to the 48 hours of inclass time for a total of 60 hours over four weeks of class (Table 5). 
The online students indicated they spent an average of 70-80 hours on the course, over a 
ten-week period. Additionally, 80% of classroom students and 85% of online students 
tated the workload of the course as being "just right", data not shown. 
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Online students worked at their own pace, spending more or less time on topics of 
their choice. One student said, "In a face-to-face class I couldn't ask the speaker to back 
up ifl drifted off." Another student commented, "I found that I investigated more on a 
web site than was required during a module which benefited me in two ways: I 
discovered information that I will probably need at some point and I learned how to find 
infonnation faster." Other students spent more time participating in the email discussion 
list and chat room sessions. As with a classroom group discussion, participation is 
optional so some of the online students participated in the discussion session while others 
did not. Students that spent time in the chat room were often the same students that spent 
time involved in online discussion list sessions. 
Classroom students reported an average driving distance of 26 to 40 miles, or 1.25 
hours or 15 hours for the entire course (Table 5). Interestingly, online students reported 
the average distance they would be willing to drive was also 26 to 40 miles. All activities 
combined, the average classroom student spent a total of72 to 75 hours commuting, 
attending class, and studying, whereas the average online student spent 70 to 80 hours 
studying or working on the class. Forty-eight percent of online students spent 9 or more 
hours on the course per week, slightly above the class average (Table 6). Thus, online 
students reportedly spending 16.5 hr. or 22% more time on the course. 
One online student said, "Reading the text, looking at brochures - all the web 
sites have probably given those of us in this class a broader range of materials, more 
reinforcement of the text, and most certainly, a lot of valuable resources for helping 
others with their plant problems." 
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The two groups' views were sometimes shared on the pre-test, but were 
significantly different from each other on the post-test in response to learning questions, 
Table 7. Not surprisingly, online students tended to favor elements of an online class, and 
classroom students tended to favor traditional classroom learning elements. 
When asked how important the advantage of a structured learning environment 
was in a face-to-face class, classroom students thought it was very important on both the 
pre-test and post-test. Online students responded much differently, showing only a slight 
to moderate advantage on both the pre-test and post-test results (Table 7). 
When asked how important the advantage of face-to-face contact was with the 
instructor, neither class denied that this was an important advantage in pre-test data. By 
the post-test, however, classroom students thought face-to-face contact to be a 
significantly more important advantage, while the online students thought this contact to 
be significantly less important (Table 7). 
When asked how important the advantages of having a greater choice of when to 
study and not having to drive or spend commuting time in an online class, the classroom 
students saw these as slight advantages on the pre-test and the online students saw these 
as very important. By the post-test, classroom students rated these advantages as 
moderately important, indicating that they thought these time factors were more 
important advantages than they originally had thought. However, they still didn't rate 
these advantages as highly as online students (Table 7). 
Classroom and online students perceived the lack of flexibility and the task of 
driving to and from class as a disadvantage. Classroom students perceived these as being 
moderately unimportant to slightly important in pre-test data, but changed their view 
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from being moderately to not an important disadvantage on the post-test; where as, online 
students thought that these were moderately important disadvantages at the beginning and 
even more so on post-test (Table 7). The issue of time and distance plays a role in how 
students perceive each type of class. Students who can take the classroom course find less 
advantages in taking the course online. Students that are constrained by time and 
distance issues find the online class a great opportunity and are more enthusiastic about 
taking the course online. 
Classroom and online students didn't perceive technical frustrations, (hardware 
and software issues), as much of a problem. On the pre-test, both the classroom and 
online students thought technical frustrations would be a moderately important 
disadvantage (Table 7). Surprisingly, the post-test showed that online students didn't 
find this to be a bigger disadvantage, but classroom students, who hadn't even taken the 
course over the Internet did feel this would be more of a disadvantage, (which may 
explain why they took the class in the traditional classroom in the first place). Ward and 
Newlands (1998) indicated students rated technical frustration as high. Technical 
frustrations that stem from dealing with the online content or system crashes are 
important issues that can distract student learning. The MG course has created several 
online hyperlinks that provide tools for aiding students in understanding technical aspects 
of the course and their computers. 
On the pre-test, both classroom and online students rated the loss of contact with 
the instructor in an online class as a slightly important disadvantage. The post-test 
revealed that classroom students increased their rating of loss of contact with the 
instructor as greater disadvantage, while online students continued to perceive this 
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as only slightly important (Table 7). These differences suggest that 
tMSroolm students thought the inclass contact with the instructor was necessary for 
while the online students were able to learn with less instructor involvement. 
Both groups rated "an alienating learning experience" of an online class, as a 
important disadvantage on the pre-test. However, the online students thought this 
less of a disadvantage on the post-test, while the classroom students thought that 
a class online would be fairly alienating, and thus a large disadvantage (Table 7). 
~;sroom students may have reacted this way because they really enjoyed the interaction 
had with the instructors and thought an Internet class would not give them the same 
Opportunity. The responses of online students may be interpreted in two ways. Even 
1hough learning online may have been perceived as an alienating learning experience, the 
lbldentsweren't as concerned about being connected to the class as a community. 
5tudents may have preferred to do their work with little interruption. However, many 
students reported they were able to network and form an online community. 
;a~tuaems commented on how surprised they were that communication between with the 
and other students seemed personable, despite the fact that they never had 
.•IICie·toi·Ial~e contact with either. One student said, "I was quite concerned about trying to 
this way .. .It is still a little weird I guess, but I do feel that it is a lot more personal 
I could have guessed. The instructors have been very helpful. There was probably a 
more communication between students than there would have been in a classroom 
Everyone would be in a hurry to get traveling after class." 
Online MG students were also positive about the advantage of being able to take 
training and become a MG no matter how far they were from the training site. One 
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student commented, "I can not tell you how wonderful it is to take the Internet class. 
Without this opportunity I wouldn't have been able to take the training!" In addition, 
others really enjoyed working on their own and were excited about using a new medium 
to research and learn about horticulture. They felt that taking the course this way 
provided them with improved technical research skills. 
Overall student perceptions of the online class were favorable. Wards and 
Newlands (1996) substituted one quarter of undergraduate economics classroom lectures 
with online materials, reported that students rated disadvantages of an online class, such 
as the loss of contact with the instructor and having an alienating learning experience to 
be more important than this study. Demographics, familiarity with computers, subject 
matter, differences in course content and layouts, and a wide-array of other factors may 
account for these differences. 
Online communication tools 
Eighty nine percent of the online students ranked their satisfaction with email as 
good or very good. Most students were familiar with this communication tool before the 
class began. Bonk and Cummings (1998) suggest that web-based courses should establish 
a safe environment, while also using public and private forms of feedback. Email served 
as the primary method of private or personalized feedback for students. Therefore, the 
, familiarity students have with using email combined with the opportunity for private 
instructor feedback seems to make satisfaction with using email quite high, especially 
when email messages are answered in a prompt manner. 
All online students were subscribed to the email discussion list, but 11% never 
posted a message, leaving 89% who actively used the email discussion list. Sixty-five 
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rated their satisfaction with this communication tool as good or very good. 
IINlJll.llauu., associated with the email discussion list were usually related to getting too 
messages, similar to other reports (VanVranken and Cowgill, 1996). Some 
ltudents felt that it was inappropriate to ask personal learning questions over the email 
:wlil-u;:,~•lvu list, rather than sending a personal email to an instructor. However, other 
~st\ltdentts felt that sharing questions was a valuable learning experience. After discussion 
'netwef~n students about whether or not there were too many messages being sent over the 
email discussion list, one student made an interesting point, "An up-side to many emails 
is that they have created an atmosphere that there are real students out there in my 
''class". It's been great to meet some of you!" 
The chat room, the only source of synchronous communication, functioned at two 
different times each week, averaging ten to twenty students in attendance per time. 
Smaller chat groups tended to encourage more participation from every person. The 
sessions were held so students could ask any outstanding questions concerning the 
weekly units, but a portion of the chat session was used to discuss other important topics 
related to the unit or to simulate plant diagnostic situations that they may encounter while 
volunteering. Eighty seven percent of students said they had used the chat room at least 
once during the course and 63% rated their satisfaction with the use of this tool as good 
or very good. When chat room groups were larger in the online class, fewer students 
actively initiated questions and responses, quite the opposite of smaller group 
discussions. In a distance lTV course, Egan et al. ( 1991) reported students working in 
smaller learning groups felt there was a sense of community, were less likely to drop out, 
and that smaller groups stimulated active discussions. For students who weren't able to 
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attend chat room sessions, a taped log of the chat room, was sent via email the following 
day. Other studies have found less student satisfaction with using chat rooms (Paparazzi 
and Williams, 2000). 
Conclusion 
The results of this study suggest that online learning is just as effective as 
classroom learning for MG training. Other studies have found similar findings using lTV 
(Stack, 1997; Warmond and Schrock, 1999), suggesting that distance education is an 
appropriate way to educate MGs. Differences between online and classroom groups 
should be noted. The information students learn is often reflected in the way information 
is organized, presented, and emphasized in each unit and can be seen where students have 
similar pre-test scores on a specific question, but have significantly different post-test 
scores. These findings stress it is not necessarily the method used to deliver the 
information as the way in which material is organized, presented, and emphasized that 
creates an effective learning environment. 
Classroom and online students also show distinct differences in attitudes toward 
the course. This study and Batey and Cowell (1986) indicate that self-motivated students 
appear to learn well through distance education. However, Wilkes and Burnham (1991) 
report satisfaction in using electronic education is likely to be attributed to external 
factors. External factors such as time and energy put forth for development and 
instruction, and the clarity in which information is provided. If motivation is an essential 
key to learning and external factors are the key to satisfaction with a learner, then 
motivated students taking a well organized and presented class, should do well and find 
the experience satisfying. The results of this study indicate classroom students are highly 
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motivated to take the course in the classroom, while online students are highly motivated 
to take the course online. Students in both classes did equally as well on the post-tests 
and rated their satisfaction with their class as fairly high, indicating that either method is 
appropriate for teaching MGs. 
Future evaluations monitoring student proficiency may provide insight as to what 
pace ofleaming is appropriate for online learners, while also providing information about 
the rate people are becoming computer literate. Additionally, knowing what types of 
computers, operating systems, and other software students commonly use can provide 
valuable information too ensure that instructional technologies are in synch with 
students' computers and computer literacy levels. 
Online students are required to actively access the course materials and search for 
responses in online site visits and by reading the text. At the end of the course, several 
online students mentioned how confident they had become in finding reliable reference 
information over the web. Classroom students, however appear to learn primarily by 
listening to lectures, which requires less active participation in looking for information. 
Flexibility and convenience of online learning are major advantages. As one 
student said, "If it weren't for the Internet, I do not know when I could have taken this 
class." Although designing, coordinating, and administering the program may be time 
consuming initially, the benefits, according to participants, make an online course well 
worth the investment. 
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Figure 1: Living with Wildlife, an Example of One Module of the MG Online Course. 
Living with Wildlife 
Objectives 
1. Understand the biology and habitat requirements of urban wildlife. 
2. Recognize various types of wildlife and their damage. 
3. Become aware of solutions that may help to prevent or reduce wildlife damage. 
4. Help others in effectively dealing with animal related problems. 
Tasks 
1. Read the section on Living with Wildlife in the Core Course text and binder of Extension 
publications. 
2. Review the Living with Wildlife slides. 
3. Visit the following sites and submit your answers to the questions using the online assignment 
fo_r_rrr. 
Visit this Ohio State Extension Service Factsheet about Controlling Rabbits in the 
LaT19scap~. 
• Which is the BEST way to control rabbits? 
a. Moth balls and dial soap 
b. Have-a-heart traps 
c. Protective netting over top of plants 
d. Habitat modification and exclusion techniques 
The Minnesota DNR is always a good source to tum to for current information regarding 
wildlife. Take a look at the nuisance animal section of the_MJ~J)l'~"R,_ site. Pay special 
attention to the following links: "Taking a Nuisance Animal" and "Woodchucks", then 
answer the following questions. 
• A nuisance animal normally protected by MN statute can be taken without license or 
permit if they are doing damage and if a conservation officer is called within 24 hours 
of the "taking". 
a. true 
b. false 
• Which of the following methods is NOT legal for controlling woodchucks? 
a. live trapping 
b. poisons 
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c. shooting or hunting where permissible by law 
d. none of the above 
The Deer Damage and Control site at the University of Connecticut is a good resource for 
understanding the life history and habits of deer even though this site deals with a different 
U.S. region. It discusses many different ways to attempt to prevent deer from eating your 
favorite plants. E.hQQ~J§l<tn<i' s_S_~!§_ffiillabl~J'JaJJJ~_site lists plants deer do not like. At the 
link, scroll down to Appendix 2 then click on the list of Deer Resistant Plants. 
• Which is the BEST long term way to control deer? 
a. Moth balls and dial soap 
b. Predator manure scattered around plants 
c. Protective netting over top of plants 
d. Habitat modification and exclusion techniques 
Northwest Gardening, a gardening television series out of Oregon State University has a 
Sights and Sounds page that includes a video clip. The video clip is about deer damage. See 
the instructions for downloading the clip and then rate your experience with this clip in the 
online assignment form. 
Instructions for downloading clip 
Your browser should prompt you to download QuickTime(computer video 
software) if you do not already have it on your computer. Once you have found 
the sights and sounds page, scroll down and click on video clip #103 so you can 
see the video. Depending on the speed of your modem, it may take awhile to 
download. You may want to read part of the core course text book while your 
waiting. 
• Please rate this method of online learning by choosing 1 answer that best describes 
how you feel. If you choose the last answer (other), please email the TA and mention 
why you chose this. 
a. I liked watching the clip 
b. I liked watching the clip and would like to see more video clips throughout this 
course. 
c. I watched, but the tech problems interfered with learning. Couldn't hear it or see 
it, poor quality. 
d. I was unable to watch the video, don't know why. 
e. other 
Here is another video clip taken from the University of Wisconsin's Backyard 
Wildlife.R~Rl>iL<iJlmC:lg~ is a familiar problem with many homeowners. You may watch this 
video clip using the same directions as the bird damage video. 
The University of Nebraska has published a large three ring binder with wildlife 
information. Many county Extension offices have this publication and Master Gardeners 
should become familiar with it. View some of these publications online at the University of 
Nebra_§_l\_a Ext~11sion-.-S_j~. Many of these publications are great resources and are similar to 
the ones in your maroon binder. 
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• Which of the following about skunks is NOT true: 
a. skunks may leave small holes in the ground where they've fed 
b. skunks are nocturnal 
c. skunks feed only on plant material 
d. skunks can carry rabies 
Other useful wildlife resources 
The fu<.ltfnsion Foregry pages from North Carolina State University contain a wealth of 
information on wildlife management. Enter on the glossary page and review these terms. 
Twenty-five other publications about the most common types of wildlife are listed at the end 
of the glossary. This site is concerned with increasing wildlife--not limiting it. In the case of 
hummingbirds and butterflies, most people are happy to see these, but no so for the deer and 
rabbits!! This is a good resource for further information. 
This Minnesota Extension site provides information for planning for wildlife, managing 
wildlife, and enhancing wildlife. Visit the Managing Your Land for Wildlife site. 
If possible, watch the University of Wisconsin Extension Service video "Backyard Wildlife". It 
is a good resource for additional training for this online class. Contact your county Extension 
office to borrow the video. 
Participate in the email discussion this week. 
Take the Living_with __ \¥_i_l_q)i_fe_Quj~. 
© 2000, Regents of the University of Minnesota alimment of Horticultural Science. All rights reserved. 
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Table 1. Total number of surveys used to measure learning online and in the 
classroom, Minnesota MG Course, 2000. 
Location Distributed Completed % 
Brainerd 30 25 83 
Litchfield 26 23 88 
Rochester 18 15 83 
Online 67 54 81 
Total 141 117 84 
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Table 2. Demographic information of participants in online and inclass 
M. M G d 2000 mnesota aster ar ener trammg, 
Responses( % )z 
Variable Brainerd Litchfield Rochester Online 
Gender 
Female 68 70 80 81 
Male 24 13 13 15 
Age 
18 -25 0 0 7 4 
26-35 4 13 7 11 
36-45 16 17 33 30 
46-60 56 52 27 46 
60+ 16 13 27 5 
Education level completed 
High school diploma 12 13 20 17 
Vocational/technical degree 28 17 27 20 
Bachelor's degree 32 44 33 30 
Graduate degree 20 17 13 32 
.. 
z Not all partiCipants answered all questiOns 
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Table 3. Mean percentage of correct responses for horticulture questions taken by classroom and 
online students in the Minnesota Master Gardener Core Course.z 
Correct Responses (%) 
Pre-test Post-test 
Questions Classroom Online Classroom Online 
1 Food manufactured in the leaves moves to the roots 24 33 65 59 
through the: 
2 A perfect flower has: 71 80 86 96 
3 The metabolic process where a plant uses carbohydrates 13 20 64 67 
[produced during photosynthesis for growth is known as: 
4 Working garden soils when very wet destroys soil: 49 50 67 76 
5 Most soil nutrients needed for plant growth are most 83 76 97 100 
available in a soil range of: 
6 The amount of sand, silt, and clay in a soil refers to: 65 48 27 26 
7 Failure of young fruit trees to bear fruit is related to a 60 54 81** 63** 
particular growth stage known as juvenility. 
8 Which of the following series of plants would be good 57** 82** 84 96 
for a rotation plan for disease reduction? 
9 The purpose of mulch in the vegetable garden is to: 89 82 98 98 
10 Insects with piercing -sucking mouth parts cause damage 84 83 94 87 
by: 
11 The best time to control a caterpillar defoliator is: 22 30 60 33 
12 What do springtails, fungus gnats, and slugs have in 44** 70** 71 87 
common? 
13 Powdery mildews are easy to recognize by: 94 89 100 96 
14 Viral diseases are ~read primarily by: 27 32 38 35 
15 To help prevent oak wilt disease in Minnesota DO NOT 48 43 83 83 
PRUNE oaks in: 
16 If a homeowner decides on fertilizing their lawn once a 44 52 76 80 
year, which is the best time to fertilize? 
17 Leaving lawn clippings after mowing can account for: 40 41 98** 61** 
18 A person wishing to establish a lawn in a sunny area with 33 30 57 50 
low maintenance should select: 
19 The MOST limiting factor in growing indoor plants in 83 96 98 98 
Minnesota is: 
20 When is the best time to fertilize a houseplant? 62 52 95 96 
21 Annual and perennial flowers have different needs, such 81 83 86 85 
as: 
22 Winter mulch should be applied: 52 43 76 72 
23 Which should NOT be included for hardening annuals 56 57 14** 70** 
prior to _planting into the garden? 
24 The BEST way to reduce animal pest problems is to: 60 61 95 100 
25 Moles primarily feed on: 16 24 64 69 
26 The reentry statement on a pesticide label states how 38 44 89 98 
much time must pass before: 
27 You should read the pesticide label before you: 94 96 94 98 
22 
28 A ood evergreen for hed es in Minnesota is: 83 80 89 87 
29 Renewal pruning is accomplished for older or overgrown 73 72 86 85 
shrubs by: 
30 Shigo indicates that trees form four walls of barriers to 49 57 67 67 
disease entering around a wound. Of all the walls, the 
last wall or barrier to form is the strongest disease 
barrier, but the weakest structurally. 
Grand Mean: 58 a 61 a 79 
z Pre-test or post-test responses that were** significantly different at P=.01. 
Y Grand mean followed by different letters are si nificant at =.01 
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Table 4. Horticulture questions with significantly different responses between 
classroom and online students. z 
Correct Responses (%) 
Pre-test Post-test 
buestions Classroom Online Classroom Online 
tF<ailure of young fruit trees to bear frui1 
s related to a particular growth stage 
known as juvenility. 60 
!Which of the following series of plants 
54 81** 63** 
!would be good for a rotation plan for 
klisease reduction? 57** 82** 84 96 
!What do springtails, fungus gnats, and 
slugs have in common? 44** 70** 71 87 
Leaving lawn clippings after mowing 
ran account for: 40 41 98** 61** 
Which should NOT be included for 
!hardening annuals prior to planting 
nto the garden? 56 
IZ **are significantly different at P=.01 
57 14** 70** 
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Table 5. Time spent on course activities by students in the Minnesota MG course. 
Average Total Hours 
Activity Classroom Online 
Driving 15 0 
In class time 48 0 
Studying 9-12 70-80 
Total 72-75 70- 80 
25 






9- 10 16 
11 - 12 32 
Mean Range 7-8 
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Questions Classroom Online Classroom Online 
What advantages of a face-to-face class doyou _perceive as important? 
Structured learning environment (where 3.8**y 3.0** 4.2** 2.6** 
instructor/class provides the tempo for 
assignments and tasks) 
Face-to-face interaction with the instructor 4.1 3.8 4.5** 3.5** 
What advantages of an Internet class do you perceive as img_ortant? 
Greater choice of when to study (you can 3.2** 4.7** 3.8** 4.7** 
access the course anytime, day or night) 
No driving or commuting time 3.0** 4.8** 4.0** 4.8** 
What disadvantages of a face-to-face class do you perceive as important? 
Driving/commuting time to get to class 2.7** 4.1 ** 3.0** 4.2** 
Class time is not flexible 2.8** I 4.4** 3.3** 4.6** 
What disadvantages of an Internet class do you perceive as important? 
Technical frustrations (understanding the 3.0 2.6 3.6** 2.8** 
computer and programs) 
Loss of contact with instructor 3.3 3.2 4.2** 3.1 ** 
An alienating learning experience (the 3.0 2.7 4.2** 2.4** 
impersonality of interacting with a 
COIJ!P_Uter) 
z1 =not important, 5=very important. 
Y Pre-test or post-test classroom and online means with** are significantly different at p=.Ol. 
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Dear Master Gardener Core Course/Horticulture I 003 Student, 
You are invited to participate in a research study to evaluate the 
effectiveness of a traditional, face-to-face class with an Internet or online 
class. The information you provide is extremely important to the results of 
this study. The project is being conducted by Dr. Mary H. Meyer, assistant 
professor, and Karen Jeannette, teaching assistant and graduate student, 
Department ofHorticultural Science. If you have questions please contact 
contact me at 612- 443-2460 x 639, or mmeyer@extension.umn.edu. 
The purpose of the project is to compare online teaching with a traditional 
class. Also, student satisfaction, workload, and flexibility will be evaluated 
to provide a well-rounded view ofthe total learning experience. Please take 
a few minutes to complete the attached evaluation and pretest. Answer the 
questions to the best of your current ability, DO NOT use additional 
resources to answer the horticulture questions, or worry about the correct 
answer, we are interested in your current knowledge BEFORE the course. 
Your input in this project will be kept private, in a locked file; only the 
researchers will have access to the records. DO NOT INCLUDE YOUR 
NAME on the evaluations, they will be kept anonymous. Your input WILL 
NOT affect your grade or participation in the class or the volunteer program 
and cannot be tracked to a particular individual. If you choose not to 
participate in this evaluation, it will not affect your relations with the 
instructors or your grade. Your input is highly valued. PLEASE RETURN 





University of Minnesota, U.S. Depa:ffi.ent of Agriculture. and Minnesota Counties Cooperat-ing 
Master Gardener Core Course/ Hort 1003 
Pre-Test, Spring 2000 -=F\<~u.~e.s P-( -t4) 
1. Food manufactured in the leaves moves to the roots through the: 
a) xylem (...eJ) 
b) cambium C. q) 
c) phloem (_..q) 
d) epidermis (!?) 
2. A perfect flower has: 
a) both stamens and pistil (\ g) 
b) both petals and sepals ( 4) 
c) only petals 
d) only stamens 
3. The metabolic process where a plant uses carbohydrates produced during photosynthesis for growth is 
known as: 
a) transpiration (IO) 
b) absorption OZ.) 
c) respiration ~) 
d) evapotransporation 
4. Working garden soils when very wet destroys soil: 
a) texture (q) 
b) color 0) 
c) struc~e (t?) 
d) orgaruc matter (~) 
5. Most soil nutrients needed for plant growth are most available in a soil pH range of: 
a) pH 8-9 (:l..) 
b) pH 6-7 (tq) 
c) pH 3-4 {;Z.) 
d) pH 10-11 (!) 
6. The amount of sand, silt, and clay in a soil refers to: 
a) soil texture '~) 
b) soil structurt(l q) 
c) soil chemical composition (z.J 
d) soil pH 
7. Failure of young fruit trees to bear fruit is related to a particular growth stage known as juvenility., 
a) True (I?) 
b) False (!2.) 
8. Which of the following series of plants would be good for a rotation plan for disease reduction? 
a) squash,' pumpkin, cucumber (.?) 
b) com, potatoes, beans (lea) 
c) tomato, eggplant, pepper (.~) 
d) broccoli, cauliflower, Brussels sprouts(~) 
9. The purpose of mulch in the vegetable garden is to: 
a) conserve moisture (;z..) 
b) keep the soil cool in summer (t ) 
c) keep the produce clean 
d) eliminate cultivation 
e) all of the above l~~) 
I 0. Insects with piercing-sucking mouthparts cause damage by: 
a) removing plant juices (r:G) 
b) causing growth distortions by injecting foreign enzymes 
c) transmission of plant viruses U ) 
d) all of the above ( ICl) 
11. The best time to control a caterpillar defoliator is: 
a) when the caterpillars are most noticeable( I) 
b) whenever the damage is noticed 
c) when the damage is just beginning (!c) 
d) when the eggs are present CJ4) 
12. What do springtails, fungus gnats, and slugs have in common? 
a) moisture control will help reduce their population Q~ 
b) they are not true insects ~) 
c) none do any damage (O 
d) they are all predators(fp) 
13. Powdery mildews are easy to recognize by: 
a) the powdery white fungal growth on foliage (2a) 
b >' lower leaf yellowing 
c) large spots with yellow borders (.1) 
d) branch dieback \)) 
14. Viral diseases are spread primarily by: 
.a) aphid feeding 
b) wireworm feeding (~ 
c) grasshopper feeding 
d) wind(l«:i) 
15. To help prevent oak wilt disease in Minnesota DO NOT PRUNE oaks in: 
a) January, February, March(t) 
b) April, May, June 0'2) 
c) July, August, September(.9) 
e) October, November, December 
16. If a homeowner decides on fertilizing their lawn once a year, which is the best time to fertilize? 
a) April- early June (\1:) 
b) July 
c) September (tl) 
d) November 
17. Leaving lawn clippings after mowing can account for: 
a) all the fertilizer a lawn needs in a year (u) 
b) one application of fertilizer a year (21) 
c) two applications of fertilizer a year ( '?.-) 
d) little nutritional value for a lawn L q) 
18. A person wishing to establish a lawn in a sunny area With low maintenance should select: 
a) improved bluegrasses (..!!;) 
b) improved perennial ryegrasses( '1) 
c) common bluegrasses & fine leaved fescues (to) 
d) annual or Italian ryegrasses & fine leaved fescues().) 
19. The MOST limiting factor in growing indoor plants in Minnesota is: 
a) oxygen 
b) water (ltzr) 
c) light~) 
d) temperature(_ 4) 
20. When is the best time to fertilize a houseplant? 
a) when you want the plant to produce new growth ~J 
b) as often as the la,bel recommends E4) 
c) when the plant is growing activel(__~) 
d) whenever you see yellow foliage 
21. Annual and perennial flowers have different needs, such as: 
a) annuals require more division 
b) perennials need spring fertilization f.:?") 
c) annuals need deadheading, but not perennials U) 
d) annuals require more water and fertilizer, perennials require division(Z-2-..) 
22. Winter mulch should be applied: 
a) after the first frost l1) 
b) after the ground is frozen (,"'\) 
c) after all the leaves have fallen from silver maples (J) 
d) anytime after Halloween (f!) 
23. Which should NOT be included for hardening annuals prior to planting into the garden? 
a) moving the plants outdoors 
b) fertilizing 0 -z..) 
c) withholding water (t ?J 
d) lowering the temperature 
24. The best way to reduce animal pest problems is to: 
a) eliminate the pest's habitat (t.z:) 
b) use chemical repellants U ) 
c) use plant repellants (_'t) 
d) keep a large dog in the area (3) 
25. Moles primarily feed on: 
a) underground plant roots (2-1 ) 
b) soil invertebrates L 't) 
c) smaller rodents 
d) lawn clippings and humus 
26. The reentry statement on a pesticide label states how much time must pass before: 
a) another pesticide may be applied L c:;,) 
b) produce may be harvested (J~) 
c) produce may be sold in interstate commerce 
d) people may reenter a treated ~ea without proper clothing c_q) 
27. You should read the pesticide label before you: 
a) purchase a pesticide 
b) apply the pesticide 0) 
c) dispose of a pesticide 
. d) all of the above ('2A-) 
28. A good evergreen for hedges in Minnesota is: 
·• a) Northern Lights azaleas, Rhododendron prinophyllum hybrids 
· b) Arborvitae, Thuja occidentalis (\tt) 
c) Lombardy popluar, Populus nigra 'Jtalica' ('21) 
d) Amercan larch, Larix Iareina 
: 29. Renewal pruning is accomplished for older or overgrown shrubs by: 
a) cutting the plant back halfway to the ground (_f.,) 
· b) cutting the plant off at the ground line 
c) cutting 1/3 of the plant out this year and 113 out for each of the next two years (18) 
d) cutting 1/3 of the plant out this year and 2/3 next year 
Shigo indicates that trees form four walls or barriers to disease entering around a-wound. Of all the walls, 
last wall or barrier to form is the strongest disease barrier but the weakest structurally. 
True 0'1) · 
Falst(t,) 
answer the following questions to the best of your ability. 
Rate the importance you expect the following items will have in your learning experience in this class. 
instructor's lecture 
Not Important 
handouts /text that accompanied lecture 
reading the textbook 
reading the extension publications 
quizzes/examinations 











3(3) 4 (~) 5 (lg) 
3 (t) 4 ('?) 5 (!S_) 





6 3 ~) 4(\~) 5 (.l1.) 
2 (1) 3Q:l) 4(_?) 5 (?J 
3 (?) 4 (%) 5 t'i) 
How comfortable are you in asking SJ.Uesti~~ during class? 
·Not Comfortable I{l) 2 0) 3(~) 4~) 5(j)Very Comfortable 
3. What advantages of a face-to-face class do you perceive as important? 
a. better learning resources (lectures, instructor-given, 
handouts or overheads) 
Not Important Im.e~rtant 
3 (3) 4~_) 5 
b. structured learning environment (instructor/class 
provides the tempo for assignments and tasks.) 
c. regular scheduled time (lectures/class participation 
are set and do not vary) 
d more guidance for when and how to studying 
e. face to face interaction with other students 
f face to face interaction with the instructor 
4. What advantages of an Internet class do you perceive as important? 
1 2 
1 
1 Q J 2(\) 
3~.) 4~) 5(9} 
3(.b) 4(j) 5 (B 
1 U) 2 Gz.) 3 (t.l) 4 @)5 ~ 
1 2 3 {:J_) 4 b8)>5 
I 2 3~ 4 &) 5 (f 
a. better learning resources (class resources, other 
web sites, textbook) 
Not Important lmQortant 
1 lt) 2 (j,) 3( ~) 4('7) 5 (r): 
b. more flexible pace of learning (you set your own pace) 
c. greater choice of when to study (you access the course anytime, 
day or night) 
d increase self-reliance (a computer based system may improve your 
ability to work on you own) 
e. improved computer literacy 
f more interaction with fellow classmates (access to send messages 
at anytime) · 





3(4) 4 (La,) 5~) 
3 (?) 4 Qt) 5 ~) 
1 ~') {1!) 4~) 5 
1~) 2 (7-) 3 (q) ~) 5(?) 
1 (2) 2 ~) 3 ('l) 4(1) 5 (7J 
1 0!') 2 3&.) 4[1) 5 
5. What disadvantages of a face-to-face class do you perceive as important? 
Not Important Important 
a. poorer learning resources (the instructor and live presentation . 1 (3..) 2 ~) 3(t·l) 4 (?) 5{?) 
are inadequate) · 
b. class time is not flexible 
c. limited interaction with other students outside of class 
d. limited interaction with the instructor outside of class 
e. no opportunity to use the Internet as a resource 
f driving/commuting time to get to class 
I · 20) 3 (\O>) 4(?) 
1 (:;..) 2[~") 3 (lt:i) ~) 5 
1CJ) 2 ~J 3 (~) 4 ~ 5(J~ 
1 (..~) 2 (.(p) 3 tJ.) 4<5..) 5[, .. 
1(?..)2(!'\-) 3(Jt>)4(?.) 5 




a. poorer learning resources (internet resources are inadequate) 1 2 ~) 31l.. '1) 4 <:CO 5 
b. an alienating learning experience (the impersonality of 1 2 ~) 3 ~) 4 {8) 5 
interacting with a computer) · 
c. technical frustration (understanding the computer and programs) I 2 (:e.) 38-) 4 (:~ 5 
d. inadequate access to computer 1 (}) 2 (?) 3 ~) 4 {?) 5 
e. loss of contact with instructor 1 2 0) 3 eo 4 (l:o) 5 
f loss of contact with other students 1 0) 2 (3") 3 (c:f) 4 (Jo) 5 
7. Choose the answer that best explains your experience with the following Internet tools. Use all responses 
that apply. 4~ I~ e,.. ... ~ 
email 
d-$ I f.-J 
A. I've used this tool before. 
B. Technical aspects made it difficult to use. 
listserve/mailing l~st C. I had difficulty finding time to use this tool. 
D. I don't know what this tool does. 
chat room E. I have no experience using this tool. 
F. Other 
-------bulletin board 
8. Please rate your level of satisfaction with the following: 
a. email 




c. listserve/mailing list 1 
d. bulletin board 1 
Satisfied 
2 3 4 ~) 5 49 
2 3 ~) 4 5(J) 
2 3 (?:) 4 ~) 5 0-) 
2(11) 3 (J) 4 (J) 5 (.1) 





9. Why did you decide to take the face-to-face class instead of the Internet class? 
10. In ADDITION TO the 12 hours in class each week, how much time do you expect to spend studying for 
this class per week ? 
·a. 0-1 hours (J) 
b. 2-3 hours (~ 
c. 4-5 hours(_(, J 
d. 5-6 hours (!_-;t) 
11. How much time do you spend commuting for this class each day? 
a. less than 1 hour (12) · 
b. 1-2 hours ('1) 
c. 2-3 hours (-;i..) 
d. more than 3 liours U) 
12. How many miles do you drive to and from the class? 
less than 10 miles( 2:) 
10-25 miles l{,) 
26 - 40 miles (f,) 
60 +miles {C\) · 







a. female (f'1) 
b. male (_l".,) 
15. Educational Background 
a. high school diploma (J$) . , 
b. vocational/technical degree{ 'l) 
c. college degree:(~) bachelor's degree { 6) graduate 
16. Why are you taking this class? 
a. to fulfill a degree requirement 
b. for university credit 
c. to become a University of Minnesota Extension Service Master Gardener C6) 
d. professional improvement 
e. personal improvement @) 
e. other: 
Thank you for your cooperation. Your input is very helpful. 
Please feel free to add any additional comments here: 
Master Gardener Core Course/ Hort 1003 
· Post-Test, Spring 2000 K€"Qu~c\Es. -===-(-#-) 
1. Food manufactured in the leaves moves to the roots through the: 
a) xylem (?>) 
b) cambium (l) 
c) phloem (I t\) 
d) epidermis (I ) 
2. A perfect flower has: 
a) both stamens and pistil( I q ) 
b) both petals and sepals ('?:>) 
c) only petals (l) 
d) only stamens 
3. The metabolic process where a plant uses carbohydrates produced during photosynthesis for growth is 
known as: 
a) transpiration (q) 
b) absorption (J) 
c) respiration(j '5) 
d) evapotransporation 
4. Working garden soils when very wet destroys soil: 
a) texture ( '7) 
b) color 
c) structure(/ S) 
d} organic matter 
5. Most soil nutrients needed for plant growth are most available in a soil pH range of: 




The amount of sand, silt, and clay in a soil refers to: 
soil texture ~) 
soil structure (:;?) 
soil chemical composition 
soil pH 
Failure of young fruit trees to bear fruit is related to a particular growth stage known as juvenility. 
True (2..1) · 
False (~) 
Which of the following series of plants would be good for a rotation plan for disease reduction? 
squash, pumpkin, cucumber( I~ · 
com, potatoes, beans ('Zo) 
tomato, eggplant, pepper~) · 
broccoli, cauliflower, Brussels sprout£...2) 
9. The purpose of mulch in the vegetable garden is to: 
a) conserve moisture ( 1 ) 
b) keep the soil cool in summer 
c) keep the produce clean 
d) eliminate cultivation 
e) all of the above . ($.f) 
10. Insects with piercing-sucking mouthparts cause damage by: 
a) removing plant juices ( 1.) · 
b) causing growth distortions by injecting foreign enzymes 
c) transmission of plant viruses 
d) all ofthe above (~) 
11. The best time to control a caterpillar defoliator is: 
a) when the caterpillars are most noticeable(b) 
b) whenever the damage is noticed (2.) 
c) when the damage is just beginning (3) 
d) when the eggs are present 
12. What do springtails, fungus gnats, and slugs have in common? 
a) moisture control will help reduce their population(?.o) 
b) they are not true insects ( ~ ) 
c) none do any damage (8) 
d) they are all predators 
13. Powdery mildews are easy to recognize by: 
a) the powdery white fli?gal growth on foliag{;z.s-) 
b) lower leaf yellowing 
c) large spots with yellow borders 
d) branch dieback 
14. Viral diseases are spread primarily by: 
a) aphid feeding ( q ) 
b) wireworm feeding 
c) grasshoyper feeding 
d) wind U~) 
15. To help prevent oak wilt disease in Minnesota DO NOT PRUNE oaks in: 
a) January, February, March ( 1.) · 
b) April, May, June .UZ-J)· 
c) July, August, Septemberl,5) 
e) October, November, December 
16. If a homeowner decides on fertilizing-their lawn once a year, which is the best time to fertilize? 
a) April-.early June l:z-) 
b) July 
c) September(~) 
d) November (_3) 
7. Leaving lawn clippings after mowing can account for: 
all the fertilizer a lawn needs in a year 
one application of fertilizer a year ~) 
two applications of fertilizer a year 
little nutritional value for a lawn 
A person wishing to establish a lawn in a sunny area with low maintenance should select: 
improved bluegrasses 
improved perennial ryegrasses 
common bluegi-asses & fme leaved fescue{2.4) 
· annual or Italian ryegrasses & fine leaved fescuesCI J 




temperature Ct ) 
When is the best time to fertilize a houseplant? 
. . 
when you want the plant to produce new growth 
as often as the label recommends 
when the plant is growing active!~) 
whenever you see yellow foliage 
Annual and perennial flowers have different needs, such as: 
annuals require more division 
perennials need spring fertilization 
annuals need deadheading, but not perennials (J J 
annuals require more water and fertilizer, perennials require division . ~ 
., 
Winter mulch should be applied: 
after the first frost Cfe>) 
after the ground is frozen (1 ~) 
after all the leaves have fallen from silver maples .. 
. anytime after Halloween C I) 
Which should NOT be included for hardening annuals prior to planting into the garden? 
moving the plants outdoors 
fertilizing(£.3) 
....... J .... v ....... , ..... water 
the temperature(_ ~) 
.The best way to reduce animal pest problems is to: 
eliminate the pest's habitat(-?1) ·-
use chemical repellants 
plant repellants 
a large dog in the area 
25. Moles primarily feed on: . 
a) underground plant rootsCIO) 
b) soil invertebrates( ·I~) 
c) smaller rodents ( l ) 
d) lawn clippings and humus 
26. The reentry statement on a pesticide label states how much time must pass before: 
a) another pesticide may be applied l I) 
b) produce may be harvested ( t ) 
c) produce may be sold in interstate commerce~;!..) 
d) people may reenter a treated area without proper clothing 
27. You should read the pesticide label before you: · 
a) purchase a pesticide 
b) apply the pesticide · (7-.) 
c) dispose of a pesticide(;?~) 
d) all of the above 
28. A good evergreen for hedges in Minnesota is: 
a) Northern Lights azaleas, Rhododendron prinophyllum hybrids ( 1-:J 
b) Arborvitae, Thuja occidentalisUtt) 
c) Lombardy popluar, Populus nigra 'Jtalica ( 1) 
d) Amercan larch, Larix Iareina 
29. ·Renewal pruning is accomplished for older o; overgrown shrubs by: 
a) cutting the plant back halfway to the groundll) . 
b) cutting the plant off at the ground line ll ) 
c) cutting 1/3 of the plant out this year and 1/3 out for each of the next two years(ZD) 
d) cutting 1/3 of the plant out this year and 2/3 next year 
30. Shigo indicates that trees form four walls or barriers to disease entering around a wound. Of all the walls, 
the last wall or barrier to form is the strongest disease barrier but the weakest structurally ... 
a) True U'ls') 
b) False ( ?) 
*Please answer the following questions to the best of your ability. 
1. Rate the importance the following items had in your learning experience in this class. 
Not Important Important Don't Know 
a. instructor's lecture 1 2 3( l) 4~) sQC!) 6 
b. handouts /text that accompanied lecture 1 2 3 (.l) 4 (~)5 (I~ 6 
c. reading the textbook 1· 2 3L-4) 4 (%)5 oz.J 6 
d. reading the extension publications 1 2 3 <.? )4 (_%)5 (_/0) 6 (:\) 
e. quizzes/ examinations 
. .. 1~) 2 ~) 3 eto) 4(fo) 5 ~) 6lL) 
f. interaction with classmates 1 U) 2 3 L'=-) 4 (~) 5 (_q) 6 
g. other 
2. How comfortable were you in askin~estions during class? 
Not Comfortable 1 ( l) 2( ~) 3 )4 (?) 5(1.3)/ery Comfortable 
3. What advantages of a face-to-face class do you perceive as important? 
a. better learning resources (lectures, instructor-given, 
handouts or overheads) 
Not Important 
. Important 
3(4) 4 (lo) suo) 
b. structured learning environment (instructor/class 
provides the tempo for assignments and tasks.) 
c. regular scheduled time (lectures/class participation 
are set and do not vary) 
d. more guidance for when and how to studying 
e. face to face interaction with other students 
f face to face interaction with the instructor 
4. What advantages of an Internet class do you perceive as important? 
1 2 
1 2 3 (_ 5) 4 (I 0) 5 (_ 0,) 
I (I) ~ L/) 3 (_.:3) 4 C'?) 5 (lz.,;) 
1 \.Z-) 2 (2-) 3 ll0)4 C G) 5(S) 
1 t\) 2 3(.5) 4LI)5Qf) 
1 2(l) 3(.]3) 4 (S)SQSJ 
a. better learning resources (class resources, other 
web sit~s, textbook) 
Not Important Important 
1 W 2 (:?) 3(!;z.) 4 (3.) s(?.) 
b. more flexible pace of/earning (you set your own pace) 
c. greater choice of when to study (you access the course anytime, 
day or night) 
d. increase self-reliance (a computer based system may improve your 
ability to work on you own) 
e. improved computer literacy 
f more interaction with fellow classmates (access to send messages 
at anytime) 
g. no driving or commuting time 
1 u) 2 ~) 3(~) 4 (Jt~) $..) 
1 0 ) 2 t?) 3 ID 4 & ) 5 (ir;J 
1 (3) 2 (.t) 3 (H) 4('=-) 5~t) 
I(J-) 2(~) 3(!~') 4(~) 5(1) 
1 ti) 2 ~ 3(J~ 4 (2.) 5(2) 
1 {') 2 3((p) 4(0) 5(?>) 
5. What disadvantages ·of a face-to-face class do you perceive as important ? 
· Not Important Important _ 
a. poorer learning resources (the instructor and live presentation 1 (_t:"d) 2 ()) 3 ('t) 4 ~) 5 ( ~) 
are inadequate) 
b. class time is not flexible 1~) 2 ~) 3 t1) 4 ~ 5 (3.) 
c. limited interaction with other students outside of class 1 (~) 2 t;:\) 3 (~) 4~) 5 ~) 
d. limited interaction with the instructor outside of class 1 <..~ 2 ~) 3 8) 4 t\..) 5 ~ 
e. no opportunity to use the Internet as a resource 1 &1-) 2 ~ 3 ('7) 4 @;.> 5 ~..) 
f driving/commuting time to get to class 1. (}5) 2 (?--) 3 (.'1) 4 L~) 5('5) 
6. What disadvantages of an Internet class do you perceive as important? 
_......./' · · Not Important Important 
a. poorer learning resources (internet resources are inadequate) 1 {t) 2 (.$) 3 (Jt) 4 tl) 5 {'p) 
b. an alienating learning experience (the impersonality of · 1 ~2 (4) 3 (_ tl) 4 (.t;) 5 (p) 
interacting with a computer) 
c. technical frustration (understanding the computer and programs) 1 (:!...) 2(~J 3($) 4 ~) {lo) 
d. inadequate access to computer 1 l_~) 2 (_e) 3 ®) 4 (._~$) 5 (I) 
e. loss of contact with instructor 1 U) 2 3 (!;) 4 (.9) 5 (2J 
floss of contact with other students I O) 2 f.7-:,) 3 ~) 4 (%_) ~J 
7. Choose the answer that best explains your experience with the following Internet tools. Use all responses 
that apply. ~ "::" 1'5 e==' S 
email c..~~ .fcq A. I've used this tool before. 
listserve/mailing list 
B. Technical aspects made it difficult to use. 
· C. I had difficulty finding time to use this tool. 
chat room 
D. I don't know what this tool does. • 
E. I have no experience using this tool. 
bulletin board 
F. Other _______ _ 
8. Please rate your level of satisfaction with the following: 
Unsatisfied 
a. email 1 2 
b, chat room 1 (J).· ·2 
c. listserve/mailing list 1 
d. bulletin board 1 
Satisfied Have not used 
3($) 4(1) 5 {J, "il) 
3(!) 4 U) 5 C:z) 
3l~ 4 U) 5 ll ) 
3 4 0) 5 {3.) 
9. In ADDITION TO the 12 hours in class each week, how much time did you spend studying for this class? 
a. 0-lhours (.4) . . · . 
b. 2-3 hours (V · 
c. 4-5 hours c.~.) 
d. 5-6 hours·@) 
10. How would you rate the workload of the class? 
a. Too much work(t.) 
b. Just right av 
c. Too little work(3) 
Comments: 
11. My ·daily commute to and from class was (4 4~ 
.. . 
hours. 
12. B~sed 01;1 the amount oftime you spend commuting to and from this class, please rate how worthwhile it 
w.as for you to drive to this class. · 
Comments: 
Not Worthwhile 
1 2 3 





3675 Arboretum Dr. 
P.O. Box 39 




(612) 443-252 I 




Dear Master Gardener Core Course/Horticulture I 003 Student, 
You are invited to participate in a research study to evaluate the 
effectiveness of a traditional, face-to-face class with an Internet or online 
class. The information you provide is extremely important to the results of 
this study. The project is being conducted by Dr. Mary H. Meyer, assistant 
professor, and Karen Jeannette, teaching assistant and graduate student, 
Department of Horticultural Science. ·If you have questions please contact 
contact me at 612~ 443-2460 x 639, or mmeyer@extension.umn.edu. 
The purpose of the project is to compare online teaching with a traditional 
class. Also, student satisfaction, workload, and flexibility will be evaluated 
to provide a well-rounded view of the total learning experience. Please take 
a few minutes to complete the attached evaluation and pretest. Answer the 
questions to the best of your current ability, DO NOT use additional 
resources to answer the horticulture questions, or worry about the correct . 
answer, we are interested in your current knowledge BEFORE the course: 
Your input in this project will be kept private, in a locked file; only the 
researchers will have access to the records. DO NOT INCLUDE YOUR · 
NAME on the evaluations, they will be kept anonymous. Your input WILL 
NOT affect your grade or participation in the class or the volurtteer program 
and cannot be tracked to a particular individual. If you choose not to 
participate in this evaluation, it will not affect your relations with the 
instructorS or your grade. Your input is highly valued. PLEASE RETURN 





University of Minnesota, U.S. Department of Agriculture, and Minnesota Counties Coop(! rating 
Master Gardener Core Course/ Hort U)03 
Pr.e-Test, Spring 2000 ~~cts:s_-;=(-\Jp.) . 
. 1. Food:manufactured in the leaves moves to the roots through the: 
a) xylem ('?) 
b) cambium((i,) 
· c) phloem(...l'V 
d) epidermis 
2. A perfect flower has: 
a) both staniens and pistil (V'l) 
b) both petals and sepals cr J 
c) only petals 
d) only stamens 
3. The metabolic process where a plant uses carbohydrates produced during photosynthesis for growth is 
knownas: · 
a) transpiration (!f::!J 
b) absorption UlO) 
c) respiration U) 
d) evapotransporation 
4. Working garden soils when very wet destroys soil: 
a) texture (.t2, J 
b) color (lt) 
c) structure 
d) organic matter 
5. Most soil nutrients needed for plant growth are most available in a soil pH range of: 
a) pH 8-9 
b) pH6-7 ~:) 
c) pH 3-4 (J) 
d) pH 10-11 
6. The amount of sand, silt, and clay in a soil refers to: 
a) soiltexture ('1) 
b) soil. structure (! ~) 
c) soil chemical compositior() ) 
d) soilpH U) 
7. Failure of young fruit trees to bear fruit is related to a particular growth smge known as juvenility. 
a) True (\s;) 
b) False (_.ca) 
8. Which of the following series of plants would be good for a rotation plan for disease reduction? 
a) squash,pumpkin,cucumber 
b) corn,potatoes,beans (}~) 
c) tomato, eggplant, pepper(1) 
d) broccoli, cauliflower, Brussels sprouts(t) 
9. The purpose of mulch in the vegetable garden is to: 
a) conserve moisture (.J.) 
b) keep the soil cool in summer 
c) keep the produce clean 
d) eliminate cultivation 
e) all of the above(~ 
10. Insects with piercing-sucking mouthparts cause damage by: 
a) removing plant juices U) 
b) causing growth distortions by injecting foreign enzymes 
c) transmission of plant viruses 
d) all of the above ~:J 
11. The best time to control a caterpillar defoliator is: 
a) when the caterpillars are most noticeable (J) 
b) whenever the damage is noticed 
c) when the damage is just beginning(3) 
d) . when the eggs are present (\ '8) 
12. What do springtails, fungus gnats, and slugs have in common? 
a) moisture control will help reduce their population ('l) 
b) they are not true insects CJ ) · 
c) none do any damage 
d) they are all predators (.!2.:) 
13~· Powdery mildews are easy to recognize by: 
·. a). the powdery white fungal growth on foliage ~2-) 
b) lower leaf yellowing 
c) large spots with yellow borders(J) 
d) branch dieback 
14. Viral diseases are spread primarily by: 
· a) aphid feeding (.ID) 
b) wireworm feedmg 
grasshopper feeding 
d). wind(!~ 
15. To help prevent oak wilt disease in Minnesota DO NOT PRUNE oaks in: 
January, February, March (\) 
April, May, June ~ 
July, August, September (Jo.;p 
October, November, December 
If a homeowner decides on fertilizing their lawn once a year, which is the best time to fertilize? 




17. Leaving lawn clippings after mowing can account for: 
··· a) all the fertilizer a lawn needs in a year ~) 
b) one application of fertilizer a year (\6.) 
c) two applications of fertilizer a year ~:) 
d) little nutritional value for a lawn ('1) 
18. A person wishing to establish a lawn in a sunny area with low maintenance should select: 
a) ~proved bluegr~ses (loJ 
b) unproved perenrual rye grasses (~) · 
c) common bluegrasses & fine leaved fescues (J.e ') 
d) annual or Italian ryegrasses & fine leaved fescues 
19. The MOST limiting factor in growing indoor plants in Minnesota is: 
a) oxygen 
b) water U) 
c) light c~ 
d) temperature~) 
20. When is the best time to fertilize a houseplant? 
a) when you want the plant to produce new growth ilS.) 
b) as often as the label recommends ~ · 
c) when the plant is growing actively (Ill) 
d) whenever you see yellow foliage (}) 
21. Annual and perennial flowers have different needs, such as: 
a) annuals require more division 
b) perennials need spring fertilization ~) 
c) annuals need deadheading, but not perennials 
d) annuals require more water and fertilizer, perennials require division~..) 
22. Winter mulch should be applied: 
a) after the first frost (_tQ) 
b) after the ground is frozen (\ \) 
c) after all the leaves have fallen from silver maples Ci) 
d) anytime after HalloweenU) 
23. Which should NOT be included for hardening annuals prior to planting into the garden? 
a) moving the plants outdoors 
b) fertilizing L 9) 
c) withholding water (\'?>) 
d) lowering the temperature(. J) 
24. The best way to reduce animal pest problems is to: 
a) eliminate the pest's habitat Ub} 
b) use chemical repellants 
c) use plant repellant( -1) . 
d) keep a large dog in trie area (, ~ 
25. Moleslprimarily feed on: 
a) Wlde~ound plant roots lr!) 
b) soil invertebrates ~) 
c) small± rodents (t ) 
d) lawn rppings and humus (i) 
26. The reentry statement on a pesticide label states how much time must pass before: 
a) anoth r pesticide may be applied ~) 
b) produ e may be harvested {J) 
c) produ e may be sold in interstate commerce ( ct) 
d) peopl may reenter a treated area without proper clothing 
27. You s ould read the pesticide label before you: 
a) purch . e a pesticide 
b) apply the pesticide U) 
c) . dispo of a pesticide 
d) all of e above (2..-:1--~ 
28. A goo evergreen for hedges in Minnesota is: 
a) North m Lights azaleas, Rhododendron prinophyllum hybrids G) 
b) Arbo itae, Thuja occidentalis (:J.ita:) 
c) Lomb dy popluar~ Populus nigra 'Jtalica'(J.) 






al pruning is accomplished for older or overgrown shrubs by: 
the plant back half way to the ground €!) 
the plant off at the ground line 
113 of the plant out this year and 113 out for each of the next two years(l'7) 
113 of the plant out this year and 2/3 next year 
30. Shig indicates that trees form four walls or barriers to disease entering around a-wound. Of all the walls, 
the last w 1 or barrier to form is the strongest disease barrier but the weakest structurally. 
a) True (q) 
b) False l'1) 
wer the following questions to the best of your ability. 
e importance you expect the following items will have in your learning experience in this class . 
. Not Important 
instru tor's lecture . 1 2 han~dduts /text that accompanied lecture 1 · 2 
read· g the textbook 1 2 
rea · g the extension publications 1 2 ._ 
quizz s/examinations 1 
inter8Ftion with classmates 1 (l) 2 
Important Don't Know 
3U} 4 {.)). 5 (R) 6 
3 4 ~ 5Qq_) 6 
3 (.'2;> )4 a;,..) 5 L\49 6 
3 · 4 G.z) 5 LUJ 6 
2 ~) 3 ~) 4 (.C\) 5 ~ . 
3 (.o!\') 4 (!~ 5 ~_) 6 
other! How+~-omfu--rta-b_l_e_ar_e_y_o_u_in-asking questions during class? 
Not Tmfortable I(!) 2 · 3(;.) 4(_1) 5 ~')Very Comfortable 
6 
. 3. What advantages of a face-to-face class do you' perceive as important? 1mJ.ortant 
Not Important ~ 
a. better learning resources (lectures, instructor-given, 1 2 j;.2.) 4 ~.) ~ 
handouts or overheads) . I 
b. structured learning environment (instructor/clas~ 1 2 3 C2-J 4 (l"Q 5 (k) 
provides the tempo for assignments and tasks.) · I . 
c. regular scheduled time (lectures/class participa(ion 1 2 t7J 3 {;;!..) 4 tD 5 · 
are set and do not vary) 
d. more guidance for when and how to studying , 1 (J) i (:!-) 3 C?J 4 ~~ set) 
e. face to face interaction with other students 1 2 (1) 3 (.-a) 4 ft>.) 5 (.-z) 
f face to face interaction with the instructor 1 2 3 ~n.J 5 (!1) 
4. What advantages of an Internet class do you perceive as important? _j . 
Not Important . Important 
a. better learning resources (class resources, other: 1 (.p) 2 ~ 3 {1,.) 4 ~.:> 5(2) .• 
web sites, textbook) ' t 
b. more flexible pace of learning (you set your own pace) 1 (;Z) 2 3 ~ 4 ,) 5~) 
c. greater choice of when to study (you access the course anytime, 1 (!!..) 2 3 ~) 4 ~ 5( 1) 
day or night) · : I -
d increase self-reliance (a computer based system may improve your · 1 {.:7) 2 ~) 3 (.~) 4 00 5U). 
ability to work on you own) ! 
e. improved computer literacy 1 ~ 2 (l) 3 (SJ> 4 (.14) 5 (J) 
f more interaction with fellow classmates (access to send messages 1 (_~ 2 (3'") 3 ~ 4 00 ·5 (1) 
at anytime) ' 1-
g. no driving or commuting time 1 E:3-) 2 (J) 3(s) 4 LS) 5 L~) 
5. Whai disadvantages of a face-to-face class do :You perceive as important? l 
' Not Important Imp rtant 
a. poorer learning resources (the instructor and live presentation 1 ~') 2 ~ 3 (!,)> 4 l:r) 5 {.2.'") 
are inadequate) · 1 1 
. b. class time is not flexible . 1 t:l) 2 (z..') 3 ct-J 4 4'3.) 5~) 
c. limited interaction with other students outside of class 1 00 2 (3V 3 a,.:> 4 ~ 5~-'· 
d limited interaction with the instructor outside of class 1 (:4.) 2 (:;,")J 3 ~) 4 (6) 5 (?) . 
e. no opportunity to Use the Internet as a resource : · 1 ~) 2 tl) 3 (S.) 4 '-s::> 5 (1!.) 
f driving/commuting time to get to class I ~::> 2{!;:;) 3 ~:J 4 ~ 5 ~) 
1\1 
6. What disadvantages of an Internet class do you perceive as important? 
a. poorer learning resources (internet resources are inadequate) 
b. an alienating learning experience (the impersonality of 
interacting with a computer) 
Not Important Important 
I (._(}!;) 2 {:z.) 3 ~) 4 (2:) 5 G) 
1 fLJ) 2 (2.:) 3 ") 4 f' 5 (S"".) 
I 
c. technical frustration (understanding the compute~ and programs) 1 (;!) 2 t.?; 3 ~ 4 (3) ~") 
1 {!P) 2 (p) 3 ""') 4 ~~ 5~.) 
1 u ~ 2 · 3 ~) 4 &) s('bJ 
1 (j..) 2 Cl) 3 (!?) 4L_~ 5(E) 
d. inadequate access to computer 
e. loss of contact with instructor 
f loss of contact with other students 
I . 
I 
7. ChooJ the answer that best explains your experience ~th the following Internet tools. Use all responses ~~- ' . 
I a-~ l fp · .f-= 3 
email I C,.o::. \ 
J · CL l5t {p e..::- to 
listserve/n}ailing list d ~ ~ ..fb: r 
I ~· e.=ts 
chat room C.-= 2 f·""" l 
g.: ~ ?;-::;. ,t; 
A. I've used this tool before. 
B. Technical
1
aspects made it difficult to use. 
C. I had difficulty finding time to use this tool. 
D. I don'tknowwhatthis tool does. 
E. I have no experience using this tool. 
F. Other · 
-------bulletin bJard ~ ##- 1 
8. Pleas rate your level of saJsfaction with the following: 
I 
a. email I 
b.chatroom 
Unsatisfied 











3 ~) 4 ((J) 5 C.u) 
3 (!) 4 ' 5(2.) 
3 (L) 4 l3): 5 (7.,.) 
3 60 4 C..f) ! 5 ' 






9. Why 9id you decide to take the face-to-face class instead ofthe Internet class? 
I 0. In JnmoN TO the 12 hours in class each week, h,~w much time do you expect to spend studYing for 
this cl4ss per week ? 
a. 0-1 h+s (I 1 
. b. 2-3 h~urs (14) 
c. 4-5 hour(:~ 
d. 5-6 h~t;s (2.-) 
II. How +uch time do you spend commuting for this c~ each day? 
a. less than 1 hour (!f) , 
b. 1-2 h9'urs (!O"SJ· 1 
c. 2-3 h9urs 
d. more ~an 3 hours 
12. How ~any miles do you drive to and from the class? 1 
· a. less ~an 10 miles (;z) 
b. 10- 2i5 miles 't:::SJ 
I • 26 - 40 nules au 
60 + rbiles .Ctt>) 
I . 
13. Your Age Group 
. ~ ~~~;;!(2.) 
c. 36-45!~) 
, I 







a. female( l(p) 
b.male (.$ 
15. Educational Background 
a. high school diploma (_~ 
b. vocational/technical degree ( -4) 
c. college degree:(lo) bachelor's degree eo graduate 
16. Why are you taking this class? 
a to fulfill a degree requirement 
b. for university credit . 
c. to become a University of Minnesota Extension Service Master Gardener 0 S) 
d. professional improvement (;z.) . 
e. personal improvement("?) 
e. other: 
Thank you for your cooperation. Your input is very helpful. 
Please feel free to add any additional comments here: 
--- ------=====-===--- ---
Master Gardener Core Course/ Hort 1003 
· Post-Test, Spring 2000 
~\..L~c.tC$. == (*) 
1. Food manufactured in the leaves moves to the roots through the: 
a) xylem l2..') 
b) cambium~) 
c) phloem Ute?) 
d) epidermis (:?) 
2. A perfect flower has: 
a) both stamens and pistil~) 
b) both petals and sepals Q) 
c) only petals 
. d) only stamens 
3. The metabolic process where a plant uses carbohydrates produced during photosynthesis for growth is 
known as: 
a) transpiration (1t) 
b) absorption U ) 
c) respiration U'l) 
d) evapotransporation 
4. Working garden soils when very wet destroys soil: 
a) texture (rn 
b) color 
c) structur~) 
d) organic matter 
5. Most soil nutrients needed for plant growth are most available in a soil pH range of: 
a) pH 8-9 lt) 
b) pH6-7(t.:~) . 
c) pH 3-4 
d) pH 10-11 
6. The amount of sand, silt, and clay in a soil refers to: 
a) soil texture a '1) 
b) soil structure ~) 
c) soil chemical composition 
d) soil pH 
Failure of young fruit trees to bear fruit is related to a particular growth stage known as juvenility. 
True OtO 
False<... 3) 
. 8. Which of the following series of plants would be good for a rotation plan for disease reduction? 
a) squash, pumpkin, cucumber 
b) com, potatoes, beans (~) 
tomato, eggplant, pepper ~) 
broccoli, cauliflower, Brussels sprouts 
9. The purpose of mulch in the vegetable garden is to: 
a) conserve moisture 
b) keep the soil cool in summer 
c) keep the produce dean 
d) eliminate cultivation 
e) all of the above (?-3~ 
10. Insects with piercing-sucking mouthparts cause damage by: 
a) removing plant juices ~'2-:J · 
b) causing growth distortions by injecting foreign enzymes 
c) transmission of plant viruses · 
d) all ofthe above b_2-l) 
11. The best time to control a caterpillar defoliator is: 
a) when the caterpillars are most noticeable 
b) whenever the damage is noticed 
c) when the damage is just beginning ('7) 
d) when the eggs are present Q.C?J 
12. What do springtails, fungus gnats, and slugs have in common? 
a) moisture control will help reduce their population (It,) 
b) they are not true insects ( ~ 
c) none do any damage ()) ' 
d) they are all predators U ) 
13. Powdery mildews are easy to recognize by: 
a) the powdery white fungal growth on foliage l.Z'3) 
b) lower leaf yellowing · 
. c) large spots with yellow borders 
d) branch dieback 
14. Viral diseases are spread primarily by: 
a) aphid feeding{.::$) 
b) wireworm feeding (;L ')) 
c) grasshopper feeding("'2.....) 
d) wind(loj 
15. To help prevent oak wilt disease in Minnesota DO NOT PRUNE oaks in: 
a) January, February, March · 
b) April, May, June(!_CO · 
c) July, August, September (p) 
e) October, November, December 
16. If a homeowner decides on fertilizing·their lawn once a year, which is the best time to fertilize? 
a) April- .early June 
b) July 





17. Leaving lawn clippings after mowing can account for: 
a) all the fertilizer a lawn needs in a year 
b) one application of fertilizer a year (zs,) 
c) two applications of fertilizer a year 
d) little nutritional value for a lawn 
18. A person wishing to establish a lawn in a sunny area with low maintenance should select: 
a) improved bluegrasses (~) 
b) improved perennial ryegrasses (,1) 
c) common blueg!asses & fine leaved fescues (41) 
d) annual or Italian rye grasses & fine leaved fescues 
19. The MOST limiting factor in growing indoor plants in Minnesota is: 
a) oxygen 
b) water 
c). light ~~) 
d) temperature 
20. When is the best time to fertilize a houseplant? 
~) when you want the plant to produce new growth (J ) 
b) as often as the label recomm~nds (,;2:2.') 
c) when the plant is growing actively 
d) whenever you see yellow foliage 
21. Annual and perennial flowers have different needs, such as: 
a) annuals require more division 
b) perennials need spring fertilization (.~) 
c) annuals need deadheading, but not perennials CJt) 
d) annuals require more water and fertilizer, perennials require division U'!) 
., 
22. Winter mulch should be applied: 
a) after the first frost ( ~) 
b) after the ground is frozen (2#!:1) 
c) after all the leaves have fallen from silver maples . 
d) anytime after Halloween 
. Which should NOT be included for hardening annuals prior to planting into the garden? 
a) moving the plants outdoors (f) 
fertilizing (! 5) 
withholding water ('?) 
lowering the temperature (J) 
The best way to reduce animal pest problems is to: 
eliminate the pest's habitat ~) -
use chemical repellants 
use plant repellants 
·keep a large dog in the area 
25. Moles primarily feed on: 
a) underground plant roots (_e) 
b) soil invertebrates Q {p J 
c) smaller rodents 
d) lawn clippings and humus 
26. The reentry statement on a pesticide label states how much time must pass before: 
a) another pesticide may be applied (1 ) 
b) produce may be harvested (J ) 
c) produce may be sold in interstate commerce 
d) people may reenter a treated area without proper clothin~_,) 
27. You should read the pesticide label before you: · 
a) purchase a pesticide 
b) apply the pesticide 
c) dispose of a pesticide 
d) all ofthe above (j.~) 
28. A good evergreen for hedges in Minnesota is: 
a) Northern Lights azaleas, Rhododendron prinophyllum hybrids 
b) Arborvitae, Thuja occidentalis (2:--:t--) . 
c) Lombardy popluar, Populus nigra 'Jtalica' 
d) Amercan larch, Larix Iareina 
29. Renewal pruning is accomplished for older or overgrown shrubs by: 
a) cutting the plant back half way to the ground (_I) . 
b) cutting the plant off at the ground line 
c) cutting 1/3 of the plant out this year and 1/3 out for each of the next two years~) 
d) cutting 1/3 of the plant out this year and 2/3 next year 
30. Shigo indicates that trees form four walls or barriers to disease entering around a wound. Of all the walls, 
the last wall or barrier to form is the strongest disease barrier but the weakest structurally. 
a) True(l."') 
b) False~) 
*Please answer the following questions to the best of your ability. 
1. Rate the importance the following items had in your learning experience in this class. 
Not Important Important Don't Know 
a. instructor's lecture 1 2 3 4(7..) 5 ~,) 6 
b. handouts /text that accompanied lecture 1 2 3 lO 4 ~) 5 Q'D 6 
c. reading the textbook 1· 2 3 {3) 4 tf,) 5 ~) 6 
d. reading the extension publications 1 2 3 (._~) 4 (l\) 5 ~) 6 0) 
e. quizzes/ examinations 
·-· 
1 (.2) 2 (J ) 3 (11) 4 L?) 5 (?) 6C.O 
f. interaction with classmates 1 2 3 (?:.) 4~ 5(.q) 6 
g. other 
2. How comfortable were you in asking questions during class? 
Not Comfortable 1 2('J 3 (C,) 4(!1) 5(to)Very Comfortable 
~ =------ __ -- -
3. What advantages of a face-to-face class do you perceive as important? 
a. better learning resources (lectures, instructor-given, 
handouts or overheads) 
Not Important Important 
b. structured learning environment (instructor/class 
provides the tempo for assignments and tasks.) 
c. regular scheduled time (lectures/class participation 
are set and do not vary) 
d. more guidance for when and how to studying 
e. face to face interaction with other students 
f face to face interaction with the instructor 
4. What advantages of an Internet class do you perceive as important? 






2 3 ~) 4 (13) 5 (\l) 
2 3 (f) 4 (.q) 5(Jl) 
2 (f) 3 (JJ) 4 (&. _) 5 ~) 
2 3 (3) '4 (.Gf) 5(~) 
2 3 4 Ck) 5 (l<?.) 
a. better learning resources (class resources, other 
web sit~s, textbook) 
Not Important Important 
b. more flexible pace of learning (yqu set your own pace) 
c. greater choice of when to study (you access the course anytime, 
day or night) 
d. increase self-reliance (a computer based system may improve your 
ability to work on you own) 
. e. improved computer literacy 
f more interaction with fellow classmates (access to send messages 
· at anytime) 
g. no driving or commuting time 
· 1 20) 3 (U) 4 ® 5(7..) 
1 CJ) 2(t) 3[4) 4~) 5 E:l-) 
I (2.) 2({.ts) 3 f::h) 4 (3) 5 
I 2 (?;) 3(."1) 4~) 5 f.3). 
I ~) 2 U ") 3 (I.e.) 4 ~) 5 L3) 
1CJ j 2 ~J 3 ~) 4L~ 5 'lJ) 
1 2(1) 3(";.) 4 (c.t) 5U:.) 
5. What disadvantages of a face-to-face class do you perceive as important ? 
· Not Important Important 
a. poorer learning resources (the instructor and live presentation 
. are inadequate) 
class time is not flexible 
·c. limited interaction with other students outside of class 
limited interaction with the instructor outside of class 
no opportunity to use the Internet as a resource 
driving/commuting time to get to class 
I[~) 2[te,) 3(?) 4 (~ s(tJ 
1 (I) 2 ('5) 3 (,;1) 4 8-:J 5 C3) 
1 ~) 2 (Jp,J 3lt,) 4 ® 5o; 
1 ~) 2 !?J 3 c:o 4 G;> 5 ~' 
I~ 2 (3_) 3 ~) 4~) s(J) 
r' (1-) 2 {3) 3 (t::.?) 4 (3) s(~) 
What disadvantages of an Internet class do you perceive as important? 
poorer learning resources (internet resources are inadequate) 
an alienating learning experience (the impersonality of 
with a computer) 
technical frustration (understanding the computer and programs) 
inadequate access to computer 
loss of contact with instructor 
loss of contact with other students 
Not Important Im.IJ_ortant 
1 ~) 2 (') 3{jp) 4{:'1) 5(:2!-") 
1 UJ 2 3&\) 4 ~) s(!i) 
1(.~ 2~) 3('~) 4 ~~ 5~) 
1(~) 2 (t) 3 (?) 4 (?) 5~) 
1 . 2 3 ~) 4 (GJ) 5~) 
1 2 Cl) 3 fJ.-) 4 t1?) 5('7) 
7. Choose the answer that best explains your experience with the following Internet tools. Use all responses 
that apply. i 
~~ ~~ {!;-I 
email e:::. ~ · A. I've used this tool before. 
't,:: f.tt. · d iOt 3 f~ { B. Technical aspects made it difficult to use. 
listserve/mailing list - l ~q · C. I had difficulty finding time to use this tool. 
at=- '2.. .P.~ ~4 D. I don't know what this tool does. 
chat room .cl ~ l e-;:: ~ E. I have no experience using this tool. 
~ 3> f:. ~ F. Other 
bulletin board. d: ~ e::: '2- -------
8. Please rate your level of satisfaction with the following: 
Unsatisfied 
a. email 1 
b. chat room 1 
c. listserve/mailing list 1 
Itt) d. bulletin board 
Satisfied 
2 . 3 CJ) 4 ~ Utl>) 
2(1)36-t) 4 5 
2 (.1) 3 (:2..) 4 (?) 5£.;3) 
2U) 3 4&J 5U)J 







9. In ADDITION TO the 12 hours in class each week, how much time did you spend studying for this class? 
a. 0-:-1 hours (~) . I 
b. 2-3 hours £(.'1) I 
c. 4-:5 hours t'l) I 
d. 5-6 hours L~) 
10. How would you rate the workload of the class? Ill 
a. Too much work (j) 
b. Just right QCi) / 
c. Too little work Q) 1 
Comments: 1 
II. My daily commute to and from class was /. tC: hours. I 
12. Based on.the ampunt of time you spend commuting to and from this class, please rate how worthwl}ile it 
was for you to drive to this class. j 
Not Worthwhile Very Worthwhile 







3675 Arboretum Dr. 
P.O. Box 39 




(612) 443-252 J 




Dear Master Gardener Core Course/Horticulture 1 003 Student, 
You are invited to participate in a research study to evaluate the 
effectiveness of a traditional, face-to-face class with an Internet or online 
Class. The information you provide is extremely important to the results of 
this study. The project is being conducted by Dr. Mary H. Meyer, assistant 
professor, and Karen Jeannette, teaching assistant and graduate student, 
Department of Horticultural Science. If you have questions please contact 
contact me at 612-443-2460 x 639, or mmeyer@extension.umn.edu. 
The purpose of the project is to compare online teaching with a traditional 
class. Also, student satisfaction, workload, and flexibility will be evaluated 
to provide a well-rounded view of the total learning experience. Please take 
a few minutes to complete the attached evaluation and pretest. Answer the 
questions to the best of your current ability, DO NOT use additional 
resources to answer the horticulture questions, or worry about the correct 
answer, we are interested in your current knowledge BEFORE the comse. 
Your input in this project will be kept private, in a locked file; only the 
researchers will have access to the records. DO NOT INCLUDE YOUR 
NAME on the evaluations, they will be kept anonymous. Your input WILL 
NOT affect your grade or participation in the class or the volunteer program 
and cannot be tracked to a particular individual. If you choose not to . 
participate in this evaluation, it will not affect your relations with the 
instructors or your grade. Your input is highly valued. PLEASE RETURN 





Master Gardener Core Course/ Hort 1003 
Pre-Test, Spring 2000 
~Cl 'E<. ;::: ( -::C:b ") 
1. Food manufactuream the lea"V'es moves to the roots through the: 
a) xylem~) · 
b) cambium (. 4) 
c) phloem( .e;V · 
d) epidermis (_I ) 
2. A perfect flower has: 
a) both stamens and pistil( I b) 
b) both petals and sepals@) 
c) only petals 
d) only stamens 
3. The metabolic process where a plant uses carbohydrates produced during photosynthesis for growth is 
knownas: · 
a) transpiratio~h) 
b) absorption t..~ 
c) respiration ~) 
d) evapotransporation( 1) 
4. Working garden soils when very wet destroys soil: 
a) texture( '1) 
b) color 
c) structure ~) 
d) organic matterD) 
5. Most soil nutrients needed for plant growth are most available in a soil pH range of: 
a) pH 8-9 
b) pH 6-7 (I~) 
c) pH 3-4 
d) pH 10-ll ll) 
6. The amount of sand, silt, and clay in a soil refers to: 
a) soil texture (4) · . 
b) soil structure(.tl) 
c) soil chemical compositior(.z.) 
d) soil pH 
7. Failure of young fruit trees to bear fruit is related to a particular growth stage known as juvenility. 
a) True(tt>) 
b) False(~) · 
8. Which of the following series of plants would be good for a rotation plan for disease reduction? 
a) squash,purnnpkin,cucurnnber 
b) com, p~tatoes, beans (II) 
c) tomato, eggplant, pepper (1. ) 
d) broccoli, cauliflower, Brussefs sprouts~) 
9; The purpose of mulch in the vegetable garden is to: 
a) conserve moisture (S) 
b) keep the soil cool in summer 
c) keep the produce clean 
d) eliminate cultivation 
e) all ofthe above (Jz.._) 
10. Insects with piercing-sucking mouthparts cause damage by: 
a) removing plant juices (?..) '-
b) causing growth distortions by injecting foreign enzymes 
c) transmission of Elant viruses 
d) all of the above{J~) 
11. The best time to control a caterpillar defoliator is: 
a) when the caterpillars are most noticeable 
b) whenever the damage is noticed (.1) 
c) when the damage is just beginningU) 
d) when the eggs are present (t3..) 
12. What do springtails, fungus gnats, and slugs have in common? 
.a) moisture control will help reduce their population (~ . 
b) they are not true insects ( S) 
c) none do any damage 0) 
d) they are all predators (!-) 
13. Powdery mildews are easy to recognize by: 
a) the powdery white fungal growth on foliage (/4) 
bY lower leaf yellowing (J) · 
c) large spots with yellow borders 
d) branch dieback 
14. Viral diseases are spread primarily by: 
a) aphid feeding(_~) 
b) wireworm feeding 
c) grasshopp¥tf~eding 
d) wind t;;U 
15. To help prevent oak wilt disease in Minnesota DO NOT PRUNE oaks in : 
a) January, February, March ~) 
b) April, May, June(_~ 
c) July, August, September(.ez;) 
e) October, November, December 
. 16. If a homeowner decides on fertilizing their lawn once a year, which is the best time to fertilize? 
a) April- early June (_ '1.) . . 
b) July 
c) September ( 4) 
·d) November(_~) 
17. Leaving lawn clippings after mowing can account for: 
a) all the fertilizer a lawn needs in a year 
b) one application of fertilizer a year (.V 
c) two applications of fertilizer a year{~") 
d) little nutritional value for a la~J 
18. A person wishing to establish a lawn in a sunny area With low maintenance should select: 
a) improved bluegrasses (__t:;P) 
b) improved perennial ryegrasses (4) 
c) common blueg~asses & fine leaved fescuesC:,~ 
· d) annual or Italian ryegrasses & fine leaved fescues 
19. The Mosr limiting factor in growing indoor plants in Minnesota is: 
a) oxygen 
b) water 
c) light ([7-) 
d) temperature (I) 
20. When is the best time to fertilize ·a houseplant? 
a) when you want the plant to produce new growth (?...) 
b) as often as the label recommends 
c) when the plant is growing activel(t.2-) 
d) whenever you see yellow foliage 
21. Annual and perennial flowers have different needs, such as: 
a) annuals require more division 
b) perennials need spring fertilization (?:J) 
c) annuals need deadheading, but not perennials(?.) 
d) annuals require more water and fertilizer, perennials require division( C() 
22. Winter mulch should be applied: 
a) after the first frost (. ~) 
b) after the ground is frozen (2) 
c) after all the leaves have fallen from silver maples 
d) anytime after Halloween (.1) 
23. Which should NOT be included for hardening annuals prior to planting into the garden? 
a) moving the plants outdoors (J) · 
~~~ 00 I 
c) withholding water0) 
d) lowering the temperature(?:) 
24. The best way to reduce animal pest problems is to: 
a) eliminate the pest's habitat (t~) 
b) use chemical repellants H ) 
c) use plant repellants (."!J) 
d) keep a large dog in the area 
· 25. Moles primarily feed on: 
a) underground plant root~ 1) 
b) soil invertebrates(."?:~.) · 
c) smaller rodents 
d) lawn clippings and humus · 
26 .. The reentry statement on a pesticide label states how much time must pass before: 
a) another pesticide may be applied (?....) 
b) produce may be harvested C 'f)> 
c) produce may be sold in interstate commerce f.:!J 
d) people may reenter a treated area without proper clothing(.l.,) 
27. You should read the pesticide label before you: 
a) . purchase a pesticide U) 
b) apply the pesticide 
c) dispo~e of a pesticide 
d) all of the a?ove (.\ ~) 
28. A good evergreen for hedges in Minnesota is: 
a) Northern Lights azaleas, Rhododendron prinophyllum hybrids 
b) Arborvitae, Thuja occidentalis (J~ 
c) Lombardy popluar, Populus nigra 'Italica' (_1) 
d) Amercan larch, Larix Iareina 
29. Renewal pruning is accomplished for older or overgrown shrubs by: 
a) cutting the plant back half way to the ground C2r? 
b) cutting the plant off at the ground line l') 
c) cutting 113 of the plant out this year and 1/3 out for each of the next two years (QJ) 
d) cutting 1/3 of the plant out this year and 2/3 next year 
30. Shigo indicates that trees form four walls or barriers to disease entering around a-wound. Of all the walls, 
the last wall or barrier to form is the strongest disease barrier but the weakest structurally. 
a) Truel''2) ' 
b) False~rr) . 
~swer the following questions to the best of your ability. 
Rate the importance you expect the following items will have in your learning experience in this class. 
Not Important Important Don't Know · 
instructor's lecture 1 2 3 · 4 l :Q 5 (L '2....) 6 
handouts /text that accompanied lecture 1 2 3 4 ~) 5 {i o) 6 
reading the textbook 1 2 3 ~) 4 (j ?5 U I) 6 
reading the extension publications 1 2 3 0) 4 et) 5 (t:\.) 6 
quizZes/examinations 1 2 (;.) 3 (jp) 4 ~) 5 (!..) 




.How comfortable are you in asking g.uestions durinU_lass? · 
Not Comfortable 1 2 3 [S) · 4 (..S) 5 ~ ery Comfortable 
3. What advantages of a face-to-face class do you perceive as important? 
Not Important Important 
3 L.a.> 4 (']) ( "!) a. · better learning resources (lectures, instructor-given, 
handouts or overheads) 
b. structured learning environment (instructor/class 
provides the tempo for assignments and tasks.) 
c. regular scheduled time (lectures/class participation 
are set and do not vary) 
d more guidance for when and how to studying 
e. face to face interaction with other students 
f face to face interaction with the instructor 







2 (1 ) 3 (I) 4 {$) 5 c.~ 
2 (l) 3 (:?) 4U,' 5 eJ 
2 (lJ 3 ('9J>4 0J 5 @-) 
2 0.1 3 C3l 4 Lf4)5@) . 
. 2 3 ('ZJ 4 ~) 5 lit-) 
Not Important Important 
I ~ 2 CO 3 (SD 4 {lp) 5~) a. better learning resources (class resources, other 
web sites, textbook) 
b: more flexible pace of/earning (you set yo.ur own pace) 
c. greater choice of when to study (you access the course anytime, 
day or night) 
d. increase self-reliance (a computer based system may improve your 
ability to work on you own) 
e. improved computer literacy· 
f more interaction withfollow classmates (access to send messages 
at anytime) 
g. no driving or commuting time 
I 
I 
2 U-.J 3 {Pi) 4 ~.J5e-J 
2 (;") 3 ~) 400 5(4) 
I 2 ~) 3 (4) 4 (j:;) 5CJ) 
I 2 o> 3 c~) 4 ~ 5~ 
I 2 (t't,) 3 ~ 4(_~ 5 
I (J) 2(3) 3 
5. What disadvantages of a face-to-face class do you perceive as important? 
Not Important Important 
3 C.~) 400 5 a. poorer learning resources (the instructor and live presentation 
are inadequate) 
b. class time is not flexible 
c; limited interaction with other students outside of class 
d limited interaction with the instructor outside of class 
e. no opportunity to use the Internet as a resource 
f driving/commuting time to get to class 
I(?..) 2 
1 U) 2 3(q) 4{~) 5 
I &:) 2 (;2) 3 C£,) 4(?) 5 
I ~ 2 (2:) 3 (~:J 4 ~ 5 
l ~) 2 {2.) 3 (~) 4 CZ,) sea.) 
I - 2(1') 3 (fg,) 4('0) 5~) 
6. What disadvantages of an Internet class do you perceive as important? 
· Not Important Important 
a. poorer learning resources (internet resources are inadequate) I 2 3 c..~n 4 (-&")5 (I) 
b. an alienating learning experience (the impersonality of 1 2 ('2-'") 3 ~) 4 (jp) 
interacting with a computer) 
c. technical frustration (understanding the computer and programs) 
d. inadequate access to computer 
e. loss of contact with instructor 
f loss of contact with other students 
I 00 2 U) 3(4) 4 (2; 5(S) 
1 ~") 2 (?:>) 3 (_4.~ 4 5 ~) 
1 2 3 (G) 4(4) 5~) 
1 2 (ID .3 ~J> 4 (2;; 5(4-) 














A. I've used this tool before. 
B. Technical aspects made it difficult to use. 
C. I had difficulty finding time to use this tool. 
D. I don't know what this tool does. 
E. I have no experience using this tool. 
F. Other 
-------
8. Please ra,te your level of satisfaction with the following: 
Unsatisfied Satisfied Have not used 
a.· email 1 2 3 4(!") 5 (g) 6(;). b. chat room 1 2 3 4 C:J.) 5 ( • .I~ 6{1r) 
c. listserve/mailing list 1 2 3 4 U) 5 ~ 6(Ct.) d. bulletin board 1 2 3(1) 4CO 5® 6(1t) 
9. Why did you decide to take the face-to-face class instead of the Internet class? 
10. In ADDITION TO the 12 hours in class each week, how much time do you expect to spend studying for 
this class per week ? · 
a. 0-1 hours 
b. 2-3 hours l~ 
c. 4-5 hours ( t, ') 
d. 5-6 hours ~ 
11. How much time do you spend commuting for this class each day? 
a. less than 1 hour~) · 
b. 1-2 hours~ 
c. 2-3 hours (z:y· 
d. more than Jhours 
12 .. How many miles doxou drive to and from the class? 
a. less than 10 miles ~J 
b. 10-25 miles (J) 
c. 26 - 40 miles (~ 
d. 60 + miles . e:t) 
·. 13. Your A1e
1 
Group 
a. 18-25 'cl~ 
. b. 26-35 t~ 
c. 36-45 ~ 
d. 46-60 l4J 
. 60+ ~ 
14. Gend(k.) 
a. female 
b. male (2..) 
15. Educational Background 
a. high school diploma ~) 
b. vocational/technical degree ~) 
c. ·college degree: {@ bachelor's degree 'z_) graduate 
16. Why are you taking this class? 
a. to fulfill a degree requirement 
b. for university credit 
c. to become a University of Minnesota Extension Service Master Gardener (JZ...) 
d. professional improvement 
. e. personal improvement ( ~) 
e. other: 
Thank you for your cooperation. Your input is very helpful. 
Please feel free to add any additional comments here: 
------ -
•· 
Master Gardener Core Course/ Hort 1003 
~------ · · Post-Test, Spring 2000 
T 1~\.A.~et.ES ::= (_::4\..) 
1. Food manufactured in the leaves moves to the roots through the: 
a) xylem ~J 
b) cambium('?;) 
c) phloem 6) 
d) epidermis (J) 
2. A perfect flower has: 
a) both stamens and pistil Q.~) 
b) both petals ·and sepals tf) 
c) only petals 
. d) only stamens 
3. The metabolic process where a plant uses carbohydrates produced during photosynthesis for growth is 
known as: 
a) transpiration (."3 ) 
b) absorption ~) 
c) respiration$) 
d) evapotransporation 
Working garden soils when very wet destroys soil: 
a) texture(,;?) 
b) color 
c) structure ~ ) 
d} organic matter (r ) 
5. Most soil nutrients needed for plant growth are most available in a soil pH range of: 
a) pH 8-9 
b) pH 6-7 Q_,) 
c) pH 3-4 
d) pH 10-11 
6. The amount of sand, silt, and clay in a soil refers to: 
a) soil texture (_ ~) 
b) soil structure (_~) 
c) soil chemical composition 
soil pH 
Failure of young fruit trees to bear fruit is related to a particular growth stage known as juvenility. 
TrueUI) 
False (2.) 
Which of the following series of plants would be good for a rotation plan for disease reduction? 
squash, pumpkin, cucumber 
com, potatoes, beans Q_S.) 
tomato, eggplant, pepper · 
broccoli, cauliflower, Brussels sproutsU2-/ 
9. The purpose of mulch in the vegetable garden is to: 
a) conserve moisture 
b) keep the soil cool in summer 
c) keep the produce clean 
d) eliminate cultivation 
e) all of the above (!'5) 
10. Insects with piercing-sucking mouthparts cause damage by: 
a) removing plant juices ·o) · 
·b) causing growth distortions by injecting foreign enzymes 
c) transmission of plant viruses 
.· d) all of the above (14) 
11. The best time to control a caterpillar defoliator is: 
a) when the caterpillars are most noticeable 
b) whenever the damage is noticed 
c) when the damage is just beginning (rt) 
d) when the eggs are present (fl) 
12. What do springtails, fungus gnats, and slugs have in common? 
a) moisture control will help reduce their population CCf) 
b) they are not true insects{?) 
c) none do any damage · 
d) they are all predators 
13. Powdery mildews are easy to recognize by: 
a) the powdery white fungal growth on foliage (.t~) 
b) lower leaf yellowing · 
c) large spots with yellow borders 
d) branch dieback 
14. Viral diseases are spread primarily by: 
a) aphid feeding (.rt) 
b) wireworm feeding · 
c) grasshopper feeding:Q) 
d) wind tl) 
15. To help prevent oak wilt disease in Minnesota DO NOT PRUNE oaks in: 
a) January, February, March · 
b) April, May, June. (p-) · 
c) July, August, September ~) 
e) October, November, December 
16. If a homeowner decides on fertilizing ·their lawn once a year, which is the best time to fertilize? 
a) April- .early June ~) 
b) July 
c) September (ff) 
d) November f:!>) 
-- ·------
17. Leaving lawn clippings after mowing can account for: 
a) all the fertilizer a lawn needs in a year 
b) one application of fertilizer a year Q4) 
c) two applications of fertilizer a year 
d) little nutritional value for a lawn 0) 
18. A person wishing to establish a lawn in a sunny area with low maintenance should select: 
a) improved bluegrasses (_~) 
b) improved perennial ryegrasses U) 
c) common bluegrasses & fme leaved fescues(~ 
d) annual or Italian ryegrasses & fine leaved fescues 
19. The MOST limiting factor in growing indoor plants in Minnesota is: 
a) oxygen 
b) water 
c). light CJ.~ 
d) temperature 
20. When is the best time to fertilize a houseplant? 
a) when you want the plant to produce new growth C;z..) 
b) as often as the label recomm~nds 
c) when the plant is growing actively CJ~) 
d) whenever you see yellow foliage 
21. Annual and perennial flowers have different needs, such as: 
a) annuals require more division 
b) perennials need spring fertilization(_!) 
c) annuals need deadheading, but not perennials (3) 
d) annuals require more water an~ fertilizer, perennials require division (l f) 
22. Winter mulch should be applied: 
a) after the first frost (4) 
b) after the ground is frozen (J.o) 
c) after all the leaves have fallen from silver maples . 
d) anytime after Halloween (1) 
23. Which should NOT be included for hardening annuals prior to planting into the garden? 
a) moving the plants outdoors 
fertilizing Q 'l) 
withholding water~~ 
d) lowering the temperature 
The best way to reduce animal pest problems is to: 
eliminate _the pest's habitat (r\) 
use chemical repellants · 
use plant repellants 
·keep a large dog in the area(J) 
25. Moles primarily feed on: 
a) underground plant roots e:t) 
b) soil invertebrates Q.O 
c) smaller rodents 
d) lawn clippings and humus 
26. The reentry statement on a pesticide label states how much time must pass before: 
a) another pesticide may be applied 
b) produce may be harvested (I) 
c) produce.may be sold in interstate commerce 
d) people may reenter a treated area without proper clothing (K) 
27. You should read the pesticide label before you:· 
a) purchase a pesticide · 
b) apply the pesticide 
c) dispose of a pesticide 
d) all of the above (1?) 
28. A good evergreen for hedges in Minnesota is: 
a) Northern Lights azaleas, Rhododendron prinophyllum hybrids 
b) Arborvitae, Thuja occidentalis (~) 
c) Lombardy popluar, Populus nigra 'Jtalica' 
d) Amercan larch, Larix Iareina 
29. Renewal pruning is accomplished for older or overgrown shrubs by: 
a) cutting the plant back halfway to the ground (;I) . 
b) cutting the plant off at the ground line 
c) cutting 1/3 of the plant out this year and 1/3 out for each of the next two years (J S) 
d) cutting 1/3 of the plant out this year and 2/3 next year u) 
30. Shiga indicates that trees form four walls or barriers to disease entering around a wound. Of all the walls, 
the last wall or barrier to form is the strongest disease barrier but the weakest structurally. ~~~ . 
b) False(?) 
•Please answer the following questions to the best of your ability. 
1. Rate the importance the following items had in your learning experience in this class. 
Not Important Important Don't Know 
a. instructor's lecture 1 2 3 4 u) 5 llC:U 6 b. handouts /text that accompanied lecture 1 2 3 U) 4 f3? 5(j t) 6· 
c. reading the textbook 1· 2 3 u) 4 (c:s) 5 e) 6 d. reading the extension publications 1 2 3 ~) 4 ~.:;> 5 ~) 60) 
e. quizzes/examinations Ill) 2 (J) 3 ~) 4 ·L~ 5 {[.3) 6 Ck-) f. interaction with classmates 1 2 3 a:,) 4 (_']) 5 (1) 6 
g. other 
2. How comfortable were you in askin& questions during class? 
Not Comfortable 1(J) 2 3 3) 4(1:) ~q)Very Comfortable 
3. What advantages of a face-to-face class do you perceive as important? 
a. better learning resources (lectures, instructor-given, 
handouts or overheads) 
Not Important Important 
b. structured learning environment (instructor/class 
provides the tempo for assignments and tasks.) 
c. regular sc~eduled time (lectures/class participation 
are set and do not vary) 
d. more guidance for when and how to studying 
e. face to face interaction with other students 
f face to face interaction with the instructor 
4. What advantages of an Internet class do you perceive as important? 
1 2 3 (_~ 4 {!?) 5 (B) 
1 2 b) 3 Lt) 4 ({.:,) ~) 
1 6) 2 121-) 4 ~) 5&) 
1 {J.) 2 (0 3- (:{) 4&) 5 ~ 
1 2 Ob 3(ct) 4 {i) 5~) 
1 2 3. ~ 4~) 5~~ 
. Not Important Important 
a. better learning resources (class resources, other 1 2 Ll) 3 cte) 4 f!:l) 5 (J) 
web sit~s, textbook) 
b. more flexible pace of/earning (you set your own pace) 
c. greater choice of when to study (you access the course anytime, 
day or night) 
d. increase self-reliance (a computer based system may improve your 
ability to work on you own) 
e. improved computer literacy 
f. more interaction with fellow classmates (access to send messages 
at anytime) 
g. no driving or commuting time 
1 2 CJ) 3 ~) 4({p) 5 (fo) 
1 2 CJ) 3 ~) 4 acv 5 tz:Ct,) 
1 OJ 2 en 3 &J 4 ~r.:.) 5 (1:) 
1 2 3~ 4(1) 5(?...). 
1 t~-1 2 ~ 3 @-) 4 ~) 5 
1 2 3 ~) 4EJ) 5('!) 
5. What disadvantages of a face-to-face class do you perceive as important ? 
· Not Important 
a. poorer learning resources (the instructor and live presentation 1(J) 2 
are inadequate) 
Important 
3 C"l) 4 (2.) 5(_r) 
b. class time is not flexible 
c. limited interaction with other students outside of class 
d. limited interaction with the instructor outside of class 
e. no opportunity to use the Internet as a resource 
driving/commuting time to get to class 
1 (J) 2 (2-) 3 (~) 4(?) 5(\) 
1 !!) 2(?) 3 (r) 4 ~) 5 
1 C!) 2 (7-) 3('1)) 4 (:';..) 5 ~) 
1 2 ~ 3(t6) 4 Ct) 5~) 
1 2 (?J 3C?-) 4 ~ 5(r;t) 
What disadvantages of an Internet class do you perceive as important? 
poorer learning resources (internet resources are inadequate) 
an alienating learning experience (the impersonality of 
· with a computer) 
technical .frustration (understanding the computer and programs) 
inadequate access to computer 
loss of contact ·with instructor 
loss of contaat with other students 
Not Important . Important 
1(?) 2 ~) 4(2.)50) 
· 1 U) 2 3~ 4~) 5 ('Z; 
1G) 2 f:z.:j 3 (J) 4 (.:!>) 5 L'f) 
1 C:?..J 2 en 3 C.ZJ 4 (3) 5 ~ 
1 U) 2 3 (I) 4~-, 5 (-8-) 
1 CD 2 3 ~) 4 (.~) 5 B') 














A. I've used this tool before. 
~-::-- ~ B. Technical aspects made it difficult to use. 
· C. I had difficulty finding time to use this tool. 
i!f.-;;r= tl D. I don't know what this tool does. 
E. I have no experience using this tool. 
F. Other _______ _ 
8. Please rat~ your level of satisfaction with the following: 
Unsatisfied 
a. email 1 
b, chat room . . . 
c. lisiserve/mailing list 
1 
1 






3 LO 4 Lt) s (_r,) 
3 {_I) 4 (!J) 5 
3 U) 4 ()) 5 {:3).· 
3 l;t) 4~ 5 ~) 





9. In ADDITION TO the 12 hours in class each week, how much time did you spend studying for this class? 
a. 0-1 hours '(2.-) 
b. 2-3 hours ('l) 
c. 4-5 hours {:$) 
d. 5-6 hours (:;..) 
10. How would you rate the workload of the class? 
a. Too much workUj 
b. Just right ~) 
c. Too little work (3) 
Comments: 
11. My daily commute to and from class was l. DD hours . 
. . . 
12. Based on the amount oftime you spend commuting to and from this class, please rate how worthwhile it 
was for you to drive to this class. · 
Not Worthwhile Very Worthwhile 
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. (612) 624-4941 
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www.extension.umn.edu 
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 
Extension 
S E ·R V I C E 
December 20, 2000 
Dear Master Gardener Core Course/Horticulture 1003 Student, 
You are invited to participate in a research study to evaluate the 
effectiveness of a traditional, face-to-face class with an Internet or online 
class. The information you provide is extremely important to the results of . 
·this study. The project is being conducted by Dr. Mary H. Meyer, assistant 
professor, and Karen Jeannette, teaching assistant and graduate student, 
Department ofHorticultural Science. If you have questions please contact 
contact me at 612-443-2460 x 639, or mmeyer@extension.umn.edu. 
The purpose of the project is to compare online teaching with a traditional 
class. Also, student satisfaction, workload, and flexibility will be evaluated 
to provide a well-rounded v:iew of the total learning experience. Please take 
a few minutes to complete the attached evaluation and pretest. Answer the 
questions to the best of your current ability, DO NOT use additional 
resources to answer the horticulture questions, or worry about the·correct 
answer, we are interested in your current knowledge BEFORE the course. 
Your input in this project will be kept private, in a locked file; only the 
researchers will have access to the records. DO NOT INCLUDE YOUR 
NMvffi on the evaluations, they will be kept anonymous. Your input WILL 
·NOT affect your grade or participation in the class or the volunteer program 
and cannot be tracked to a particular individual. If you choose not to 
participate in this evaluation, it will not affect your relations with the 
instructors or your grade. Your input is highly valued. PLEASE RETURN 
THE EVALUATION IN THE ENCLOSED, SELF-ADDRESSED 
ENVELOPE as soon as possible and before January 7, 2000. Thank you 
for your participation. · 
~~cerely, 
/fUA&/uu,;f"u 
·Mary ({ ~:y:r 
Extension Horticulturist 
University of Minnesota, U.S. Department of Agriculture, and Minnesota Counties Coopera_ting 
Master Gardener Core Course/ Hort 1003 ,. 
Pre-Test, Spring 2000 
'reEQu.~\.~S ~[ ~) . 
1. Food manufactured in the leaves moves to the roots through the: 
a) xylem (J 1 ) 
b) cambium (jl9) 
c) phloem ·ll ~ 
d) epidermis t 7) 
2. A perfect flower has: 
a) both stamens and pistil (-13) 
b) both petals and sepals <Ef ) 
c) only petals 
d) only stamens 
3. The metabolic process where a plant ·uses carbohydrates produced during photosynthesis for growth is 
knownas: · 
a) transpiration ll 't ) 
b) absorption cz..o) 
c) respiration lll ) 
d) evapotransporationU) 
4. Working ·garden soils when very wet destroys soil: 
a) texture ~$"") 
b) color {:?/) 
c) structure 
d) organic matter I 
5. Most soil nutrients needed for plant growth are most available in a·soil pH range of: 
a) pH 8-9 t'l) 
b) pH6-7 ~I) 
c) pH 3-4 q) 
d) pH 10-11 (2,) 
6. The amount of san~ silt, and clay in 'a soil refers to: 
a) soil texture ~I ) · 
b) soil structure fa.~) 
c) soil chemical composition(.~) 
d) soil pH 
7. Failure of_xoung fruit trees to bear fruit is. related to a particular groWth stage known as juvenility. 
a) True ~If) 
b) False (j.~ · 
. . -
8. Which of the following series of plants would be good for a rotation plan for disease reduction? 
a) squash, pumpkin, cucumber l3) 
b) com, potatoes, beans L -41) 
c) tomato, eggplant, pepper <-.4) 
d) broccoli, cauliflower, Brussels sprouts(f) 
2 
· 9. The purpose of mulch in the vegetable garden is to: 
a) conserve moisture ~) 
b) keep the soil cool in summer 
c) keep the produce clean 
d) eliminate cultivat!gl\. 
e) all of the above m) 
10. Insects with piercing-sucking mouthparts cause damage by: 
a) removing plant juices (..e{) 
b) causing growth distortions by injecting foreign enzyme(J) 
c) transmission of plant viruses~) 
· d) all of the above ( A-'7) 
11. The best time to control a caterpillar defoliator is: 
a) when the caterpillars are most noticeable (I) 
b) whenever the damage is noticed ~) 
c) when the damage is just beginning <J (1:1) 
d) when the eggs are present ~+) 
12. What do springtails, fungus gnats, and slugs have in common? 
a) moisture control will help reduce their population ( 3-?) 
b) they are not true insects <.2") 
c) none do any damage 
d) they are all predators (_t,) 
13. Powdery mildews are easy to recognize by: 
a) the powdery white fungal growth on foliage(~~) 
b) lower leaf yellowing (_Z.) · 
c) large spots with yellow borders l1) 
d) branch dieback( 1) 
14. Viral diseases are spread primarily by: 
a) aphid feeding C. II)· 
b) wireworm feeding ~) 
c) grasshopper feeding~) 
d) wind C$.t::J) 
15. To help prevent oak wilt disease in Minnesota DO NOT PRUNE oaks in : 
a) January, February, March l.?-) 
b) April, May, June ~3) 
c) July, August, September C#1) 
e) October, November, December (I) 
. -
16. If a homeowner decides on fertilizing their lawn once a year, which is the best time to fertilize? 
a) April- early June (t-1) 
b) July · 
c) September ~ '$) 
d) November C6) 
17. Leaving lawn clippings after mowing can account for: 
a) all the fertilizer a lawn needs in a year (?, ') 
b) one application of fertilizer a year ~:;!... 7 
c) two applications of fertilizer a year ('?) 
d) little nutritiQnal value for a lawn U f) . ! 
18. A person wishing to establish a lawn in a sunny area with low maintenance should select: 
a) improved bluegrasses U I ) 
b) improved perennial ryegrasses (2.- 7) 
c) common bluegrasses & fine leaved fescues (}~) 
d) annual or Italian ryegrasses & .fine leaved fescuestz.) 
19. The MOST limiting factor in.growing indoor plants in Minnesota is: 
a) oxygen 
b) water 
·c) light ~ ~) 
d) temperature (I) 
20. When is the best time to fertilize a houseplant? 
a) when you want the plant to produce new growth Cl.D) 
b) as often as the label recommends (J ~) 
c) when the plant is growing actively~~) 
d) whenever you see yellow foliage (~) 
~ 1. Annual and perennial flowers have different needs, such as: · 
a) annuals require more division l?) 
b) perennials need spring fertilization~) 
c) annuals need deadheading, but not perennials l~) 
d)· annuals require more water and fertilizer, perennials require division (4?) 
22. Winter mulch should be applied: 
a) after the first frost C$4J 
b) after the ground is frozeiL IJ.. '?) 
c) after all the leaves have fallen.from silver maplesCI) 
d) anytime after Halloweei(_G) 
23. Which should NOT be included for hardening annuals prior to planting into the garden? 
a) moving the plants outdoors (J ) 
b) fertilizing . (_ru;> ) 
c) withholding water(~{) 
d) lowering the temperature 
24. The best way to reduce animal pest problems is to: 
a) eliminate the pest's habitat t~ ~) 
b) use chemical repellants C.-t-) 
c) use plant repellants (JJ?) 
d) keep a large dog in the are~) 
i • 
25. MoleJ primarily feed on: 
a) underground plant roots (.~~) 
b) ·soil in'vertebrates U ~) · 
c) smaller rodents ~) 
d) lawn 9lippings and humu~) 
26. The rlntry statement on a pesticide label states how much time must pass before: 
a) anoth~r pesticide may be applied CJo) 
b) ptodu~e may be harvested (j_ 7 ) 
c) ·prodube may be sold in interstate commerce 
d) peopl~ may reenter a treated area without proper clothing(Z4) 
27. You s~ould read the pesticide label before you: 
a) purchase a pesticide 
b) apply :the pesticide 
c) dispose of a pesticidelt ) 
d) all of the above (r71--) 
I 
28. A godd evergreen for hedges in Minnesota is: 
a) North~m Lights azaleas~ Rhododendron prinophyl/um hybrids(~) 
b) Arborlvitae, Thuja occidenta/is l ~) 
c) Lomb~dy popluar, Populus nigra 'lta/ica' 
d) Amer~an larch, Larix Iareina (J ) 
I 
29. Renekat pruning is accomplished for older or overgrown shrubs by: 
a) cuttin~ the plant back halfway to the ground (/) 
b) cutting the plant off at the ground line (~) 
c) cutting 1/3 of the plant out this year and 1/3 out for each of the next two years(-31) 
d) cutting 1/3 of the plant out this year and 2/3 next year( I) 
30. Shiga indicates that trees form four walls or barriers to disease entering around a wound. Of all the 
walls, the1 last wall or barrier to form is the strongest disease barrier but the weakest structurally. 
a) True~/) · 
· b) False I Q1) 
Please anSwer the following questions to the best of your ability. 
1. The bnline class will have several components, based on what you know today, rate the importance 
you expect the following items will have in your learning experience in this class. 
· J Not Important · ., Important Don't Know . 
a. chatroom 1 l0f)2(1\}3(1) 4UJ) SOP) 6L0,) 
b. m~iling list 1 l~)2 UD)J LC6) 4 Uo) 5 lfO) 6 (~) 
c. tektbook 1 2 3 t l } 4 C£7) 5 (_ 41) 6 
d. E~ension publications L 2 3 cJ ') 4 d0)5t.42.) 6 
e. site visits 1 2(3) 3 ('() 4 G~) 5 (_;~~) 6 C..Z) 
( quizzes 1 ttl 2 t4) 3 U~) 4U Z.) 5 L~ 6 
·g~ online slides 1 2 . 3 {_ ~ 1 4 (!%:) 5 l~O) 6 (J ) 
h. vi.~eotapes/CD-ROM I 2 c.t) 3ltc) 4l!4)s '(~~p) 6~) 
2. · Ho....J comfortable are you in asking questions during class? 
Not Corhfortable 1 2(2.) 3 (\0)4 (Jt.;) ~~)'ery Comfortable 
3. What advantages of a face-to-face class do you perceive as important? 
a. better learning resources (lectures, instructor-given, 
handouts or overheads) 
b. structured learning environment (instructor/class 
provides the tempo for assignments and tasks.) 
c. regular scheduled time (lectures/class participation· 
are set and do not.vary) 
d more guidance for when and how to studying 
e. face to face interaction with other students 
f face to face interaction with the instructor 
Not Important :Important 
1 C3) 2 (],) 3·Cl'i) 4[l~ 5 (8 
. ! 
1 ('&") 2(_1) 3 (J4)4 ~)5 
1 (IZJ2 Ct:t) 3 U'?) (ls) 5 
. i 
1 <.u) 2 CJ I ) 3 (L 9) 4 L q ) 5 
1 l2) 2 (g) 3 Clf~4~3)5~ 
. l lZ:)2l4') 3 (L~)4 U-1)5(1 
I 
4. What advantages of an Internet class do you perceive as important? , 
a. better learning resources (class resources, other 
Not Important !Important 
1 ( 1 J 2 ~) 3 (!~) 4 ~ () 5 
web sites, textbook) 
b. more flexible pace of learning (you set your own pace) 
c. greater choice of when to study (you access the course anytime, 
day or night) . 
d increase self-reliance (a computer based system may improve your 
ability to work on you own) · 
e. improved computer literacy 
f more interaction with fellow classmates (access to send messages .. 
at anytime) 
g. no driving or commuting time 
1 
1 
2 ~) 3 (_t )
1 
4 Q 1,) 
2 3 <-P) 4 CJo)5 e 
I 
1 (2:) 2U) 3 (12-) 4~3)5 U. 
I 
. I 
1 L~\ 2c-z) 3U.~" 4 <L~ 








5. What disadvantages of a face-to-face class do you perceive as important ? : 
a. poorer learning resources (the instructor and live presentation 
are inadequate) 
b. class time is not flexible . . 
c. limited interaction with other students outside of class 
d limited interaction with the instructor outside of class 
e. no opportunity to use the Internet as a resource 
f driving/commuting time to get to class 
Not Important tmportant 
1 L«lS) 2 (_(p) 3 CJ-9 4 l~ 5 
• I 
1 (t) 2 (!}.) 3 ' i 4 ~) 
1 t? )2 la-) 3cj~4 Cis") 5 
1 (. -1-) 2 t"l) 3 C.LlSJ4 (lO) 5( 
1 tt,) 2(_ .q) 3 (!.1')4 U"'?>)S (1 
1 ~) 2 (_\) 3 (4)4 (!D:;P 
i 
6. What disadvantages of an. Internet class do you perceive as important? ! 
a. poorer learning resources (internet resources are inadequate) 
b. an alienating learning experience (the impersonality of 
interacting with a computer) -
c .. technical frustration (understanding the _computer and programs) 
d inadequate access to computer 
e. loss of contact with instructor 
f loss of contact with other students 
Not Important !Important 
1 (~) 2 (..1~ )3 0<6')4 c_t.o) 
1 UO) 2 (_ \l) 3 (I ~::>4 (_ t.,) 
i 
1 om u9>73 ti6) 4 ~) s 
1 (L(.p) 2 0'?)3tY)i 4Ll?) 
1 ~) 2 (~ )3 Lt0Q4 <L4-) 5 
ll~l.. 2 (11)3 U~)J(II) 5( 
I 
7. Choose the answer that best explains your experience with the following Internet tools. Use all 
responses that apply. 
a_:: 47 e • I 
\?'C' z fo::Z-
l)...:: ~ ~ d::- '1 
I fo tr I I?,. fJ#-listserve/~ailing list c. .. 2 f $ f 
i tLTI"t ·.c:9 
. . "=>" I e• ~ chat room:,· '.!. 
C..·- ... f 3 
J tt,c I I? J . ; 
bulletin b~ard ~~ .. ~ f: ~ 
email A. rve used this tool before. 
B. Technical aspects made it difficult to use. 
C. I had difficulty finding time to use this tool. 
D. I don't know what this tool does. 
E. I have no experience using this tool. 
F. Other _______ _ 
8. Please rate. your level of satisfaction with the following: 
Unsatisfied Satisfied Have not used 
a. email . 
b. chat room 
i 
c. listserve/mailing list 






2 3 (~ l4 (L?) 5L34) 6 f.z.J 
U 7 2 (_I) 3 l-3) 4 ( 'Z-:> 5 ( ~:) 6 C3f _:) 
2 ~) 3 (10.) 4 (e;,) 5 (_%') 6 te. 7) 
(t) 2 ct) 3 (I) 4. G) 5l C,) 6 C??f;) 
9. Why did you decide to take the Internet class rather than the face-to-face version? 
! 
I 
10. ·How often do you plari to log on and work on the Internet class? I . 
· a. every day tto) 
b. every eveningL "1) 
I 
c. on the weekends ...-
d. whenever I have time, no set schedule ~ I) 
e. ot~er: ~) 
11. How 'much time do you expect to spend on this class per week? 
a. le~s than 3 hours 
b. 3-:4 hours tfO) 
c. 4-6 hours ~) 
· · d. 6-8 hours (1'7} 
· 12. How: far would you be willing to drive to take the face-to-face Master Gardener Core 
Course/Horticulture I 003 class? 
a. 25 miles c_~ 
b. 25-40 miles d 7) 
c. 40-60 miles (I ) 
d. 60+ miles C.J ) 
e. would not drive tv 2 
f. unable to drive L3) 
othed 
-------
. 3. Your:age group: 
a. 18-2~ (p. )d. 46-60 (J. ~) 
26-3 5 (1, )e. 60+ ($) 
36-45 U~) 
6 
14. Gender: ..._ 
a. female ("4"~) 
b. male ~) 
15. Educational background 
a. high school diploma Lq ) 
b. vocational/technical degree (II ) 
c. college degree: {lv) bachelor's degree (/{) graduate 
16. Why are you taking this class? 
a. to fulfill a degree requirement 
b. for university credit 
c. to become a University of Minnesota Extension Service Master Gardener <Z ~) 
d. professional improvement(_ 1 ) 
e. personal in1provement(J f) 
f. other: 
Thank you for your cooperation. Your input is very helpful. 
Please feel free to add any additional comments here: 
Master Gardener Core Course/ Hort 1003 Online 
Post-Test, Spring 2000 
= (_~) 
maJnu:fiilctllt.red m the leaves moves to the roots through the: 
xylem ~ey 
cambium (.'1) 
phloem t '3"2--) 
epidermis (-a) 
A perfect flower has: 
both stamens and pistil (62.) 




The metabolic process where a plant uses carbohydrates produced during photosynthesis for growth is 
known as: 
.. a) transpiration Q~) 
) absorption (~ 
c) respiration ~) 
d) evapotransporation (l) 
4. Working garden soils when very wet destroys soil: 
a) texture (J-;) 
) color 
c)' structure (~) 
d) organic matter . 
S. Most soil nutrients needed for plant growth are most available in a soil pH range of: 
a) pHS-9 
. b) pH 6-7 (~) 
pH ·3-4 
d) pH 10-11 
6. The amount of sand, silt, and clay in a soil refers to: 
.· 
a) soil texture G4c>) 
b) soil structure (14) 
·.. soil chemical composition 
d) soil pH · 
Failure of young fruit trees to bear fruit is related to a particular growth stage known as juvenility. 
True (~) 
False (fc) - . 
Which of the following series of plants would be good for a rotation plan for disease reduction? 
squash, pumpkin, cucumber C\) 
com, potatoes, beans (!'::Z.) · 
tomato, eggplant, pepper 
broccoli, cauliflower, Brussels sprouts (J / 
··-
2 
. 9. The purpose of mulch in the vegetable garden is to: 
a) conserve moisture {t ) 
b) keep the soil cool in summer 
c) keep the produce clean 
d) eliminate cultivation 
e) all of the above C..~ 
10. Insects with piereing-sucking mouthparts cause damage by: 
a) removing plant juices Cf,) . 
b) causing growth distortions by injecting foreign enzymes 
c) transmission of plant viruses U ) 
d) all of the above ( 4'1 ) 
11. The best time to·control a caterpillar defoliator is: 
a) when the caterpillars are most noticeable (It:>) 
b) whenever the damage is noticed C."!V 
c) when the damage is just beg!nning (l i) 
d) when the eggs are present ~S ~ 
12. What do springtails, fungus gnats, and slugs have in common? 
a) moisture control will help reduce their population ~'1,) 
b) they are not true insects ( ~.) · 
c) none do any damage 
d) they are all predators l'2-) 
13. Powdery mildews are easy to recognize by: 
a) the powdery white fungal growth on foliage C*!Jz) 
b) lower leaf yellowing 
c) large spots wi.th yellow borders (:J..:J 
d) branch dieback 
14. Viral diseases are ~read primarily by: 
a) aphid feeding (Jt:\J · 
b) wireworm feeding l $) 
c) grasshopper _feeding ('2.) 
d) wind ~YO 
15. To help prevent oak wilt disease in Minnesota DO NOT PRUNE oaks_ in: 
a) January, February, March (3) 
b) April, May, June ~ 
· c) July, Allgust, September (c:t1) 
e) October, November, December (J) 
16. If a homeowner decides on fertilizing their lawn once a year. which is the best time to fertilize? 
a) April- early June ("1) . . 
b) July i , 
c) September ~) 
d) November l F'f) 
··.Leaving lawn clippings after mowing can account for: 
•. all the fertilizer a lawn needs in a year(,ll) _ 
. one application of fertilizer a year (.~J 
·. applications of fertilizer a year b) 
· }ittle nutritional value for a lawn (_1) 
· A person wishing to establish a lawn in a sunny area with low maintenance should select: 
. bluegrasses ("J-t) 
improved perennial ryegrasses (4f') 
.·· bluegrasses & fine leaved fescues 0Zn) 
.annual or Italian ryegrasses & fine leaved fescues Ll) 




temperature (J ) 
.·When is the best time to fertilize a houseplant? 
when you want the plant to produce new growth {?.) 
;•as often as the label recommends 
·when the plant is growing actively(~?~:> 
·whenever you see yellow foliage 
· Annual and perennial flowers have different needs, such as: 
annuals require more division · 
perennials need spring fertilization (1)) 
. annuals need deadheading, but not perennials ('l) 
· annuals require more water and fertilizer, perennials require division ~) 
Winter mulch should be applied: . 
· ·after the first frost Q ~ 
·after the ground is frozen t~) 
··after all the leaves have fallen from silver maples (I) 
anytime after Halloween 
• Which should NOT be included for hardening annuals prior to planting into the garden? 
. . · the plants outdoors (J ) 
. fertilizing O '7) 
... withholding water (?R;J 
· the temperature 
The best way to reduce animal pest.problems is to: 
.· · · the pest's habitat{~) 
... :use chemical repellants 
plant repellants 
a large dog in the area 
3 
25. Moles primarily feed on: 
a) underground plant roots· C.t?) 
b) soil invertebrates (_0'1} 
c) smaller rodents 
d) lawn clippings and humus ("J.) 
26. The reentry statement on a pesticide label states how m\lch time must pass before: 
a) another pesticide may be. applied 
b) produce may be harvested LJ) 
c) produce may be sold in interstate commerce 
d) people may reenter a treate~ area without proper clothinf(I$"V 
27. You should r~d the pesticide label before you: 
a) purchase a pesticide Lf) 
b) apply the pesticide 
c) dispose of a pesticide 
d) all of the above ( 17 V 
28. A good evergreen for hedges in Minnesota is: 
a) Northern Lights azaleas. Rhododendron prinophyllum hybrids t?) 
b) Arborvitae, Thuja occitkntalis. (!h) 
c) Lombardy popluar, Populus nigra 'ltalica' (1) 
d) Amercan larch, Larix Iareina l!.) 
29. Renewal pruning is acc9mplished for older or overgrown shrubs by: 
a) cutting the plant back halfway to the ground fi) 
b) cutting the plant off at the ground line (p) 
c) cutting 113 of the plant out this_year and 113 out for each of the next two years (i;JW 
d) cutting 113 of the plant out this year and 213 next year . . · 
30. Shigo indicates _that trees form four walls or barriers to disease entering around a wo~d. Of all the 
walls, the last wall or barrier to form is the strongest disease barrier but the weakest structurally. 
a) True (~) · . . 
b) False (11) 
Please answer the following questions to the best of your ability. 
1. Please rate the importance of the following items in your learning experience in this class: 
Not Important · lmportanj · DOn't Know · 
a. chat room 1~) 2 ('t) 3 ('7) 4 Cr2-)5 ({~) 6 (e,) 
b. mailing list I(?) 2(_(,) 3 (i) 4U'-) 5 (!i") 6 
c. textbook 1 2(J) 3 (r) 4 ~ 5 etiD 6(:;;;Z...) 
d. Extension publications 1 2 (1 ) 3(;;) 4 <® 5 ~) 6 (:r) 
e. site visits 1~ 2 (.'p) 3 tJ.) 4 f::O. 5. -.{1(ifi). 6 (!b) 
f. quizzes l . 2{2...) 3 a-..> 4 o~· s·· ~,, '6 0) 
g. online slides 1 U} 2l..J,.) 3 (J" 4(!o) 5-~-.. ·---~: 6 0) 
h. videotapes/CO-ROM l(SJ 2 L-o 3 4.~ 4(a;>S (JiiJ 6<!i) 
2. How comfortable we~e_Iou in asking ~uestions during class? . _.· .. · ... _· __ · 
Not Comfortable 1 'SJ2 ( <i) 3(1 'iJ) 4 e) 5(rijery ComfOJ'table 
4 
s 
. What advantages of a face-to-face class do you perceive as important? 
better learning resources ·(lectures, instructor-given, 
rana1outs or overheads) · 
structured learning environment (instructor/class 
the tempo for assignments and tasks.) · 
regular scheduled time (le~eslclass participation 
set and do not vary) 
more guidance for when and how .to studying 
face to face interaction with other students 
face to face interaction with the instructor 
Not Important Important 
1 (_7./2 lkl 3 (Jr..') 4 (J~5(Jo) 
I !1'1)(Jz.)3('1) 4{Jo/ 5{'7) 
1 (pih(JoJ 3 fl) 4(;) 5C$) 
1 (~ (q_) 3~4(i> 5~) 
1 (?) 2 UC)3 (oc6) 4 lJq) i:"V 
1 (!}) 2('-J 3 <!ij 4 ~'l) 5(11) 
What advantages of an Internet class do you perceive as important? 
better learning resources (class resources, other 
sites, textbook) 
·. ·more flexible pace of learning (you set your own pace) 
greater choice of when to study (you access the course anytime, 
or night) 
Not Important Important 
. 1 2 L-t:.> 3 L •f) 4{!_'i) 5 (g.1) 
~ C.t) 2 ~)3(J) 4~) 5 trf) 
1 ~2 CJ) 3 4 (G:.) 5 C.~) 
.m.,.._,.,.,u~ self-reliance (a computer based system may improve your 1 ba)2 (.:7J 3 CJ;) 4 (Lt;;) 5 {S~ 
to work on you own) 
···'improved computer literacy 
interaction with fellow classmates (access to send messages 
1 fJ:.) 2 (f) 3 (L\~ 4 (g) 5 ~~) 
I !tt)2CJ t) 3 (r1) 4(l1:} 5 Ci) 
1 (1.) 2 lJ) 4 {J) 5€¥'0 
:What disadvantages of a face-to-face class do you perceive as important ? 
· Not Important . Important 
.Ttn1')7'Prlearning reSOUTCeS (the instructOr and liVe preSentatiOn 1 ~) 2 (!fS) 3 QJ) 4 (t.1) (f.) 
inadequate) 
~;;:cJa'SStimeisnotflexible 1 U) 2 ~ 3 fO 4U'l)5@s) 
limited interaction with other students outside of class l L~ 2 ('0 3 (\'!) 4 ·(rt). 5 (?) 
limited interaction with the instructor outside of class 1 ~) 2 e;.) 3 lJ?) 4 (l9) 5 ~) 
' 110 opportunity to use the Internet as a resource 1 (.;9 2 (.~) 3 (tl) 4 Ul) 5 (z.4) 
V:/rhfinJ()'conrmulrinJ( time to get to class .1 0 ) 2 (I ) 3 (~ 4 (i 1.) 5 (3A) 
. What disadvantages of an Internet class ao you perceive as important? 
learning resources (internet resources are inadequate) 
alienating learning experience (the impersonality of 
rading with a computer) 
'ecluiricaJ m1.~rlrn:ffn71 (understanding the computer and programs) 
I!Dtem'late access to computer 
of contact with instructor 
of contact with other students 
Not Important Important 
1(}4) ~) 3(11) 4(14).5~). 
I£!~) 2(Jl-) 3 (1'?) 4 (L,) ~-.) 
1 (.11) 2 (i'l) 3 @t) 4~'l) 5(<6) 
1 Q~) 2 Z)) 3 C'l')4 (J«;) 5 (b) 
1 l') 2(ll) 3 (l4)4l!;,SLq) 
1 Ue>)2 ~) 3 (tq)4CJI) 5 ~) 
7. Choose the answer that best explains your experience with the following Internet tools. Use all 
6 
responses that apply. Q.:: 1/il . e==- r ;' . 
email · . ·· . . 'tP,:: 1 . f:= J A. I've used this tool before. 
· CX:1' ~ ~- ·" ,P. 1 B. Technical aspects made it difficult to use. 
listservelmailing list ··" • ~ e ... 1 C. I had difficulty finding time to use this tool. 
~:-~ {!.-::r. t~ ~D. I don't know what this tool does. 
chat room .. . · .t.~ c, E. I have no experience using this tool.· 
~s-- ~-----z .. ~ F. Other · "'· 
bulletin board· .. · ~; l. .. ~.e._ n 
. ~-~ . 
8. .Please rate your level of satisfaction with the following: 
Unsatisfied · Satisfied Did not used 
1 G)2 . 3{.z.) 4~) 5(..?JV 6U) 
1 {; 2~) 3 (~') 4(\~ 5 (R-.) 6(..-,) 
1 ~' 2 ~' 3 bJ> 4 tJ'Zi2>5 ~J 6C;J 
1 (!) 2 (3) 3(.'0 4 (lc) 5 (.2-} 6 (!-1!..) 
a. email 
b. chat rc;x>m 
c. listservelmailing list 
d. bulletin board 
~; . PleaSe rate your level of agreement with the following statements about this course: 
Disagree· 
1 2 3(!l5J 4 ([l) s a. The design of the online course is user friendly 
b. The Navigation/Start Here link helped me understand where to start 
c. I neverJelt l.,found my way around the course ... . 
d. I found my way around the course within the first 2 weeks 
e. 1 found my way around the course within the first 4...6 weeks 
f. ·I found infomlaiion easily.when I clicked on the site visits 
g. I was able to view the results of my quizzes at anytime with ease 
10. How would you rate the workload.ofthe class? 
a. toO much .work {'1) 
b. just right (.44) 
.. c.. too little work U) . 
11. Wbmt (lid you usually work on this course? 
a. ·daytime (. ~' 
b. evenings n-;) · . . 
c. oil the wee'kelids as) 
d. whenever I have time, no set schedule (!53) 
e. other: 
12. How much time did you spend OJl. .the class per week? 




1 2(~3 (~4 
1 '~ (t~) 3(4) 4 
l~J 2 (4) 3 (I} 4(J 
1 (~) 2 ~) 3 ~) 4 ~ ") 
1 (1_) 2"-' 3 (~ 4Qi) 
1U.} 2 3 {:t) 4 ('7) 
Thank you. ~e ilft., ... ,.. ... iAt~ your input. Please feel free to ad.d. any ~ditional comments: 
'- ,.; ( ~ <- ! 
Table 1. Pre-test and post-test responses for horticulture questions from outstate, St. Paul, and online 
students in the Minnesota Gardener Core Course. 
Correct Responses (%) 
Pre-test Post-test 
Questions Outstate St. Paul Online Outstate St. Paul 
I Food manufactured in the leaves moves to the roots through the: 24 30 33 65 50 
2 A perfect flower has: 71 77 80 86 86 
3 The metabolic process where a plant uses carbohydrates produced 
during photosynthesis for growth is known as: 
24 28 20 64 77 
4 Working garden soils when very wet destroys soil: 49 59 50 67 89 
5 Most soil nutrients needed for plant growth are most available in a 83 89 
soil range of: 
76 97 100 
6 The amount of sand, silt, and clay in a soil refers to: 65 48 48 27 11 
7 Failure of young fruit trees to bear fruit is related to a particular 60 48 I growth stage known as juvenility. 54 81 77 
8 Which of the following series of plants would be good for a 
rotation plan for disease reduction? 
57 69 82 84 89 
9 The purpose of mulch in the vegetable garden is to: 89 91 82 98 100 
10 Insects with piercing -sucking mouthparts cause damage by: 84 85 83 94 100 
II The best time to control a caterpillar defoliator is: 22 27 30 60 44 
12 What do springtails, fungus gnats, and slugs have in common? 44 65 70 71 69 
13 Powdery mildews are easy to recognize by: 94 100 89 100 100 
14 Viral diseases are spread primarily by: 27 44 32 38 17 
15 To help prevent oak wilt disease in Minnesota DO NOT PRUNE 48 
oaks in: 
57 43 83 72 
16 If a homeowner decides on fertilizing their lawn once a year, which 
is the best time to fertilize? 
44 57 52 76 45 
17 Leaving lawn clippings after mowing can account for: 40 46 41 98 96 
18 A person wishing to establish a lawn in a sunny area with low 
maintenance should select: 
33 45 30 57 48 
19 The MOST limiting factor in growing indoor plants in Minnesota 
is: 
83 89 96 98 100 
20 When is the best time to fertilize a houseplant? 62 68 52 95 100 
21 Annual and perennial flowers have different needs, such as: 81 89 83 86 91 
22 Winter mulch should be applied: 52 46 43 76 82 
23 Which should NOT be included for hardening annuals prior to 56 72 
planting into the garden? 
57 14 18 
24 The BEST way to reduce animal pest problems is to: 60 72 61 95 98 
25 Moles primarily feed on: 16 40 24 64 68 
26 The reentry statement on a pesticide label states how much time 38 46 44 89 95 
must pass before: 
27 You should read the pesticide label before you: 94 96 96 94 96 
28 A good evergreen for hedges in Minnesota is: 83 94 80 89 93 
29 Renewal pruning is accomplished for older or overgrown shrubs 73 72 72 86 98 by: 
30 Shigo indicates that trees form four walls of barriers to disease 49 55 57 67 76 
entering around a wound. Of all the walls, the last wall or barrier 
to form is the strongest disease barrier, but the weakest structurally. 




































3675 Arboretum Dr. 
P.O. Box 39 
·Chanhassen, MN 55317-0039 




Dear Master Gardener Core Course/Horticulture 1003 Student, 
You are invited to participate in a research study to evaluate the 
effectiveness of a traditional, face-to-face class with an Internet or online 
class. The information you provide is extremely important to the results of 
this study. The project is being conducted by Dr. Mary H. Meyer, assistant 
professor, and Karen Jeannette, teaching assistant and graduate student, 
Department of Horticultural Science. If you have questions please contact 
contact me at 612-443-2460 x 639, or mmeyer@extension.umn.edu. 
The purpose of the project is to compare online teaching with a traditional 
class. Also, student satisfaction, workload, and flexibility will be evaluated 
to provide a well-rounded view ofthe total learning experience. Please take 
a few minutes to complete the attached evaluation and pretest. Answer the 
questions to the best of your current ability, DO NOT use additional 
resources to answer the horticulture questions, or worry about the correct 
answer, we are interested in your current knowledge BEFORE the course. 
Your input in this project will be kept private, in a locked file; only the 
researchers will have access to the records. DO NOT INCLUDE YOUR 
NAME on the evaluations, they will be kept anonymous. Your input WILL 
NOT affect your grade or participation in the class or the volunteer program 
and cannot be tracked to a particular individual. If you choose not to 
participate in this evaluation, it will not affect your relations with the 
instructors or your grade. Your input is highly valued. PLEASE RETURN 





University of Minnesota, U.S. Department of Agriculture. and Minnesota Counties Cooperating 
Ma~ter Gardener Core Course/ Hort 1003 
Pre-Test, Spring 2000 
"Fi<.~~\E:"S-::: (::t!-) 
1. Food manufactured in the leaves moves to the roots through the: 
a) xylem (I~') 
b) cambium (I%) 
c) phloem ( 1 ~) 
d) epidermis (1-) 
2. A perfect flower has: 
a) both stamens and pistil ( 41 ') 
b) both petals and sepals (II) 
c) only petals 
d) only stamens( \ ) 
3. The metabolic process where a plant uses carbohydrates produced during photosynthesis for growth is 
known as: 
a) transpiration(~?) 
b) absorption (I'?) 
c) respiration (J I?) 
d) evapotransporation ( 1) 
4. Working garden soils when very wet destroys soil: 
a) texture (1 I) 
b) color 
c) structure ( ~ ~) 
d) organic matter~) 
5. Most soil nutrients needed for plant growth are most available in a soil pH range of: 
a) pH 8-9 <:2-) 
b) pH6-7~) 
c) pH 3-4 t4-) 
d) pH 10-11 
6. The amount of sand, silt, and clay in a soil refers to: 
a) soil texture (~ ~) 
b) soil structure (?-&) 
c) soil chemical composition(G) 
d) soil pH 
7. Failure of young fruit trees to bear fruit is related to a particular growth stage known as juvenility. 
a) True ~) 
b) False ~'75) 
8. Which ofthe following series of plants would be good for a rotation plan for disease reduction? 
a) squash,pumpkin,cucumberLI) 
b) com, potatoes, beans CS ") 
c) tomato, eggplant, pepper lt \) 
d) broccoli, cauliflower, Brussels sprouts(_ .:J) 
9. The purpose of mulch in the vegetable garden is to: 
a) conserve moisture (....q.) 
b) keep the soil cool in summerCI ) 
c) keep the produce clean 
d) eliminate cultivation 
e) all of the above ~ 
10. Insects with piercing-sucking mouthparts cause damage by: 
a) removing plant juices (?) 
b) causing growth distortions by injecting foreign enzymes 0) 
c) transmission of plant viruses l~) 
d) all of the above ( ~) 
11. The best time to control a caterpillar defoliator is: 
a) when the caterpillars are most noticeable (.of) 
b) whenever the damage is noticed( -4·) 
c) when the damage is just beginning (J.;) 
d) when the eggs are present(_~) 
12. What do springtails, fungus gnats, and slugs have in common? 
a) moisture control will help reduce their population (~?) 
b) they are not true insects {L 0) 
c) none do any damage L I ) 
d) they are all predators (_ ~) 
13. Powdery mildews are easy to recognize by: 
a) the powdery white fi.n1gal growth on foliage(?4) 
b f lower leaf yellowing 
c) large spots with yellow borders 
d) branch dieback 
14. Viral diseases are spread primarily by: 
a) aphid feeding <.2-9) 
b) wireworm feeding (&t") 
c) grasshopper feeding (_ '0) 
d) wind (~) 
.. 
15. To help prevent oak wilt disease in Minnesota DO NOT PRUNE oaks in: 
a) January, February, March(Z.) 
b) April, May, June (:X) ) 
c) July, August, September ~I ) 
e) October, November, December ll ) 
16. If a homeowner decides on fertilizing their lawn once a vear, which is the best time to fertilize? 
a) April- early June C I <D) 
b) July 
c) September (?a) 
d) November (5) 
17. Leaving lawn clippings after mowing can account for: 
a) all the fertilizer a lawn needs in a year ~~ '2-) 
b) one application of fertilizer a year ( 7-5) 
c) two applications of fertilizer a year ( 1 \) 
d) little nutritional value for a lawn l f.t:l) 
18. A person wishing to establish a lawn in a sunny area with low maintenance should select: 
a) improved bluegrasses C I?) 
b) improved perennial ryegrasses (J '?-) 
c) · common blue grasses & fine leaved fescues ( ~) 
d) annual or Italian ryegrasses & fme leaved fescues l2-) 
19. The MOST limiting factor in growing indoor plants in Minnesota is: 
a) oxygen 
b) water(\) 
c) light (~) 
d) temperature 
20. When is the best time to fertilize a houseplant? 
a) when you want the plant to produce new growthL4-) 
b) as often as the label recommends U .3) 
c) when the plant is growing actively~~ 
d) whenever you see yellow foliage 
21. Annual and perennial flowers have different needs, such as: 
a) annuals require more division 
b) perennials need spring fertilization (I ) 
c) annuals need deadheading, but not perennials ( S) 
. d) annuals require more water and fertilizer, perennials require divisior(_4b) 
22. Winter mulch should be applied: 
a) after the first frost ('U?) 
b) after the ground is frozen (~) 
c) after all the leaves have fallen from silver maples~) 
d) anytime after Halloweenl-"7) 
23. Which should NOT be included for hardening annuals prior to planting into the garden? 
a) moving the plants outdoors C I) 
b) fertilizing ll 0) 
c) withholding water c~q) 
d) lowering the temperature( 4) 
24. The best way to reduce animal pest problems is to: 
a) eliminate the pest's habitat G'j) 
b) use chemical repellants (I) 
c) use plant repellants (!_f) 
d) keep a large dog in the area 
.. 
25. Moles primarily feed on: 
a) underground plant roots ~I) 
. b) soil invertebrates <._'2-/ ) 
c) smaller rodents U ') 
d) lawn clippings and humuso -, 
26. The reentry statement on a pesticide label states how much time must pass before: 
a) another pesticide may be applied U I ) 
b) produce may be harvested (..1 4) 
c) produce may be sold in interstate commerce L3) 
d) people may reenter a treated area without proper clothing t:2-r;5J 
27. You should read the pesticide label before you: 
a) purchase a pesticide (:2.) 
b) apply the pesticide 
c) dispose of a pesticide 
d) all of the above t I? I) 
28. A good evergreen for hedges in Minnesota is: 
a) Northern Lights azaleas, Rhododendron prinophyllum hybrids (3) 
b) Arborvitae, Thuja occidentalis <...?0) 
c) Lombardy popluar, Populus nigra 'Jtalica' 
d) Amercan larch, Larix Iareina ( t ) 
29. Renewal pruning is accomplished for older or overgrown shrubs by: 
a) cutting the plant back halfway to the ground t~) 
b) cutting the plant off at the ground line C.?) 
c) cutting 1/3 of the plant out this year and 113 out for each of the nexttwo years (3,Cj) 
d) cutting 113 of the plant out this year and 2/3 next yearl"2- ) 
30. Shigo indicates that trees form four walls or barriers to disease entering around a wound. Of all the walls, 
the last wall or barrier to form is the strongest disease barrier but the weakest structurally. 
a) True C:1-~) 
b) False L'1--1---) 
*Please answer the following questions to the best of your ability. 
1. Rate the importance you expect the following items will have in your learning experience in this class. 
Not Important Important· Don't Know 
a. instructor's lecture 1 (\ ) 2 3 U ) 4 tl \) 5 L 4-1 ) 6 
b. handouts /text that accompanied lecture 1 l\ ") 2 3 4 Cll ') 5 ~2-) 6 
c. reading the textbook 1 Cl) 2 3 C..~) 4 t'Zo)S (~) 6 
d. reading the extension publications 1 (J 1 2 3 L~ )4l~~ V2- <J:I ) 6 
e. quizzes/examinations 1 ( ll") 2 C! o) 3 (! "2-") 4 u l "') 5 u o) 6 
f. interaction with classmates 1 0--) 2 t.LP) 3 (1~)4 ll ~5 (J Co) 60) 
g. other _______ _ 
2. How comfortable are you in asking questions during class? 
Not Comfortable 1 ($:) 2 {_E?) 3 (Jo) 4 ~ 5 (l~)Very Comfortable 
3. What advantages of a face-to-face class do you perceive as important? 
a. better learning resources (lectures, instructor-given, 
handouts or overheads) 
Not Important Important 
b. structured learning environment (instructor/class 
provides the tempo for assignments and tasks.) 
c. regular scheduled time (lectures/class participation 
are set and do not vary) 
d. more guidance for when and how to studying 
e. face to face interaction with other students 
f face to face interaction with the instructor 
4. What advantages of an Internet class do you perceive as important? 
1 2 (.;2.)3(9) 4~\)5(2-2) 
1 2 lo) 3 c. 'I) 4 ~4> 5 u q) 
1 
1 t~) 2l &) 3(Jt.,) 4 o %)5(..9) 
1 (I) 2 tjr) 3 U(p)4 Ult.>)t \ 3) 
1 2 (_~ 3 (_%)4 ~1) 5(_1 'V 
a. better learning resources (class resources, other 
web sites, textbook) 
Not Important ·Important 
. b. more flexible pace of learning (you set your own pace) 
c. greater choice of when to study (you access the course anytime, 
day or night) 
d. increase self-reliance (a computer based system may improve your 
ability to work on you own) 
e. improved computer literacy 
f more interaction with fellow classmates (access to send messages 
at anytime) 
g. no driving or commuting time 
1 l.3/2 (!~)3 (l?) 4(.1 "2-) 5l/) 
1 (I) 2 (_{.,) 3 (l ~ 4(., 00 5 (I (p) 
1 ~) 2 ('""1) 3(!"1) 4U2-)5ltS) 
1 l~') 2 Lt,) 3 ~z.) 4lJI') 5 L <if) 
1 (Jo) 2 ~) 3U~) 4 ll:t) 5 (_<:;s) 
1 l'"1) 2 CJ..-1-) 3 <l /) 4 (jr) 5(3) 
1 (?) 2 ~)3 tt> 4 Q 3) 5(2-S) 
5. What disadvantages of a face-to-face class do you perceive as important? 
a. poorer learning resources (the instructor and live presentation 
are inadequate) 
b. class time is not flexible 
c. limited interaction with other students outside of class 
d. limited interaction with the instructor outside of class 
e. no opportunity to use the Internet as a resource 
f driving/commuting time to get to class 
Not Important Important 
1 Lq) 2l/D)3Uo) 4U!') 5(.S) 
1 (JO) 2 C1?')3 Q::0)4Q4) 5(~) 
1 U27 2 ot) 3 u.s)4 u~ :L4) 
1 (_ q} 2 (I o). 30 -z:; 4 CJZ-) 5l7) 
1(.fo) 2 Q.D) 3U'?) 4.(~) S(fp) 
1(~) 2 a oJ3 L~) 4 (L~)=<J z..) 
6. What disadvantages of an Internet class do you perceive as important? 
a. poorer learning resources (internet resources are inadequate) 
b. an alienating learning experience (the impersonality of 
interacting with a computer) 
c. technical frustration (understanding the computer and programs) 
d. inadequate access to computer 
e. loss of contact with instructor 
f loss of contact with other students 
Not Important Important 
1 (;2.) 2C1) 3 (!~ 4U ~ 5 C$) 
1 {d) 2 (F-) 3l9) 4(!.'3) :(! ~ 
1 l&) 2 ll) 3(.L=-) 4 Q. Q 5l.L3) 
1 (I c..:>) 2LI) 3(l.P') 4C! ~ 5CJ I') 
1 ( , ') 2 ~) 3 e-n 4 u au 5 
1 (:lP)2 L?)3 Ul) 4C_l~5 (! 
7. Choose the answer that best explains your experience with the following Internet tools. Use all responses 
that apply. l.L = -4'Z- d.. 3 
b;: \ f:-4 
c.~ l email 
·a.= l'l J~ -1 
".;:;>: 1 e = ~t 
listserve/mailing list c, .: , t :r 2-
a.. \3 ol ~ '2-~ i ~. ~~ chat room 
bulletin board 
.r::: 2-
~~It, t:== 36 
C-rr I 0~ I .f; ~ 
A. I've used this tool before. 
B. Technical aspects made it difficult to use. 
C. I had difficulty finding time to use this tool. 
D. I don't know what this tool does. 
E. I have no experience using this tool. 
F. Other ______ _ 
8. Please rate your level of satisfaction with the following: 
Unsatisfied Satisfied Have not used 
1 (t) 2 3 $) 4 ll?) 5 c..._'S ;,;!.-) 6 (."}) 
1 <.Z) 2 l~ )3 (1) 4 (\ ) 5 (. ~ 6 ~ Z-) 
1 (2..) 2 <2:; 3l~) 4 l.l) 5 L~) 6 ~4-) 
1 ll) 2 U) 3 ~) 4 C 1:) 5(.1 o) 6 ~0) 
a. email 
b. chat room 
c. listserve/mailing list 
· d. bulletin board 
9. Why did you decide to take the face-to-face class instead of the Internet class? 
10. In ADDITION TO the 12 hours in class each week, how much time do you expect to spend studying for 
this class per week ? 
a. 0-1 hours ('2-) 
b. 2-3 hours (?.-:;z.) 
c. 4-5 hours U ) 
d. 5-6 hours 
11. How much time do you Spend commuting for this class each day? 
a. less than 1 hour ($\) 
b. 1-2 hours ($.~) 
c. 2-3 hours l \) 
d. more than 3 hours · 
·. 12. How many miles do you drive to and from the class? 
. a. less than 10 milesU 2-) 
b. 10-25 miles (?- '0') 
c. 26 - 40 miles U &:;;) 
d. 60 + miles . ~) 
13. Your Age Group 
a. 18-25 L\) 
b. 26-35 (I '?-] 
c. 36-45 Q %') 
d. 46-60 (1 'J-) 
e. 60+ (I) 
14. Gender: 
a. female (8ez>) 
b. male (j~ 
15. Educational Background 
a. high school diploma ( 4) 
b. vocational/technical degree U o) 
c. college degree: ( 1-Jf) bachelor's degree Q 4) graduate 
16. Why are you taking this class? 
a. · to fulfill a degree requirement U ) 
b. for university credit ~) 
c. to become a University of Minnesota Extension Service Master Gardener t67) 
d. professional improvement L 1"'1 
e. personal improvement ( 7) 
e. other: 
Thank you for your cooperation. Your input is very helpful. 
Please feel free to add any additional comments here: 
Master Gardener Core Course/ Hort 1003 
Post-Test, Spring 2000 r~~CA6S =-C~) 
1. Food manufactured in the leaves moves to the roots through the: 
a) xylem (_[ 3) 
b) cambium C~) 
c) phloem fR-2} 
d) epidermis U) 
2. A perfect flower has: 
a) both stamens and pistil (? ~) 
b) both petals and sepals ((.p) 
c) only petals 
d) only stamens 
3. The metabolic process where a plant uses carbohydrates produced during photosynthesis for growth is 
known as: 
a) transpiration (_~) 
b). absorption ( 2-) 
c) respiration t_~4-) 
d) evapotransporation 
4. Working garden soils when very wet destroys soil: 
a) texture l?) 
b) color 
c) structure ce1) 
d) organic matter 
. · S. Most soil nutrients needed for plant growth are most available in a soil pH range of: 
a) pH 8-9 
b) pH6-7~) 
c) pH 3-4 
d) pH 10-11 
6. The amount of sand, silt, and clay in a soil refers to: 
a) soil texture (?9) 
b) soil structure (~) 
c) soil chemical composition 
d) soil pH · 
Failure of young fruit trees to bear fruit is related to a particular growth stage known as juvenility. 
True C??) 
False <.._to) 
Which of the following series of plants would be good for a rotation plan for disease reduction? 
squash, pumpkin, cucumber (J ) 
corn, potatoes, beans @lf ') 
tomato, eggplant, pepper l4 ') 
broccoli, cauliflower, Brussefs sprouts 
_j 
9. The purpose of mulch in the vegetable garden is to: 
a) conserve moisture 
b) keep the soil cool in summer 
c) keep the produce clean 
d) eliminate cultivation 
e) all of the above (-44-) 
10. In~ects with piercing-sucking mouthparts cause damage by: 
a) removing plant juices (;z) 
b) causing growth distortions by injecting foreign enzymes I . 
c) transmission of plant viruses tiD) 
d) all of the above 0) 
11. The best time to control a caterpillar defoliator is: 
a) when the caterpillars are most noticeable ( ~) 
b) whenever the damage is noticed(Z-) 
c) when the damage is just beginning (lq) 
d) when the eggs are present ~ t) 
12. What do springtails, fungus gnats, and slugs have in common? 
a) moisture control will help reduce their population (.Zt:{) 
b) they are not true insects ( 1 ~) 
c) none do any damage 
d) they are all predators 
13. Powdery mildews are easy to recognize by: 
a) the powdery white fungal growth on foliage ~~) 
b) lower leaf yellowing 
c) large spots with yellow borders 
d) branch dieback 
14. Viral diseases are spread primarily by: 
a) aphid feeding \. rf) 
b) wireworm feeding (\) 
c) grasshopper feeding (1) 
d) wind ~tt) 
15. To help prevent oak wilt disease in Minnesota DO NOT PRUNE oaks in : 
a) January, February, March 
b) April, May, June (_~ l) 
c) July, August, September (1::2-) 
e) October, November, December 
16. If a homeowner decides on fertilizing their lawn once a year, which is the best time to fertilize? 
a) April- early June U ) 
b) July 
c) September U q ) 
d) November cJ.. ~) 
17. Leaving lawn clippings after mowing can account for: 
a) all the fertilizer a lawn needs in a year(..1) 
b) one application of fertilizer a year (&1-Z.) 
c) two applications of fertilizer a year (j ) 
d) little nutritional value for a lawn 
18. A person wishing to establish a lawn in a sunny area with low maintenance should select: 
a) improved bluegrasses <I'J) 
b) improved perennial ryegrasses <.s;) 
c) common bluegrasses & fine leaved fescues ~0) 
d) annual or Italian ryegrasses & fine leaved fescues 
19. The MOST limiting factor in growing indoor plants in Minnesota is: 
a) oxygen 
b) water 
c) light f4+) 
d) temperature 
20. When is the best time to fertilize a houseplant? 
a) when you want the plant to produce new growth 
b) as often as the label recommends 
c) when the plant is growing actively(~) 
d) whenever you see yellow foliage 
21. Annual and perennial flowers have different needs, such as: 
a) annuals require more division (7.) 
b) perennials need spring fertilization(.?-) 
c) annuals need deadheading, but not perennials 
d) annuals require more water and fertilizer, perennials require division~\) 
22. Winter mulch should be applied: 
a) after the first frost l1) 
b) after the ground is frozen l~'1) 
c) after all the leaves have fallen from silver maples 
d) anytime after Halloween U) 
23. Which should NOT be included for hardening annuals prior to planting into the garden? 
a) moving the plants outdoors ~) 
b) fertilizing . (~I) 
c) withholding water l <is) 
d) lowering the temperature (1-) 
. The best way to reduce animal pest problems is to: 
eliminate the pest's habitat (:j ~) -
use chemical repellants 
use plant repellants U) 
keep a large dog in the area 
25. Moles primarily feed on: 
a) underground plant roots (J 4) 
b) soil invertebrates l :?o) 
c) smaller rodents 
d) lawn clippings and humus 
26. The reentry statement on a pesticide label states how much time must pass before: 
a) another pesticide may be applied t:Z.) 
b) produce may be harvested 
c) produce may be sold in interstate commerce 
d) people may reenter a treated area without proper clothing(:tD 
27. You should read the pesticide label before you: 
a) purchase a pesticide C I ) 
b) apply the pesticide U ) 
c) dispose of a pesticide 
d) all of the above l ~1--) 
28. A good evergreen for hedges in Minnesota is: 
a) Northern Lights azaleas, Rhododendron prinophyllum hybrids (I) 
b) Arborvitae, Thuja occidentalis ( ""fl ) 
c) Lombardy.popluar, Populus nigra 'ltalica' 
d) Amercan larch, Larix Iareina ('7-- ) 
29. Renewal pruning is accomplished for older or overgrown shrubs by: 
a) cutting the plant back half way to the ground 
b) cutting the plant off at the ground line ( I ) 
c) cutting 1/3 of the plant out this year and 1/3 out for each of the next two years(4~) 
d) cutting 1/3 of the plant out this year and 2/3 next year 
30. Shigo indicates that trees form four walls or barriers to disease entering around a wound. Of all the walls, 
the last wall or barrier to form is the strongest disease barrier but the weakest structurally. 
a) True (:;~) 
b) False (lO) ( 
•Please answer the following questions to the best of your ability. 
1. Rate the importance the following items had in your learning experience in this class. 
Not Important Important Don't Know 
a. instructor's lecture 1 2 3 4 <..7-)5 ~D 6 
b. handouts /text that accompanied lecture 1 2 3 ~) 4 (1<:>)5 @I) 6 
c. reading the· textbook 1 2U) 3 l~ )4 C:t ~ )5 (2..;2...) 6 
d. reading the extension publications 1 2 3 eft) 4 Q3) 5 (2o) 6(.1) 
e. quizzes/examinations 1 (.f) 2 (5!) 3U '1-) 4 ~) 5 (I?) 6 d) 
f. interaction with classmates 1<._ ?) 2 (~) 3 Uo) 4 C!.o) 5 (LI) 6 
g. other 
2. How comfortable were you in asking questions during class? 
Not Comfortable 1 (_ '1) 2( \ 3) 3 ( S) 4 (CZQ 5 ('ir)Very Comfortable 
---------- -
3. What advantages of a face-to-face class do you perceive as important? 
a. better learning resources (lectures, instructor-given, 
handouts or overheads) 
Not Important Important 
b. structured learning environment (instructor/class 
provides the tempo for assignments and tasks.) 
c. regular scheduled time (lectures/class participation 
are set and do not vary) 
d more guidance for when and how to studying 
e. face to face interaction with other students 
f face to face interaction with the instructor 
4. What advantages of an Internet class do you perceive as important? 
1 2 3 ~) 4(/c) 5 ~3) 
1 
1 
2 tz_)3 l-4" )4 C..l ~)5 (I%') 
2 ~) 3 U~J 404) 5 ('Zo) 
1 (_~) 2 (J 'Z-)3(J I) 4 '-0t) 5 C-4-) 
1 (.3) 2 (?) 3 (1 o)4 <? 1)5 l.C.:,) 
1 b-) 2 C7-)3 ~) 4 (J7)5 Q :S) 
a. better learning resources (class resources, other Not Important Important 
. web sites, textbook) , 
b. more flexible pace of learning (you set your own pace) 
c. greater choice of when to study (you access the course anytime, 
day or night) 
d increase self-reliance (a computer based system may improve your 
ability to work on you own) 
e. improved computer literacy 
f more interaction with fellow classmates (access to send messages 
at anytime) 
g. no driving or commuting time 
1 (.;z)2 l&) 3 (_~) 4 C.l ~ 5( 3) 
1 U) 2 (--f) 3 (q) 4 \%') 5 (IZ.) 
1 (_.;2.) 2 l:;) 3 (I) 4 (1) 5 OSJ 
1 (4) 2 (_1) 3(1) 4 (Jp) 5 (7) 
1 (1) 2 UV 3 C%) 4 (~5 C~) 
1 ~) 2 (I) 3 0'2)4 {.1,)5 (I) 
1 (J) 2 ( -4) 3 c. 4) 4 (.10) 5 ( 1/) 
5. What disadvantages of a face-to-face class do you perceive as important ? 
· a. poorer learning resources (the instructor and live presentation 
are inadequate) 
b. class time is not flexible 
c. limited interaction with other students outside of class 
d limited interaction with the instructor outside of class 
e. no opportunity to use the Internet as a resource 
. driving/commuting time to get to class 
Not Important Important 
1 ('7)2C.lt) 3 Qo) 4l~) sl+) 
1 <6) 2 l£s) 3(Jo) 4 L't) slfc:.) 
1 t~) 2 L~) 3 (!I) 4 CL:.) 5 t.t:f) 
1 (_tp) 2 L't/ 3 Clo)4 L/ )S LS) 
1 (/p) 2 (__~) 3 (/ ~)4 <....to) 5(..3) 
1 U) 2 c~i) 3 c_q)4 lYs") 5 (}I) 
6. What disadvantages of an Internet class do you perceive as important? 
poorer learning resources (internet resources are inadequate) 
an alienating learning experience (the impersonality of 
· with a computer) 
technical frustration (understanding the computer and programs) 
inadequate access to computer 
loss of contact with instructor 
loss of contact with other students 
Not Important Important 
1 \r) 2 LCZ5")3 u4) 4 e-ns ( t,) 
1 ('3_) 2( '4) 3 (?") 4 (13.)5( It) 
1 (£) 2 (.5) 3 ('?) 4 (.II) 5 (!O) 
1 ccD 2 u) 3 Lc> 4 LR")s (tO) 
1 ct) 2 C?) 3 ~) 4 CJr')s u?) 
1 (4) 2 (~) 3(~) 4 (L7)5 (7) 
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c. 'C .z.. 
A. I've used this tool before. 
~:: lb ' B. Technical aspects made it difficult to use. 
.f?::: :2. C. I had difficulty finding time to use this tool. 
-e.: z4 D. I don't know what this tool does. 
f :: ~ E. I have no experience using this tool. 
e.-= z,.;- F. Other--------
r~ ~ 
8. Please rate your level of satisfaction with the following: 
Unsatisfied Satisfied Have not used 
a. email 
b. chat room 
1 Ll)2(\) 3 (~ 4 (S') 5 (.1 %) 6 (<i?) 
3 u) 4 <..?)5 lG) 6 (.;2 '2-) 
c. listserve/mailing list 
1 (?)2 CZ.) 
1 l() 2 3 C1) 4 U) 5 d'T-) 6 (I 3..) 
d. bulletin board 1 (1)2 U) 3 4 ($) 5 <..~) 6 ~) 
9. In ADDITION TO the 12 hours in class each week, how much time did you spend studying for this class? 
a. 0-1 hours t~) 
b. 2-3 hours U7) 
c. 4-5 hours (I~) 
d. 5-6 hours tC'f/ 
10. How would you rate the workload of the class? 
a. Too much work <.~) 
b. Just right (~ ').) 
c. Too little work C:!;) 
Comments: 
11. My daily commute to and from class was \. 0 hours. 
I 
12. Based on the amount of time you spend commuting to and from this class, please rate how worthw~le it 
was for you to drive to this class. · 
Not Worthwhile Very Worthwhile 
Comments: 
1 2 3 (5 ) 4 l'l) 5 (~ 7) 
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Horticulture 1003: Master Gardener 
Welcome to the Master Gardener Course. Use the links below to access the various parts of the 
class. 
If this is your first time using the class, check out the WebCT Online Tutorial Module_Q. This 
interactive tutorial shows you how to use the tools that you'll find in the course. 
***Be sure to fill out the .EiD1ll.C_QJJJS_e_EYil11Jfl._tiQJ! form. This form gives you a chance to give 
anonymous feedback on the course. 
!II Navigation/Start Here Course Modules 
Course Syllabus Tutor and Instructors 
Techni_c(ll_Qyid~s 
!:.::! Course Email Discussion Course Bulletin Board 
The University of Minnesota is an equal opportunity employer. 
© 2000, Regents of the University of Minnesota and the Department of Horticulture. All rights reserved. 
This page last updated on October 26, 2000. 
For questions or comments about this site, please contact Marv H. Meyer 
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Online Modules 
[Back Home] 
Listed below are the links to the online modules. In each module, you will find a list of objectives 




Course Orientation • Entomology 






II Ire~l!_l}d Shrubs 
II Living With Wildlife • 
• II Pesticide Safety and Use Advanced Course Modules 
• 
S_Qi_ls 
_ © 1999, Regents of the University ofMinnesota and the Master Gardener Program. All rights Tf!Sf!TV(!(j: ____ _ 
[Home] 
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Master Gardener Program: State and Local Overview 
Objectives 
1. To understand the Master Gardener Program and the volunteer commitment. 
2. To become familiar with your resource materials. 
3. To meet other Master Gardeners from your county. 
4. To meet the Extension Educator or Master Gardener Program Coordinator from your county. 
Tasks 
1. Read Appendix 1 on the Master Gardener Program in the Core Course Text. Carefully read the 
page entitled: University of Minnesota Extension Service policies regarding Master Gardeners. 
Minnesota Master Gardener Internet Policy 
Minnesota Master Gardeners must make recommendations based on University research. 
Information and recommendations from the internet must be taken only from Extension sites, 
preferably from Minnesota and the North Central region. Texas and Ohio have outstanding 
sites, which may or may not apply to Minnesota conditions. The internet now gives Master 
Gardeners access to more information than ever, however, only University Extension sites, 
especially those with similar climates should be used for recommendations. 
2. Look over the publications in the Master Gardener Section of the Core Course Binder. On the 
MES Cluster Map locate your county and cluster; note the neighboring counties. Master 
Gardeners often meet in their home county. Non-metro counties may meet as a cluster. 
3. Make an appointment to visit your home county Extension Office, or at least phone and 
introduce yourself. If possible, meet the Extension Educator and or Master Gardener 
Coordinator. Ask when the next Master Gardener meeting is, how often meetings are held in 
your county. Find out what projects Master Gardeners are currently working on, and for which 
projects you might like to volunteer. Ask where the Extension publications are kept and how 
Master Gardeners acquire new publications. By the end of the training, you should have 
identified the SUBJECTS you are most comfortable teaching and the TYPES of volunteer 
PROJECTS you will work on this year. It is important that when the training is finished, you 
have a "next step" such as a meeting and place to begin your volunteer work. Let your county 
coordinator or Mary Meyer,(State Coordinator, meyer023@umn.edu) know if you have 
questions this. 
Think about your answers to these questions as you meet with your county Extension Educator 
and other Master Gardeners. Where do you think you may like to volunteer? Do you have an 
area or speciality in horticulture you especially like or have already taught others? 
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NOTE: You will not be expected to volunteer until you have completed the entire 
training. In fact, we do not encourage people to volunteer UNTIL they have 
completed the training. It is important that you understand all aspects of the 
program and have some background in each subject before you begin to answer 
questions and represent the University of Minnesota Extension Service. 
WHAT COUNTS for volunteer work as a Master Gardener? Read the guidelines in the 
Powerpoint presentation in the beginning of Section 1 in the Appendix of the Core Course 
Textbook. Educational activities where you are teaching others should be your primary focus. 
County coordinators and Educators have the final say in what qualifies for volunteer hours. 
4. Participate in the online email session the first week of class. 
5. Complete the site visits listed below. 
The University of Minnesota Extension Service home page contains a wealth of material 
for the public and is a great resource for Master Gardeners. Click on the link above and 
then under Topics, click on Gardening and Horticulture. Then follow the link for the 
Master Gardener program. This is a site you will want to bookmark for future use. Many 
of the references and sites for this online class are compiled under the heading Gardening 
Resources. 
rr~qtJ~nJly_AskeQ__Questions contains the most common horticulture questions by topic. 
Master Gardeners compiled this list from their experiences in Minnesota. This will help 
you as you begin to answer consumer gardening questions. You might want to set your 
browser's default home page to the URL for the University of Minnesota Extension 
Service or to the Minnesota Master Gardener home page. 
Go back to the University of Minnesota Extension Service home page and click on 
Search and enter the word "chrysanthemum." Click on the link for the publication 
Garden Chrysanthemums. Look at the many cultivars developed at the U that are the 
hardiest for our climate. You could print this list, but many of the publications like this 
are already in your maroon binder. You do not need to start printing them!! 
Penn State has compiled a listing of horticulture resources by region. You may want to 
bookmark this site. Much of this EXTENSION information from the North Central 
region is applicable to Minnesota. 
Perhaps you would like to write a garden column on timely tips for August. Look again 
at the University of Minnesota Extension Service home page. Scroll down to the links 
along the bottom of the site to RESOURCES and then click on NEWSLETTERS. Select 
the YARD AND GARDEN NEWS. This will bring up the current issue of an online 
newsletter you will want to read regularly. Written by the university specialists who are 
also instructors for this class, this newsletter highlights timely horticultural topics. Near 
the end of the current new letter is a link to past issues so you can search the archives by 
month or topic. 
You could also get to the Yard and Garden News by selecting the Yard and Garden logo 
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on the lower right side of the Extension homepage. Open the August issue from any year. 
Read and decide if the information fits your needs for your own article, then pull down 
the File menu and save as a document on your hard drive or to a disk. Name the file, 
save it and open it later in your word processing program and Voila! you have the 
beginnings of a newspaper article. 
Lef s look at what another state has done in a Master Gardening program with youth. 
Visit Washington State University and click on Success Stories. Click on Gardening 
Education for Youth, Growing with Plants. Read about this success story and note the 
number of youth impacted by the program. In your work and as you develop programs in 
the community, you will want to EVALUATE or measure the impact of your teaching. 
In Minnesota Impacts several programs involving Master Gardeners are listed. Search 
this database and see how the community and volunteers benefit from the programs. 
Think about these questions: 
• How do you measure program impact on a community or on program participants? 
Think of qualitative and quantitative measurements of program success. What 
difference did the program makes in the lives of the participants? 
You will be influencing many people as you work in your community teaching 
horticulture. Thank You for your interest volunteering through horticulture ! 
6. Take the MG: State and Local Overview Quiz. 
7. Fill out the MG: State and Local Overview Feedback Form .. 
© 2000, Regents of the University of Minnesota aiiiliiment of Horticultural Science. All rights reserved. 
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Herbaceous Plants 
Objectives 
1. Explain several ways of using flowers in the home landscape. 
2. Understand what the terms annual, perennial and bulb refer to and give several examples. 
3. Describe soil preparation for annuals, bulbs and perennials. 
4. Discuss selection of flowers for specific sites. 
5. Understand preventative pest control for herbaceous plants. 
6. Discuss several aspects of cultural management for the flower garden: watering, weeding, 
fertilization, etc. 
Tasks 
1. Read the section on Herbaceous Plants in the Core Course text. 
2. Review the slides on H~rQ_<!£~_9_l,l_~_PLa,ms. 
3. Visit the sites and answer the following questions via the QDliD~ _ _<issignm~ntfQJ:ffi. You will 
want to print a copy of the tasks before you visit the sites below so that you can follow the 
instructor's directions regarding the sites. 
On the web page of the Am~ri£a,rrJri~_S_o~i-~ty, read the cultural information and look at 
the listing of the Top 100 Iris. This would be a good site to visit to get cultivar ideas if 
you want to purchase or recommend cultivars. Note that the recommendations come 
from all over the US. Many flowers have active plant societies, similar to the Iris 
Society, that you can join. The Minn~~QJ:l L_:lT1d§<:;::tpe_Arbor~tl1TI1, and the Minn~~ota, 
State Horticultural Society work with these plant societies. Answer these questions 
using the online assignment form above: 
• When is the best time to dig and divide bearded Iris? 
a. April to May 
b. mid July/ August 
c. Septmember 
d. June 
The ridge planting method described shows that bearded iris prefer good 
drainage. They will not do well in heavy compacted or poorly drained soils. 
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At Michigan State's Home Horticulture site, read the section on peonies and answer the 
question. 
• Ants are commonly found on peonies to: 
a. open the flowers 
b. get sugary exudate from the flower buds 
c. aid Botyrtis blight in dispersal 
d. feed on honeydew excreted by aphids 
Texas A&M has a Wildflower web site with good information about native plants. 
Look at the photo album and the growing information links on this homepage. Read the 
information on butterfly weed. 
• What are the concerns about transplanting butterfly weed? 
a. plants are easy to transplant 
b. the taproot makes transplanting difficult 
c. transplanting should be done when plants are two years old 
d. transplanting results in multiple plants 
Question for thought: 
• Would butterfly weed be a good plant to seed where you want it to grow? 
The Minnesota Master Gardeners compliled a list of Frequently Asked Questions that is 
posted on the public Minnesota Master Gardener Home Page. These questions represent 
many of the questions you will be asked by the public. Read under Flowers/Insects and 
answer these questions: 
• What makes round dark holes on chrysanthemum foliage? 
a. chysanthemum blight 
b. fourlined plant bug 
c. aster yellows 
d. lady bugs 
• Does this harm the chrysanthemum flowers? 
a. yes 
b. no 
Visit the National Arboretum' !USDA Hardiness Zone Map and answer the following 
questions. 
• Most of Minnesota is in which hardiness zones: 
a. 4 and 5 
b. 3 and 4 
c. 4a and 4b 
d. 3a and 3b 
Northwest Gardening, a gardening television series out of Oregon State University has a 
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Sights and Sounds page that includes a video clip. The video clip is about starting 
seeds. See the instructions for downloading the clip and then rate your experience with 
this clip in the online assignment form. 
Instructions for downloading clip 
Your browser should prompt you to download QuickTime(computer video 
software) if you do not already have it on your computer. You may need to 
reboot your computer after downloading. Once you have QuickTime,click 
on video clip #101 to view the video. Depending on the speed of your 
modem, it may take awhile to download. You may want to read part of the 
core course textbook while waiting. 
• Please rate this method of online learning by choosing 1 answer that best 
describes how you feel. If you choose the last answer(other), please email theTA 
and mention why you chose this. 
a. I liked watching the clip. 
b. I liked watching the clip and would like to see more video clips throughout 
this course. 
c. I watched, but the tech problems interfered with learning. Couldn't hear it 
or see it, poor quality. 
d. I was unable to watch the video, don't know why. 
e. other 
Visit bulb.com for a wealth of information on bulbs. Under the Spring Flowering Bulbs 
section,look over the Chilling Facts and read the section on Ethylene. This is one of the 
few places to compare ethylene given off by fruits or sensitivity by bulbs. The "Bulb 
Guide" section is divided into spring and summer flowering bulbs. Many of the summer 
bulbs are not hardy for us, but here you will find resources to answer the questions you 
will be asked about these bulbs. Look up agapanthus and see how to carry it through the 
winter. Under FAQ you will find the answers to popular bulb questions. This website 
would be a good reference site for you to bookmark on your browser. 
Erv Evans in North Carolina has compiled a massive list of Flower Links on the 
ln~m~t. This is another good bookmark that is a "yellow pages" for flowers. Many of 
the sites are universities and have good information, but remember that outside of 
Minnesota, recommendations may vary based on different climates. 
4. Participate in the email and bulletin board discussions. 
5. Review the publications in your large maroon binder, "Growing Perennials" and "Growing 
Annuals and Bulbs." Understand that most of the questions you will be asked on herbaceous 
plants are quite specific and you have several good resources available to you to look up this 
information. Also in your maroon binder are the Yard and Garder1_.Q1jefs , which will answer 
many of your questions, many of these are also online. 
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Indoor Gardening 
Objectives 
1. Understand the critical role light plays in growing plants indoors. 
2. Understand how and when to water houseplants. 
3. Understand how and when to fertilize houseplants. 
4. Understand the process of acclimatization and how this affects plants as they are moved from 
one location to another. 
5. Be familiar with prevention and control of key insect pests of houseplants. 
6. Be familiar with common methods of plant propagation. 
Tasks 
1. Read the section on Indoor Plants in the Core Course Text and review the publications in this 
section of the maroon binder. 
2. Review the Indoor Plants slides. 
3. Read the fact sheet on Houseplant Insect Control for suggestions on preventing and dealing 
with common houseplant pests. This fact sheet is also available online as are many of the 
Extension publications. 
4. Visit the following sites and submit your answers to the questions using the 9T1lin~_!l,~_§_j_gm:n_~nt 
form. You will want to print a copy of the tasks before you visit the sites below so that you can 
follow the instructor's directions regarding the sites. 
The North Dakota State Extension Service has many publications online. Look at the 
bulletin J::IQJI§,e_P1l1_T1l~; Pmp~rC:J.r~ aT1~LPmblernSQJYiT1g, Review the Cultural 
Considerations and Trouble Signs sections. 
• When making your own potting soil, which combination of soil would NOT 
make good potting soil for houseplants? 
a. 1 part garden loam, 1 part peat, and 1 part perlite 
b. 1 part garden loam, 1 part leaf mold, and 1 part sand 
c. 1 part garden loam, 1 part well-rotted manure, and 1 part perlite 
d. exclusively garden loam 
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• What may cause finely specked leaves on house plants? 




The Star Tribune put together a virtual tour of Como Conservatory. If you haven't been 
to Como Conservatory, check it out. It's a great place to visit to learn more about indoor 
plants. *To start the tour, click continue of the left of the picture. If you scroll down 
slightly you'll get to choose one of several rooms to visit. Start with the Palm room and 
answer the following question: 
What plant in the Palm Room is a member of a family that is found on every continent, 









This site hosted by Pr!l!J_je]let includes lots of good information on indoor 
gardening and houseplants. 
5. Participate in the email discussion on Indoor Plants. 
7. Fill out the Indoor Gardening Feedback Form 
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Botany and General Horticulture 
Objectives 
1. Be able to identify the basic parts of a plant. 
2. Gain an understanding of how a plant functions. 
3. Appreciate how environmental factors affect plant growth and development. 
4. Become familiar with the basic botanical terms used in plant classification. 
Tasks 
1. Read the section on Botany/General Horticulture in the Core Course Text. 
2. Review the Extension publications in the appropriate section of the Core Course Publications 
or maroon notebook. 
3. Review the Botany and General Horticulture slides. 
4. Visit the following sites and answer the questions related to them using the QDlin~_l:!§§jgnment 
form. You will want to print a copy of the tasks before you visit the sites below so that you can 
follow the instructor's directions regarding the sites. 
Not sure what a botanical term means or how to pronounce a botanical term? Visit 
Oregon State's QIQ_~§::l.IY_Q(_}3_Qt::tny Iermin_olQ_gy with audio capabilities. 
Question for thought: 
• What does the term totipotent mean and how do you pronouce it? (If your 
computer has speaker~, you may be able to click on the blue sound symbol next to 
the word to hear the correct pronouciation.) 
Ohio State has a Master Gardener Botany Class online. You may enjoy looking at this 
and comparing it to the Texas site below. Much of this information is also in your 
textbook. The quiz questions and tips in Ohio's site are written especially for Master 
Gardeners. Read the section on Plant Processes and answer the following question using 
the above online assignment form: 
• The metabolic process where a plant uses carbohydrates produced during 
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d. evapotranspiration 
Texas A&M University'sBoJ:<!D)'_2Qj_ web site includes graphics in the form of 
line drawings on basic taxonomy and plant morphology. Visit this site and look at 
various sections, such as monocots and dicots, to answer the following questions. 
o What type of veins do monocots have? 
a. parallel 
b. net-veined 
o Rhizomes, corms and bulbs are all types of underground stems. 
a. true 
b. false 
o Monocots have only fibrous root systems. 
1. true 
2. false 
5. Participate in the email discussion on Botany and General Horticulture. 
6. Take the Bot::my and General Hmticulture ~-
7. Fill out the Botany and General Horticulture Feedback Form 
© 2000, Regents of the University of Minnesota aFt the ~epartment of Horticultural Science. All rights reserved. 
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Plant Pathology 
Objectives 
1. Learn the basic principles of plant pathology. 
2. Develop a knowledge of the microorganisms involved with plant disease and the infection 
process. 
3. Identify skills necessary for plant disease diagnosis, and be able to conduct real-life diagnoses. 
4. Be able to distinguish between symptoms of living and non-living organisms, and obtain 
accurate information for plant disease diagnosis. 
5. Understand basic control measures and management practices. 
Tasks 
1. Read the Plant Pathology chapter in the Core Course text. 
2. Review the Pl~!lt Pathology slides. 
3. Visit the following sites and answer the questions related to them using the online assignment 
[QJIIl 
Oregon State University hosts an online guide to Plant Disease Control. 
1. Click on plant index and type: APPLE 
2. Click on APPLE SCAB and read the information about this disease. 
3. Questions: 
o What is the scientific name of the causal organism of Apple Scab? 
a. Podosphaera leucotricha 
b. Venturia inaequalis 
c. Malus species 
d. Phytophora infestans 
o The apple scab fungus infects apple fruit. 
a. True 
b. False 
o Which of the following cultural practices for apple scab are applicable to 
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homeowners in Minnesota? 
a. Rake and dispose of fallen leaves in autumn. 
b. Plant scab resistant cultivars 
c. Use urea to aid in fall decomposition of leaves. 
d. Prune branches to increase air circulation and reduce moisture in the 
canopy. 
e. A,B,andC 
f. All of the Above 
o Fungicide applications should begin when the tips of green leaves appear. 
a. True 
b. False 
o Monitoring temperature and most importantly moisture can identify 
infection periods for apple scab and reduce fungicide use. 
a. True 
b. False 
1. Click on plant index and type Potato 
2. Click on potato late blight and read the information about this disease. 
3. Questions: 
o The fungus causing late blight enters the plant by: 
a. Directly penetrating the leaf cuticle 
b. Entering the leaf stomates 
c. Penetrating the roots 
d. Both A and B 
o Cultural control measures for managing late blight include: 
a. Eliminate cull piles and control volunteer plants 
b. Use disease-free certified seed 
c. Harvest plants when soil is wet 
d. All of the above 
e. A andB 
o Monitoring or scouting plants regularly for disease is a critical step in late 
blight disease management? 
a. True 
b. False 
o What is the significance of a second mating type for the late blight fungus? 
a. The fungus may become sterile. 
b. The fungus may be able to survive in the soil, as well as plant debris. 
c. The disease would be isolated to the Pacific Northwest. 
d. None of the above. 
1. Click on plant index and type spruce . 
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o Where are the pycnidia (spore-producing structures)of the fungus, 
Rhizosphaera, found on the tree? 
a. On the needles 
b. Inside of the stomata on the needle 
c. On the tree trunk 
d. On the cones 
o Which of the following is the most susceptible to Rhizosphaera needle 
cast? 
a. Norway spruce 
b. White spruce 
c. Colorado Blue spruce 
d. True fir 
o Which one of the following symptoms is NOT associated with 
Rhizosphaera needle cast? 
a. Needles tum yellow 
b. Needles tum brown or purple 
c. The disease begins near the base of the tree 
d. Needles drop in spring and summer 
e. The disease kills the shoot and buds 
o To effectively control Rhizosphaera neele cast, apply the fungicide Daconil 
one time when the new growth (shoot) is 0.5'' to 1.5'' in length. 
a. True 
b. False 
1. Click on plant index and type rose. 
2. Click on rose and rose mosaic and read the information about this disease. 
3. Questions: 
o Which of the following diseases mimic rose mosaic? 
a. Black spot 
b. Powdery mildew 
c. Downy mildew 
d. All of the Above 
e. None of the above 
o Which of the following is NOT listed as a leaf disease of rose? 
a. Downy mildew 
b. Black spot 
c. Botrytis blight 
d. Rust 
Visit this .et<!nL~alhQlQgy site at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. 
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1. Click on Courses 
2. Click on PP300- Introduction to Plant Pathology. 
3. Click on Symptoms and Signs (pathogen structures) and read the 
following text. 
4. Questions: 
o How are signs of a disease different than symptoms? 
Page 4 of 5 
a. A sign is an observable change in the physiological or morphological 
development of a plant, while a symptom is a physical structure of 
the causal agent. 
b. A symptom is an observable change in the physiological or 
morphological development of a plant, while a sign is a physical 
structure of the causal agent. 
o Which of the following steps from Koch's Postulate is incorrect (choose 
one): 
a. The pathogen must be associated with all plants showing symptoms. 
b. The pathogen must be isolated and identified 
c. Healthy plants need to be inoculated with the pathogen, and the same 
symptoms as observed in the original plants need to reappear. 
d. Isolation of any pathogen from plants inoculated in step 3. 
o Symptoms occuring on a particular plant are specific to the pathogen 
infecting that plant. 
a. True 
b. False 
Visit the Ehmt Di~Jl_§~_J:m,age L_i_bra_ry at the University of Georgia. 
1. Click on Plant Library 
2. Click on Turf 
3. Click on Bentgrass and then Anthracnose 
4. Read the following information. 
5. Questions: 
o The disease, anthracnose, can be found on turf in Minnesota. Which of the 
following is a diagnostic feature of the organism causing anthracnose? 
a. It doesn't produce spores 
b. It produces specialized structures called setae (black spines) 
c. Reddening of the turfgrass 
d. None of the above 
Visit the USDA Forest Service web site. 
1. Click on On-line Pubs 
2. Click on alphabetized list 
3. Search for and click on "How to grow and maintain a healthy birch 
tree" 
4. Questions: 
o Which of the following sites is recommended for a birch tree? 
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a. Hot and dry 
b. Cool, moist, and partial shade 
c. Well-drained soil and full sun 
d. Any of the above 
4. Participate in the email discussion on Plant Pathology. 
5. Take the Plant Pathology Quiz. 
© 2000, Regents of the University of Minnesota and the 
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Pesticide Safety and Use 
Objectives 
1. Learn how to read a pesticide label. 
2. Be able to describe proper pesticide storage. 
3. Learn how to safely mix and apply pesticides. 
4. Understand the role of a Master Gardener in making pesticide recommendations. 
Tasks 
1. Read the section on Pesticide Safety and Use in the Core Course text. 
2. Watch the video "Read the Label" which is in your local Extension office. 
3. Visit the sites and answer the multiple choice question via the online a~ignment fQJ1ll. 
As Master Gardeners you represent the University of Minnesota when making 
recommendations. Pesticide recommendations are the most difficult part of your work. 
Please remember two important things: 
a. Make recommendations only in accordance with the label. Any other use NOT 
LISTED ON THE LABEL IS ILLEGAL and you should MAKE NO 
RECOMMENDATIONS not listed on the pesticide label. 
b. Recommendations must be based on university research, not your own ideas. If 
you say, I have done such and such, it comes across as a recommendation. This is 
a very difficult area, so stick to university recommendations. Adhering to the 
Extension fact sheets and bulletins is very important. 
Read the information at NQ_r:t:hQ;:~,kQtgSt_~_t~ __ UniY~r~i!y on using pesticides. Pay special 
attention to the section on Pesticide Alternatives. Too often questions come to Master 
Gardeners when pesticides are the only answer left whereas months before prevention 
was still possible. 
What does the signal word indicate for a pesticide? 
a. the toxicity of the product 
b. the time to wait until harvest 
c. the time to wait for rentry into the garden 
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d. the formulation of the product 
Visit the MinD~§Qta,H~-~lth_,_Enyimnm~nta,l,J.!ngJ>~stic;:i_Q_~-S~f~JY_HELP_S web site. This 
site is part of the University of Minnesota. Information on Pesticide Applicator Training, 
the commercialliscensing program, is here. Additional information, such as EPA 
regulations, signs and symptoms of pesticide poisoning, fertilizer and pesticide 
containment guidelines, are also listed here. 
Read QJJki~liTl~S fo_r Safel_y_La!JJJ~rin_g __ P~st!~i9_y-=CQIJ!J.!minated Clq_tbjng, Wearing 
proper clothing while applying pesticides is important. The label tells you what 
protective clothing is necessary for the particular pesticide, but washing the clothing is 
often not covered. Read this brochure for suggestions on washing clothing exposed to 
pesticides. Although written for farmers, homeowners can learn from this as well. 
When washing clothing used for pesticide application, 
a. use bleach and hot water 
b. use a special detergent just for pesticide removal 
c. use 1 112 times the normal amount of detergent and presoak or prerinse the clothes 
d. dispose of your clothes after applying pesticides, because they cannot be properly 
cleaned 
The Unjv~r§ityofN~l2ra_§Kl1 ha,s anon lin~ ''quiz," ()n pestj~iqe§_. There is a great deal of 
information here. Look over these three sections. 
XV The pesticide label 
XX Pesticide recommendations 
XXI Best management practices 
• When can you reenter the area where pesticides have been used? 
a. after 12 hours 
b. as soon as the foliage is dry 
c. read the label to determine the correct reentry period 
d. after four days have passed 
You may be asked for specific information on a particular pesticide. What happens to 
the pesticide? What is the residual in the soil or on a plant? How toxic is the pesticide to 
fish or wildlife? Extoxn~ is a site that contains detailed information on a long list of 
commonly used pesticides. You may want to bookmark this site for future reference. 
The information is easy to understand and cites references. 
Search the word glyphosate in this database. Glyphosate is the chemical name for 
Round-Up, the non-selective herbicide. Look at how high the LD/50 is. Read the section 
on environmental fate of glyphosate. 
What happens to Round-Up after you apply it? 
a. microbes are primarily responsible for the breakdown of the product 
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b. it dissolves in water and moves offsite 
c. it binds to the soil particles and has a long residual 
d. volatilization (turns to gas) or photodegradation (breakdown by light) destroy 
most of the chemical 
4. Participate in the email discussion on Pesticide Use and Safety. 
5. Take the Pesticide Safety and Use Quiz. 
6. Fill out the Pesticide Safety and Use Feedback Form. 
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Soils 
Objectives 
1. Be able to describe how soils are formed. 
2. Be able to explain the difference between soil texture and structure. 
3. Define the composition of the ideal garden soil. 
4. Explain the relationship between soil components, such as water, air, and nutrients. 
5. Be able to list the nutrients needed by plants, their source and the significance of nitrogen, 
phosphorus and potassium to plants. 
6. Define pH and its significance to plants and be able to describe how pH can be modified over a 
range of soils. 
7. Describe what fertilizer is and how nutrients get into plants and the factors that regulate their 
availability. 
8. Calculate how much fertilizer is needed to achieve the desired amount of nutrients per unit 
area. 
9. Describe how to construct a compost pile and successfully produce compost. 
Tasks 
1. Read the section on Soils in the Core Course text. 
2. Review Soij_ti slides. 
3. Visit the following sites and answer the questions related to them using the online assignment 
form, You may want to print a copy of the tasks before you visit the sites to follow the 
instructor's directions. 
The Department of Soil Science at Universiti Putra Malaysia has a great list of Online Soil 
Resource:~. Scroll down to the Garden Soil Managment link which goes to Ohio State. Click 
on this and then click on Raised Bed Gardening fact sheet. 
• Which of the following is NOT true of raised beds? 
a. higher yields due to close spacing because walkways are not necessary 
b. decreased soil compaction, increased water and oxygen for plant roots 
c. raised bed soil warms up quicker in the spring 
d. rodent problems are greater because the plants are closer together 
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This web site, fll_J1<:;tiQTJ ofsQi}_an_Q sqilprofil~~ ,is a look at soils through a horticulturalists 
point of view. Look over the soils profile information and answer the following questions: 
• The C horizon is sometimes called the parent material. 
a. true 
b. false 
• The A horizon has the most organic matter which usually gives it a darker color. 
a. true 
b. false 
• The B horizon is actually the best for growing plants. 
a. true 
b. false 
Determining fertilizer calculations is explained at this site from North Carolina. 
How much 25-4-6 fertilizer would have to be applied to 1,000 sq. ft. of lawn to deliver 1 lb. 
of N per 1000 sq. ft.? 
a. 5 lbs 
b. 10 lbs 
c. 4lbs 
d. 7 lbs 
Soil Testing is an interactive slide show produced by Rutgers University that shows how to 
take a soil test. You may also want to look at other slide shows once you visit this site. 
Use this link to obtain specific information for submitting a soil sample to the department of 
Soil,Water and Climate at the University of Minnesota. This site also shows you how to 
take a soil sample and where to send it. 
This soil testing site has some interesting comments, although it is mainly for western 
gardeners. 
Which of these is NOT a valid reason for having your soil tested ? 
a. when plants appear stunted, discolored or are growing poorly 
b. when you move to a new home and need information to begin gardening 
c. to measure physical properties, such as soil compaction 
d. testing every year when you are monitoring pH change 
This site from Q_r_~gQ!LSJ.!!te has a number of interesting topics. Soil pH, raised beds, soil test 
info, and more. Read the page on How to Improve Clay Soils. Often gardeners want a short-
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term,easy solution to improving soil structure, however as this article states, it is a long-term 
project. 
The best way to improve the structure of clay soils is: 
a. add 4" of sand each spring 
b. add 2-3" of organic matter each fall 
c. add black dirt 
d. rototill the area each year to incorporate subsoil 
What can Minnesota Earthworms do for your soil? Find the answers to common questions 
about earthworms, as well as information about their biology and history at this site. 
4. Participate in the email discussion about soils. 
5. the Soils_Q!Jiz. 
6. Fill out the Soils Feedback Form. 
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A: Introduction to Entomology 
Objectives 
1. Learn the general biology and anatomy of insects. 
2. Learn to recognize the common orders of insects. 
3. Learn insect life cycles. 
4. Understand the philosophy of integrated pest management (IPM). 
5. Learn how to ask questions to diagnose insect problems. 
Tasks 
1. Read the section on Introduction to Entomology in the core course text. 
2. Review the lntrod~Jion to Entomology slides. 
3. Visit the following sites and submit your answers to the Introduction to Entomology questions 
the QIJlin~ a~sjgnmemforrn. You will want to print a copy of the tasks before you visit 
the sites below so that you can follow the instructor's directions regarding the sites. 
A basic understanding of insects is important before discussing insect pest manageme 
Read the general introduction about entomology at the Wond~d':IJLWorlq of Insects sit 
(If a pop-up window appears, close it.) Then, click on "The Insects Home page", then 
click on the orange button at the top titled, "Classification" and then under the title 
"Introduction to Taxonomy" click on Key to the Insect Orders. 
What body parts are important to identify different orders of insects? 
a) Legs and Abdomen 
b) Wings and Mouthparts 
c) Compound Eyes and Antennae 
d) Tarsi and Cerci 
It is also important to understand insect life cycles before discussing insect pest 
management. Visit Entomology for Beginners at Hein Bijlmakers--a Dutch and Engli~ 
language web site. 
Which type of metamorphosis is the most common? 
a) Incomplete metamorphosis 
b) Complete metamorphosis 
c) No metamorphosis 
d) Semi-metamorphosis 
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Penn State has an excellent web site discussing integrated pest management (IPM) 
Pesticides do NOT play a role in IPM: 
a) True 
b) False 
4. Participate in the email discussion on Introduction to Entomology. 
5. Watch the video on general entomology. 
6. Complete the En!_Qffi_QlQgy__Ql!i?:, once you have gone through all three of the Entomology 
sections. 
7. Fill out the EntQm_o)Qgy __ .E~~Qp_a_g.__Em:.m after you've finished all three entomology sections. 
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B: Garden and Landscape Entomology 
Objectives 
1. Be able to recognize different types of insect damage to plants. 
2. Learn some common garden and landscape insects. 
3. Understand the management of garden and landscape insects. 
Tasks 
1. Read the Extension publications in the appropriate section of the Core Course Publications or 
maroon notebook. 
2. Review the 0arden and Landscape Entomology slides. 
3. Visit the following sites. Notice there is no need to send in your answers to the course tutor this 
time. You will want to print a copy of the tasks before you visit the sites below so that you can 
follow the instructor's directions regarding the sites. 
Visit the Michigan State University web site on plant damage caused by insects. 
• What insect most likely caused the injury you see in the 
accompanying image (above)? 
a. caterpillar 
b. aphids 
c. white grubs 
d. fly maggots 
This is one of several good sites discussing pest management of insects in gardens or 
landscapes. See Ohio State's Extension Factsheet oniPM for the Home Vegetable 
y_1t_r@_r1 and answer the following question. 
• The insect in the accompanying image (left) was found in a yard on a 
rose bush. What is it? 
a. injurious sawfly larva 
b. injurious leaf beetle larva 
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c. beneficial lady beetle larva 
d. innocuous fly larva 
For turf insects, read Managing Lawn and Turf Insects from the University of Minnesota 
Extension service. 
Visit C9!D1Il9DJI1~~es:t Pest~ of Tr~~g_T}Q ShJ"UJ2$j_n_Nortb_Da]<.Qt!l on the NDSU 
Extension Service web site. 
Visit the li9meEnt_omQ1Qgy_Pll_bHc<ltiQn~ from the University of Minnesota Yard and 
Garden Line to learn some of the common garden and landscape insects. 
Using the Yard and Garden Line as a resource to find information, answer the following 
questions. 
• During late April, someone asks you about bees nesting in their garden. They want 
to know what the chance for stings are and what action they should take. You 
answer: 
a. stings are rare, no action is necessary, the bees go away on their own in a 
short time. 
b. stings are sometimes common, sprinkle the areas with water to discourage 
the bees, they sometimes go away on their own. 
c. stings are common, pour insecticidal soap into the burrows to kill the bees 
otherwise they remain most of the summer. 
d. stings are very common, dust an insecticide into the nest entrances to kill 
the bees, once they are established they remain all summer. 
4. Participate in the email discussion on Garden and Landscape Entomology. 
5. Take the Entomology Quiz after you've finished reading through all three of the entomology 
sections. 
6. Fill out the EDtQmol_Qgy_F~egback Form after you've finished all three entomology sections. 
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C: Structural Entomology 
Objectives 
1. Identify common insect pests associated with homes in Minnesota. 
2. Understand how to manage insect pests associated with homes. 
Tasks 
1. Read the Extension publications in the appropriate section of the Core Course Publications or 
maroon notebook. 
2. Review the Stl}JC::JIJI(;),I EDto_mology slides. 
3. Visit the following sites and submit your answers to the Structural Entomology questions using 
the online assignment form. You will want to print a copy of the tasks before you visit the sites 
below so that you can follow the instructor's directions regarding the sites. 
Florida has a general discussion about IPM of structural pests. 
Find the answer to the next two questions by using Iowa State's Iow(;),_ln~~~::Unform(;),tiol1 
Notes site. This site has information about insects found in and around homes. Their 
structural insects pests are very similar to those in Minnesota. 
• During spring, a caller describes many tiny purplish or rust colored bugs all over 
the windows and walls. What are they most likely describing? 
a. bird mites 
b. clover mites 
c. psuedoscorpions 
d. springtails 
• Which of the following insects can reproduce indoors? 
a. larder beetles 
b. boxelder bugs 
c. cluster flies 
d. all of the above 
Using the Y_(l_r4_<m_Q_Q(;),_rg~n_L,.j_n_e homepage as a resource, answer the following 
question. 
• During August, you receive an insect call. The caller describes the pest as 3/4 inch 
long with a brown body with white markings. It has particularly large back legs 
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with part of it being dilated (enlarged). The insect is seen during the day and 
moves slowly. It occasionally flies from around the house. The caller never sees 
any more than a few at a time. They are concerned that it is a cockroach. You tell 
them it is a: 
a. cockroach 
b. masked hunter 
c. western conifer seed bug 
d. ground beetle 
4. Participate in the email discussion on Structural Entomology. 
5. Watch the video on Household Insects 
6. Take the Entomology Quiz after you've finished reading through all three of the entomology 
sections. 
7. Fill out the Entomolo_gy Fe_edlli!_ck Form after you've finished all three entomology sections. 
© 2000, Regents of the University of Minnesota and the of Horticultural Science. All rights reserved. 
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Home Landscaping 
Objectives 
1. Understand landscape design process. 
2. Understand the importance of site evaluation relative to plant selection. 
3. Understand the importance of good landscape design relative to sustainability. 
4. Learn essential elements of design principles. 
Tasks 
1. Read the sections on Lawn Care in the Core Course text. 
2. Review the slides on Home Landscaping 
3. Visit the following sites and submit your answers to the questions using the online assignment 
1Qrm. You will want to print a copy of the tasks before you visit the sites below so that you can 
follow the instructor's directions regarding the sites. 
Millions of dollars are spent each year designing, implementing, and maintaining urban 
landscapes. Unfortunately, long-term problems are caused when these processes are not 
carried out properly. Problems can be avoided or reduced by utilizing sustainable 
landscape practices. The Sustainable Urban Landscape Information Series contains 
information to help design, implement and maintain landscapes. Read the main site 
introduction; then look at the sequence of steps in doing a Base Plan for a landscape. 
Consider doing a Site Analysis for your own property. At the bottom of the home page, 
look at the additional links to other landscaping information. The case study of the 
lakefront property on Crystal Lake is an interesting project. The SULIS site is one you 
will refer to many times if you work with landscape design. 
1. Although VISUALLY PLEASING is the first consideration most people think of 
in landscape design, which of the other four should be number one in 
consideration for sustainable designs: 
a. Maintainable 
b. Functional 
c. Environmentally sound 
d. Cost effective 
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4. Participate in the email discussion this week. 
5. Take the Home Landscape Quiz. 
6. Fill out the lfQI11~~L<!nd~_g1lP~~--F~~g_back ~o11_11. 
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Turf grass 
Objectives 
1. Understand the basis requirements for growing a lawn. 
2. List and explain the steps in starting a new lawn. 
3. List the steps in turf renovation and overseeding. 
4. Learn the difference between the major cool season grasses such as fescue, perennial ryegrass 
and Kentucky bluegrass and the warm season grasses. 
5. Understand basic culture and maintenance techniques such as watering, fertilization, aeration, 
and weed control in lawn care. 
6. Understand major pest problems for lawns (weeds) not usually insects and diseases in 
Minnesota. 
Tasks 
1. Read the sections on Lawn Care in the Core Course text. 
2. Review the slides on Turfgrass 
3. Visit the following sites and submit your answers to the questions using the online assignment 
form. You will want to print a copy of the tasks before you visit the sites below so that you can 
follow the instructor's directions regarding the sites. 
Visit l_Qtegrate9 Pest_M~nagement for Turf Managers from the University of Illinois and 
answer the following questions. 
• Which of the following would NOT be a true statement regarding the 
implementation of a turfgrass IPM program? 
a. An increase in stressed turf due to reduce inputs and care can be expected 
b. A reduction in the use of pesticides that usually results in budget savings 
c. Requires frequent monitoring to detect and assess potential severity of 
problems and what if any corrective action may be needed 
d. The key to any successful turfgrass IPM program is knowledge 
• Turf grass selection is an important component of IPM. When renovating or 
establishing a lawn which of the following would NOT be considered an 
important turfgrass selection criteria? 
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a. what is the anticipated use of the turf area 
b. how much light will the area receive 
c. what level of care is the area most likely to receive 
d. how tall will the grass variety grow 
• When pesticides are needed in an IPM program, which of the following would be 
a desirable pesticide characteristic influencing your choice of product? 
a. the pesticide has a very broad range of pests controlled and is sure to kill 
the pest invading the turf 
b. it will last a long time in the environment therefore minimizing the need to 
reapply frequently 
c. it is the least toxic to non-target organisms, the environment and the 
applicator 
d. the more expensive the product the greater its effectiveness regardless of 
what the pest is 
Visit S1LLIS (Sustainable Urban Landscape and Information Series) and click on Lawn 
Care, then scroll down and click on Growth Development and answer the following 
questions. 
• Which of the following growth patterns would NOT be true for cool season 
turf grasses? 
a. Initiation of root growth precedes shoot growth in the spring 
b. Flowering generally occurs in the late summer to early fall 
c. There are two peak periods of shoot growth: spring and late summer 
d. Root growth rates are least during the early to mid-summer (June-July) 
periods of the year 
• When choosing a turfgrass to quickly fill in an area with the least amount of seed 
required, which of the following turfgrass growth habits would be the most 





Visit this site about sh;:tdy l;:t\.\/Il~ from the University of Illinois and answer the 
following questions. 
• What are the best adapted cool season turf grasses for shady conditions? 
a. fine fescues 
b. perennial ryegrass 
c. most species of Kentucky bluegrass 
d. tall fescue 
• Which of the following practices should you A VOID when caring for a shady 
lawn? 
a. raise your mowing height 
b. increase the amount of nitrogen fertilizer 
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c. water infrequently, but deeply 
d. reduce traffic 
Visit SUUS again, and this time click on Lawn Care then scroll down and click on 
Weed Management. 
• Which of the following is NOT a useful way to classify weeds? 
a. longevity of the plant (e.g., annual, perennial, biennial, etc.) 
b. morphology (e.g., monocots or dicots) 
c. season of peak growth (e.g., warm-season, cool-season) 
d. alphabetically (e.g., crabgrass ... dandelion ... plantain ... etc.) 
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• Pre-emergent herbicides are most commonly applied for control of which lawn 
weed types? 
a. cool-season perennial broadleaf weeds 
b. warm season perennial grasses 
c. annual grassy weeds 
d. cool season perennial grassy weeds 
Visit Control of Broadleaf Weeds in the Lawn from Iowa State University's Horticulture 
and Home Pest News. 
• Depending on the situation, which of the following would NOT be considered as 
a possible weed control strategy for controlling established perennial broadleaf 
lawn weeds? 
a. pulling or digging out 
b. using an herbicide 
c. maintaining a healthy lawn 
d. using a dishwashing soap and water mixture 
• Which of the following practices could lead to POOR results when using an 
herbicide for controlling perennial broadleaf weeds in the lawn? 
a. treating the weeds in late summer or early fall 
b. mowing within 24 hours of an application 
c. watering within 24 to 48 hours before it is applied 
d. using a product specifically labeled for controlling the target weed 
Visit the web version of the factsheet, Fertilizing Lawns by the University of 
Minnesota. 
• Your plans are to apply a nitrogen containing fertilizer at the rate of 0.7 lbs. N I 
M (Note: the letter M is often used to designate 1000 ft2 in turf applications.) 
You have selected an 18-6-14 fertilizer as per a recent soil test recommendation. 
This product comes in 10 pound bags. You have also carefully measured you 
lawn and know that there is 6800 ft2 of area. How many pounds of your selected 
fertilizer product will be required to cover this entire area at the desired rate of 
nitrogen application (i.e. 0.7 lbs. N I M)? 
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• The application precision of a properly calibrated drop spreader would be 
important for all but which of the following situations? 
a. Fertilizer application through large, unobstructed, open lawn areas 
b. Fertilizer application near curbs 
c. Fertilizer application near flower bed and shrub borders 
d. Fertilizer application near water bodies 
Weeds are the major pest in home lawns in Minnesota. Rutgers University has a nice 
site with weed photos for identification. 
• This site is organized alphabetically,what other information is the most helpful in 
weed identification: 
a. Flower color, leaf shape, growth habit 
b. Fall color, seed size, type of root 
c. Means of propagation, number of stamens, insect damage 
d. Age of plant, soil pH, soil drainage 
Homeowners are often troubled by moss in their lawn. Penn State has a fact sheet that 
explains how to combact this problem. Some people like moss growing in their lawn. 
• Moss is usually found in lawns with: 
a. Ground ivy, dandelions and chickweed 
b. Construction fill and gypsum 
c. Low fertility with few nutrients to support lawn grasses 
d. Acidic soils with standing water 
e. Heavy shade with high organic matter 
4. Contact your home county Extension office to watch either video "Low Maintenance 
Turfgrass" or "Care ofTurfgrass." 
5. Participate in the email discussion this week. 
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6. Take the Turfgrass Quiz. 
7. Fill out the Turf grass Feedback Form. 
© 2000, Regents of the University of Minnesota and the 
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Fruits and Vegetables 
Objectives 
1. Understand the importance of site selection, soil preparation and proper planting for a 
successful fruit or vegetable garden. 
2. Understand the importance of and identify successful varieties, cultivars and rootstocks of 
fruits and vegetables for Minnesota. 
3. Understand crop rotation, mulching, pruning, watering, fertilization and other techniques for 
successful food production. 
4. Be aware of the major insect and disease problems of fruits and vegetables for Minnesota. 
Tasks 
1. Read the sections on Fruits and Vegetables in the Core Course text. 
2. Review the Fruits and Vegetables slides. 
3. Visit the following sites and answer the associated questions via the online assignment form. 
Your maroon binder has several publications on home food production. Adjacent states also 
have bulletins and information on fruits and vegetables which is applicable to our growing 
conditions. 
Read "Growing Grapes for Hqm~l]~e" from the University of Minnesota Extension 
Service. Pay special attention to the section titled "Caring for Grapes" and answer the 
following question. 
When is the best time to prune grapes? 
a. just after harvest 
b. when the leaves are newly expanded 
c. late winter or early spring 
d. year round 
You can also look at Iowa State's Horticulture and Home Pest News It has a good 
description of pnming gr~pes. 
f_r!lits_~t911 toll}ill_oes is related to temperature. 
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What is the minimum night temperature tomatoes need to set fruit? 
a. 40 degrees F. 
b. 55 degrees F. 
c. 65 degrees F. 
d. 70 degrees F. 
South Dakota State has a nice publication on asparagus planting. Planting depth is critical 
for long term production of asparagus. 
What is the best final planting depth for the crowns? 
a. 1-2 inches 
b. 3-4 inches 
c. 4-6 inches 
d. 8-lOinches 
~9!1b __ P<:~.Js9t~~__sAsk Extension has a publication you may want to print entitled "Why fruit 
trees fail to bear." This is a common concern of homeowners. There are many reasons for 
lack of fruit. 
4. Watch the two videos on fruit and vegetable production which are in your county extension 
office. Each video is about two hours long. 
5. Participate in the email discussion on Fruits and Vegetables. 
6. Take the B:uits and V_~etables Quiz. 
7. Fill out the Fruits and Vegetables Feedback Form. 
© 2000, Regents of the University of Minnesota aiiiliiment of Horticultural Science. All rights reserved. 
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Trees and Shrubs 
Objectives 
1. Understand basic woody plant classification for identification of woody plant materials. 
2. Understand and apply the concepts of plant selection based on site and environmental factors. 
3. Understand and apply good planting techniques for trees and shrubs. 
4. Understand how branches and trees grow in order to know when and where pruning should be 
performed. 
5. Identify good choices of trees shrubs and vines for Minnesota and to become familiar with 
reference materials listing good plants for specific sites. 
Tasks 
1. Read the section on Trees and Shrubs in the Core Course text. 
2. Review the Trees an<LS_h_rubs slides. 
3. Visit the following sites and answer the questions using the online assignment form. 
The Not.1.h:Q_~kQt<t E:x,t~nsionS~r~'i~e has a nice illustrated bulletin on pruning trees and 
shrubs. 
• Shrub rejuvenation is best accomplished by: 
a. cutting back plants to 2-4" above the ground 
b. a combination of heading back and thinning 
c. cutting back to 12" on all main branches 
d. removing all dead wood 
The El!fQl1~fEA page (developed by Rosie Lerner for teaching) has about 75 graphics 
with brief identification descriptions of ornamental trees and shrubs and flowers. This 
site is good for picture identification of some common plants. 
Ohio State has a Visual Plant Dictionary for over 600 plants. It is complete with 
pictures and cultural information. 
On the University of Minnesota Extension Service website are many useful pubs on 
trees and shrubs. Three of these are listed below. 
• Trees, Shrubs and Vines for Minnesota has a nice list and description of good 
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selections for our climate. 
• AJ1~gipne_r_'~_Q!!id~ I9_Mi_nn~sot~_If~(!sis a fun key to identify common trees. 
Pretend you have a deciduous tree with alternate, simple, lobed leaves to identify. 
o What plant does this key tell you it is ? 
a. red or silver maple 
b. basswood 
c. white or bur oak 
d. American elm 
• At the Sustainable Landscape Site we used in the Home Landscaping Module the 
Plant Selection information page discussed things to consider when selection 
landscape plants. Also included here is a large database of several hundred woody 
and herbaceous plants. This is very helpful if you are searching for a specific 
plant. Try this pli!nLs_e;:t_rgh_ looking for shrubs 2-4 feet tall that have winter 
interest. At the link above, select winter interest from the seasonal interest button 
and type in 2 feet for the minimum height and 4 feet for the maximum. Click on 
search and move to the Plant Data tab to view all selections that meet these 
criteria. 





Famous for his work on Compartmentalization Of Decay In Trees, Dr. Alex Shigo, is 
responsible for the current way we think about trees as they respond to wounds. To 
answer the following question, examine CQDJJ, as narrated by Dr. Alex Shigo, then 
answer the following question. 
• In the CODIT model, which wall prevents the spread of decay fungi inward or 





Guidelines for Correct Pruning , is a straight and to the point article, developed by the 
tree doctor himself, Dr. Alex Shigo. Use these guidelines to answer the question below: 
• When using the natural target pruning method, described by Shigo, you should: 
a. make the branch cut outside of the branch collar 
b. make the branch cut flush with the branch bark ridge 
c. make the branch cut flush with the trunk 
d. make the branch cut inside the branch collar 
The International Society of Arboriculture hosts an information-rich site called Tree 
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Care Consumer Information. Go to "Buying High Quality Trees" and answer the 
following question. 
• When buying a high quality tree, which of the following things would you look 
for? 
a. several branches at the same position on the trunk 
b. flush pruning cuts 
c. basal trunk flare hidden 
d. basal trunk flare showing 
Care For E_\,lery Tree (Things every homeowner should kn~ from the University of 
Minnesota Extension Service: Forest Resources Extension is an excellent resource to 
help become familiar with different abiotic factors which cause stress or harm to trees. 
4. Participate in the email discussion on Trees and Shrubs. 
5. In your county Extension office, look at the CD-ROM "Trees and Shrubs for Minnesota 
Landscape and Roadsides" compiled by the Minnesota Departments of Natural Resources 
(DNR) and Transportation (DOT). Look up suitable shrubs and trees for landscaping your own 
yard. This is a good resource to learn which plants are good for Minnesota. 
6. Take the Trees and Shrubs Quiz. 
7. Fill out the Trees and Shrubs Feedback Form. 
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Living with Wildlife 
Objectives 
1. Understand the biology and habitat requirements of urban wildlife. 
2. Recognize various types of wildlife and their damage. 
3. Become aware of solutions that may help to prevent or reduce wildlife damage. 
4. Help others in effectively dealing with animal related problems. 
Tasks 
1. Read the section on Living with Wildlife in the Core Course text and binder of Extension 
publications. 
2. Review the Living with Wildlife slides. 
3. Visit the following sites and submit your answers to the questions using the online assignment 
f_Q!JTI. 
Visit this Ohio State Extension Service Factsheet about Controlling Rabbits in the 
Lan_c;Is~_(lpe. 
• Which is the BEST way to control rabbits? 
a. Moth balls and dial soap 
b. Have-a-heart traps 
c. Protective netting over top of plants 
d. Habitat modification and exclusion techniques 
The Minnesota DNR is always a good source to tum to for current information regarding 
wildlife. Take a look at the nuisance animal section of theMNJJNl~. site. Pay special 
attention to the following links: "Taking a Nuisance Animal" and "Woodchucks", then 
answer the following questions. 
• A nuisance animal normally protected by MN statute can be taken without license or 
permit if they are doing damage and if a conservation officer is called within 24 hours 
of the "taking". 
a. true 
b. false 
• Which of the following methods is NOT legal for controlling woodchucks? 
a. live trapping 
b. poisons 
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c. shooting or hunting where permissible by law 
d. none of the above 
The Deer Damage and Control site at the University of Connecticut is a good resource for 
understanding the life history and habits of deer even though this site deals with a different 
U.S. region. It discusses many different ways to attempt to prevent deer from eating your 
favorite plants. RhQ_c:l~JsJ~ng~_§SlJ~J~in~l:>Je Pl~ntssite lists plants deer do not like. At the 
link, scroll down to Appendix 2 then click on the list of Deer Resistant Plants. 
• Which is the BEST long term way to control deer? 
a. Moth balls and dial soap 
b. Predator manure scattered around plants 
c. Protective netting over top of plants 
d. Habitat modification and exclusion techniques 
Northwest Gardening, a gardening television series out of Oregon State University has a 
Sights and Sounds page that includes a video clip. The video clip is about deer damage. See 
the instructions for downloading the clip and then rate your experience with this clip in the 
online assignment form. 
Instructions for downloading clip 
Your browser should prompt you to download QuickTime(computer video 
software) if you do not already have it on your computer. Once you have found 
the sights and sounds page, scroll down and click on video clip #103 so you can 
see the video. Depending on the speed of your modem, it may take awhile to 
download. You may want to read part of the core course text book while your 
waiting. 
• Please rate this method of online learning by choosing 1 answer that best describes 
how you feel. If you choose the last answer (other), please email the TA and mention 
why you chose this. 
a. I liked watching the clip 
b. I liked watching the clip and would like to see more video clips throughout this 
course. 
c. I watched, but the tech problems interfered with learning. Couldn't hear it or see 
it, poor quality. 
d. I was unable to watch the video, don't know why. 
e. other 
Here is another video clip taken from the University of Wisconsin's Backyard 
Wildlife.R~hl:>it 4mrmg~ is a familiar problem with many homeowners. You may watch this 
video clip using the same directions as the bird damage video. 
The University of Nebraska has published a large three ring binder with wildlife 
information. Many county Extension offices have this publication and Master Gardeners 
should become familiar with it. View some of these publications online at the University of 
Nebraska Extension Site. Many of these publications are great resources and are similar to 
the ones in your maroon binder. 
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• Which of the following about skunks is NOT true: 
a. skunks may leave small holes in the ground where they've fed 
b. skunks are nocturnal 
c. skunks feed only on plant material 
d. skunks can carry rabies 
Other useful wildlife resources 
The E~t~n~jQn _ _EQ_I~$!!)' pages from North Carolina State University contain a wealth of 
information on wildlife management. Enter on the glossary page and review these terms. 
Twenty-five other publications about the most common types of wildlife are listed at the end 
of the glossary. This site is concerned with increasing wildlife--not limiting it. In the case of 
hummingbirds and butterflies, most people are happy to see these, but no so for the deer and 
rabbits!! This is a good resource for further information. 
This Minnesota Extension site provides information for planning for wildlife, managing 
wildlife, and enhancing wildlife. Visit the Managing Your Land for Wildlife site. 
4. If possible, watch the University of Wisconsin Extension Service video "Backyard Wildlife". It 
is a good resource for additional training for this online class. Contact your county Extension 
office to borrow the video. 
5. Participate in the email discussion this week. 
6. Take the Li ving_wiJb_NjJgJjf~_QIJi~. 
7. Fill out the Living with Wildlife Feedback Form. 
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